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The reliability of silicon bipolar junction transistors in integrated circuits is

investigated. The decrease in the common-emitter current gain during bipolar transistor

operation in BiCMOS circuits is analyzed and modeled. The current gain degradation

during reverse-bias stress of the emitter-base junction is found to be the result of

interface trap generation at the oxide/silicon interface and charging of the oxide layer

near the emitter-base junction perimeter by energetic electrons and holes to increase the

base current. A model for interface trap generation based on the rupture of weak

impurity bonds by hot carriers is presented to explain the measured kinetics of the

increase in interface trap density. A surface electron channel after heavy reverse-bias

stress is shown to exist over the quasi-neutral base from positive oxide charging. The

stress voltage thresholds for positive oxide charging are also measured and analyzed.

Accelerated reverse emitter-base bias stress methodologies are presented which

allow for more rapid and accurate determination of bipolar transistor time-to-failure at

v



low power supply voltages. Hot holes are found to be the primary cause of interface

trap generation for low stress voltages. Significant transistor degradation is measured

for stress voltages as low as 2.5V, indicating bipolar transistor reliability will remain an

important concern in the future.

The base current relaxation transient following reverse emitter-base bias stress is

analyzed and attributed to a decrease of trapped positive charge in the oxide layer near

the emitter-base junction perimeter. The trapped holes in the oxide are modeled to

tunnel from oxide traps to the silicon valence band during base current relaxation. The

relaxation transient is found to occur after a certain delay time. The effects of IB

relaxation are also found to decrease at low stress voltages.

The bipolar transistor reliability during operation at high current densities in the

forward-active mode is investigated. An increase in the current gain is found at

moderate forward emitter-base bias, and this phenomenon is attributed to the passivation

of polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface traps in the emitter by atomic hydrogen. A

model is presented which explains the measured results in both n/p/n and p/n/p

transistors.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTOR RELIABILITY

1.1. Introduction

The bipolar junction transistor (BJT) was invented in 1947 at Bell Telephone

Laboratories to become the first solid-state amplifier. The theory of BJT operation was

first proposed by Shockley in 1949 [1]. In the nearly fifty years following the invention

of the BJT, many improvements have been made in device performance through

extensive work on the optimization of the design and fabrication technology. The

original germanium point contact transistors developed in the late 1940s were replaced

by silicon planar diffused transistors in the early 1960s to allow for cost-effective mass

production and the thin base layers necessary for high-frequency applications [2]. This

led to the first integrated circuits, which were manufactured at Fairchild Semiconductor

Corporation using silicon bipolar transistors, diodes, and resistors [2]. By the early

1980s, the metal oxide semiconductor transistor (MOST) had replaced the BJT in many

digital logic applications, with complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)

logic gaining widespread use. However, the advent of bipolar-CMOS (BiCMOS) logic

in the mid 1980s suggests BJTs will continue to be important for future VLSI circuit

applications where the superior load capacitance drive of BJTs over MOSTs is

necessary. However, the reliability of submicron, polysilicon-emitter BJTs in integrated

1
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circuits still has several important unresolved issues which must be studied for BiCMOS

and other logic designs to reach their full potential.

The decrease in common-emitter current gain (pp) when the emitter-base junction

of a BJT is reverse biased during circuit operation has been studied extensively since it

was first reported by Collins in 1968 [3-25]. This phenomenon has been determined to

be the limiting factor in BiCMOS circuit reliability in some designs [8], which has

intensified the investigation in recent years. Although a consensus has been reached that

this phenomenon is mainly due to hot carrier degradation of the Si02/Si interface near

the emitter-base junction, the fundamental mechanisms causing the device degradation

have not been conclusively demonstrated. Several empirical modeling attempts have

had limited success in predicting the BJT pp degradation rate in some cases [8,9,11], but

faster, more accurate, and physically-based methods of determining the reliability of

new BJT technologies are needed for the low-voltage (3.3V and 2.5V), deep-submicron

BiCMOS technologies anticipated in the future.

Operation of polysilicon-emitter BJTs in the normal, forward-active mode at high

current densities has been shown to cause fluctuations in pp as well as a decrease in the

emitter resistance [26-33]. This reliability issue is expected to become more important

as BJT emitter dimensions continue to decrease and current densities surpass lmA/pm2

or lOOkA/cm2. A decrease in pp has been measured on many transistor technologies,

and is modeled to be the result of Si02/Si interface degradation near the emitter-base

junction [26-29]. An increase in pp during high current density operation has also been

measured in many instances and is attributed to the capture and release of atomic
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hydrogen at grain boundaries in the polysilicon emitter contact and at the

polysilicon/silicon interface in the emitter [31-33], by extending the model for boron

acceptor deactivation in p-type silicon developed by Sah [34]. However, only limited

work has been done on the PF instabilities at high current densities, and a detailed

analysis is critical to improve the understanding of this problem.

The reliability issues introduced above will be studied and modeled in this work

in an effort to determine the physical mechanisms involved, improve device time-to-

failure (TTF) extrapolation methods, and evaluate the potential reliability problems at

the low-voltage circuit operation expected in the future. This will serve as an important

step in determining the necessary improvements to submicron BJT designs.

In this introductory chapter, submicron silicon BJT fundamentals for reliability

analysis are presented as a foundation for studying BJT reliability. The important BJT

current components encountered during operation will be characterized, and amodel for

trap generation at the Si02/Si interface from hot carriers will be presented. In Ch.2, the
fundamental pF degradation mechanisms during reverse emitter-base bias stress will be

analyzed and modeled. In Ch.3, two accelerated methods for determining the TTF for

BJTs due to pF degradation during BiCMOS circuit operation will be presented and
demonstrated. This analysis will also determine which degradation mechanisms are the

most important for low-voltage operation in present and future circuits. In Ch.4, the

post reverse-bias stress relaxation transient of the base current in submicron BJTs will

be examined and modeled. In Ch.5, the changes in PF and the emitter resistance
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decrease during high current density forward-active operation will be analyzed. Finally,

a summary of this dissertation is given in Ch.6.

1.2. Bipolar Transistor Fabrication

Since the majority of the reliability issues for submicron BJTs have been

attributed to device degradation at the perimeter of the heavily doped emitter-base

junction [3-33], the characteristics of the emitter and base layers in different BJT

designs must be taken into account when attempting to explain the fundamental

degradation mechanisms. Therefore, the design and fabrication steps to form BJTs in

VLSI applications must be examined. Submicron BJTs are generally fabricated using

polysilicon emitter contacts to enable shallow emitter-base junction depths. BJTs which

are to be integrated into BiCMOS circuits may have a fabrication technology which fits

as closely as possible into the standard CMOS processing steps. In this case, the

technology is referred to as CMOS-based BiCMOS process. If a high performance BJT

is integrated into a CMOS process with little change in the BJT design, the technology

is referred to as a bipolar-based BiCMOS process. In both cases, some compromises to

the device designs must be made to allow cost-effective manufacturing. Two designs

have emerged to satisfy this need. The majority of BiCMOS BJTs reported thus far

have consisted of one of these basic designs, possibly with some additional features to

enhance the performance or reliability.

The first design is the self-aligned BJT, which has similar fabrication steps as the

self-aligned MOS transistor. A cross-section of two typical self-aligned polysilicon
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emitter bipolar transistors are shown in Fig. 1.1 [35, p.87]. For the single polysilicon

level self-aligned BJT shown in Fig. 1.1 (a), the p-type intrinsic base is formed by a

boron implant inside an n-type well. A polysilicon layer is then deposited and

implanted with arsenic to form the n+ polysilicon emitter. A nitride layer is deposited

on top of the n+ polysilicon layer. These layers are then patterned to form the active

device area. This is followed by a p+ implant to form the extrinsic base contact. The

base contact is automatically aligned to the active device area, since the polysilicon

emitter contact is used as the implant barrier. The silicon portion of the emitter is

formed by out-diffusion from the n+ polysilicon layer. For the double polysilicon level

self-aligned BJT shown in Fig. 1.1(b), a p+ polysilicon layer is used to form the base

contact. A hole is opened in the p+ polysilicon layer to form the active device area. The

n-i- polysilicon layer is then added, and the n+ silicon emitter is formed by out-diffusion

from the polysilicon. For both of these processes, sidewall oxide spacers allow for close

alignment of the metal interconnect layers. The collector contact is formed by an n+

implant into the n-type collector layer on the edge of the device. The advantage of the

self-aligned BJT design is that it is easily integrated into a CMOS process and produces

a very compact and high performance transistor design, since the active transistor area is

automatically aligned to the p+ base contact. However, the close proximity of the

highly doped n+ silicon portion of the emitter and the p+ base contact region may

produce a high electric field in this region. This may cause reliability problems in

BiCMOS applications, as will be analyzed in Ch.2. Some processing variations similar
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(b)

Fig. 1.1 BJT cross-sections for single polysilicon and double polysilicon self-aligned
processes. Adapted from Alvarez [35, p.87].
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to the lightly-doped drain technology in MOS transistors have been used to decrease the

electric field in this region [21].

The second design will be referred to as a non self-aligned BJT. A typical cross

section is shown in Fig. 1.2 [35, p.88]. In this design the p-type base is formed by a

boron implant in a n-type well, and a P+ base contact is implanted at the edge of the p-

type base. An oxide layer is then grown, and an opening is etched to form the active

transistor area. The emitter polysilicon is then deposited over the oxide opening and the

silicon emitter is formed by out-diffusion from the polysilicon. An n+ collector contact

is implanted into the n-type collector layer on the other side of the active transistor

region from the base contact. This design is not as compact as the self-aligned BJT,

because more tolerance must be left for alignment of the oxide etch and emitter

polysilicon deposition step which forms the active transistor area. Thus, the p-type base

extends a longer distance between the active transistor area and the p+ base contact.

However, this BJT design may require fewer steps to produce than the self-aligned

process. It also does not place the p+ base contact directly next to the n+ emitter

contact. This decreases the electric field in the emitter-base junction and may increase

the reliability of the transistor during operation in BiCMOS circuits.

For each of the designs mentioned above, a substrate n+ collector (sub-collector)

may also be added to the process to improve BJT performance, although this will

increase the complexity of the fabrication due to required epitaxial silicon crystal growth

over the subcollector to form the active device region. The collector technology has not

been found to affect the reliability issues investigated in this work.
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E

Fig. 1.2 BJT cross-section for a non self-aligned process. Adapted from Alvarez [35,
P-88].
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1.3. Shockley-Read-Hall Recombination Theory

The recombination of electrons and holes in semiconductors determines the

current which flows in p/n junction devices under normal operation. In order to

understand and model BJT operation and reliability, the various recombination

processes which determine the device operation must first be analyzed. The basis for

modeling the recombination kinetics in silicon is the single trap level analysis first

proposed by Shockley and Read [36], which assumes that recombination may be

modeled by a single trap level in the silicon energy gap. The transition rates between

electrons in the conduction band and the traps are the electron capture rate (cn) and

electron emission rate (e ), while the transition rates between holes in the valence band

and the traps are the hole capture rate (cp) and hole emission rate (ep). The steady-state
rates of electron and hole recombination are then

(1.1)

and

(1.2)

where N is the density of electrons in the conduction band, P is the density of holes in

the valence band, NT is the density of electrons in traps, and PT is the density of holes in

traps. The quantity is defined as the total number of traps, so PT = - NT. It is

assumed that the equilibrium values for cn, cp, en, and ep are good approximations for
the values during steady-state situations. The steady-state rates of electron and hole

recombination are required to be equal such that there is no build-up of charge at the
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traps over time. Thus, the electron density in the traps may be found by from Eqs.(l.l)

and (1.2) to be

N~ = N,rr(enN + ep)
CnN + en + CpP + ep

(1.3)

The result in Eq.(1.3) may be substituted into Eq.(l.l) or Eq.(1.2) to find the net

recombination rate of electrons and holes. For steady-state conditions which are close to

equilibrium, the recombination rate can be further simplified to be

R
NP-n.2

1

(N + N,)x +(P + P1)xn
(1.4)

where

Ni = en/cn = niexP[(ET’ - Ej)/kT] (1.5)

and

Pj = ep/cp = mexptiEj - ET’)/kT]. (1.6)
The quantity m is the intrinsic electron concentration, ET’ is the effective trap energy

which includes trap degeneracy, Ej is the intrinsic Fermi Energy, k is the Boltzmann

constant, and T is the temperature. The quantities xn = l/cnNTT and xp = 1/CpN^ are the
steady-state recombination lifetimes of electrons and holes. Eq.(1.4) may be simplified

for the case of n-type silicon where Nn » PN, m, Nj, and Pr In this case, the

recombination rate simplifies to

R = (PN-PN0VV (L7)
where PN is the hole concentration in the n-type silicon, and PNQ = n^/Nj^ is the

equilibrium hole concentration. Therefore, the recombination rate is found to vary
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linearly with the excess minority carrier density in neutral silicon, which is the basis for

Shockley’s minority carrier injection theory.

1.4. Shockley Equations for BJT Currents

The important BJT current components for forward-active operation of a n+/p/n

transistor are shown in Fig.1.3. Ideal expressions for these currents were derived by

Shockley in 1949 [1], and a similar analysis is repeated in this section as a foundation

for modeling BJT reliability. The electron current in the base will be examined first.

The forward bias on the emitter-base junction during forward-active operation

establishes an injected minority electron concentration, NB, in the p-type base. At the

edge of the emitter-base space-charge region, x=0B, for low-injection conditions the

injected electron concentration is related to equilibrium electron concentration in the

base, Nbo = ni2/NAA. by
(1.8)Nb(°b) = Nbo exp(qVBE/kT),

where NAA is the p-type base doping concentration, q is the charge of an electron, and

VBE is the forward emitter-base bias. If the collector-base junction is assumed to be
shorted (VCB=0) during normal BJT operation, then

(1.9)

The steady-state electron transport in the quasi-neutral base can be approximated by

considering only the diffusion of injected electrons according to the equations

Jj^ — qDgdNg/dx (1.10)

and
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B

Fig. 1.3 Schematic diagram of a BJT showing the important current densities which
contribute to the emitter current, base current, and collector current in
forward-active operation. Solid dots represent electrons in the conduction
band and circles represent holes in the valence band. Adapted from Sah [42,
p.833].
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dJN/dx = RN = q(NB(x) - Nbo)/xb, (1.11)

where the recombination rate in the quasi-neutral base is assumed to vary linearly with

the excess injected electron concentration, NB - NBQ, as demonstrated in Eq.(1.7). The

quantity Dg is the electron diffusivity in the base, and xB is the electron lifetime in the

base. The solution to Eqs. (1.10) and (1.11) using the boundary conditions in Eq.(1.8)

and (1.9) is

Nb(x) - Nbq = NB0[exp(qVBE/kT) - 1]
sinh[(XB - x)/Lg]

sinh(XB/LB)
(1.12)

where Lfi = (DBxB)0-5 is the electron diffusion length in the base. The electron currents
in the base at the edges the emitter-base and collector-base space-charge regions, x=0B

and x=XB, are found to be

Jn(°b) = (9nboDb/Lb) [exp(qVBE/kT) - 1] ctnh(Xg/Lg) (1.13)
and

JN(XB) = (qNB0DB/LB) [exp(qVBE/kT) - 1] csch(Xg/Lg) (1.14)

by substituting Eq.(1.12) into Eq.(l.lO). The difference of JN(0B) - JN(XB) is the

electron current lost to recombination in the base as electrons diffuse from x=0B to

x=XB. An equal hole current must flow into the base to compensate for the holes which
recombine with the electrons. Therefore, the hole current due to carrier recombination

in the base is

Jp.r = (qNB0DB/LB)[exp(qVBE/kT) - 1]
cosh(XB/LB) - 1
sinh(XB/LB)

(1.15)
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The injection of holes into the emitter from the p-type base by the forward-biased

emitter-base junction also occurs in BJTs. This is the major component of base current,

IB, in most current BJT designs before aging. The density of injected holes in the
emitter at the edge of the emitter-base space-charge region, x=0E, is

PE(°E)=PEOeXP(ilVBE/kT)’ a-16)

where PE0 = nj2/NDD is the equilibrium hole concentration in the emitter, and NDD is the
emitter doping concentration. The concentration of holes at the emitter contact, x=-XE,

generally depends on the contact recombination velocity, SE, for typical submicron

transistors with shallow emitter layers and polysilicon emitter contacts. The

recombination rate of holes at the emitter contact can be modeled to vary linearly with

the excess hole concentration in the emitter at the silicon surface, PE(-XE) - PEQ, such

that

Rp(-XE) = SE[PE(-XE)-PE0]. (1.17)

The recombination rate of holes at x=-XE, Rp(-XE), must also be equal to the minority

carrier hole current at x=-XE. Therefore,

-Jp(-XE) = SE[PE(-XE) - PE0]. (1.18)

The hole transport in the emitter layer is governed by diffusion such that

dydx = -q(PE(x) - Peo)/te, (1.19)

where xE is the hole lifetime in the emitter. The solution of Eq.(l .19) evaluated at x=0E
with the boundary conditions in Eqs.(1.16) and (1.18) is [37]

LE/tEsinh(XE/LE) + SEcosh(XE/LE)
cosh(XE/LE) + (SELE/DE)sinh(Xp/LE)

JP(0E) = qPE0[exp(qVBE/kT) - 1] (1.20)
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where LE = (DExE)0 5 is the hole lifetime in the emitter, and DE is the electron diffusivity
in the emitter. Thus, the hole current injected into the emitter is found to have the same

dependence on VBE as the injected electron current in the base, although the dependence
on SE in the emitter makes the expression in Eq.(1.20) more complicated.

The current in the collector layer is dominated by the current from electrons

which are injected from the emitter into the base and reach the collector-base space-

charge region, JN(XB), which was derived in Eq.(1.14). The collector current, Ic, may
be approximated by multiplying Eq.(1.14) by the emitter area, AE, if interband impact

generation in the collector-base junction space-charge region is negligible. Therefore,

Ic = (qAEni2DB/NAALB) [exp(qVBE/kT) - 1] csch(XB/LB). (1.21)
The base current, IB, is the sum of the hole current injected into the emitter from the
base plus the hole current which flows into the base to compensate for recombination of

injected electrons. Therefore, IB is the sum of the currents in Eq.(1.20) and Eq.(1.15).

However, in devices with very short base layer thicknesses, the hole current injected into

the emitter will dominate IB. So,

iB = (qAEni2/NDD)[exp(qVBE/kT) - 1]
LE/xEsinh(XE/LE) + SEcosh(XE/LE)
cosh(XE/LE) + (SELE/DE)sinh(XE/LE)

(1.22)

The emitter current, I£, is simply the sum of the Ic and IB. An important conclusion
from the above analysis is that the ideal components of IB and Ic will both be

proportional to exp(qVBE/kT) for forward emitter-base biases. However, the ideal

Shockley BJT equations are not adequate to completely describe device operation, since
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the generation and recombination currents associated with the emitter-base and

collector-base space-charge regions are ignored.

1.5. Sah-Noyce-Shockley Recombination Current

The ideal BJT current equations derived in the last section assume that

recombination in the space-charge region of the emitter-base junction is negligible

during forward-active operation compared to the injection of electrons from the emitter

into the base and the recombination of carriers in the quasi-neutral layers. This may not

be the case in some transistors, and the base current associated with carrier

recombination in the emitter-base space-charge region, or Sah-Noyce-Shockley current,

may be quite important. The increase of the base current due to surface recombination

at the Si02/Si interface has been found to be an important reliability concern in BJTs [3-

31]. The recombination kinetics for a single trap level derived by Shockley, Read, and

Hall can be extended to provide an analysis of recombination in the space-charge region

of a forward-biased p/n junction. This was first done by Sah, Noyce, and Shockley in

1957 [38]. Since the assumptions leading to the linear dependence of the recombination

rate on excess minority carrier density in Eq.(1.7) are not valid in the space-charge

region of a p/n junction, a more detailed analysis must be performed. The electron and

hole distributions vs. energy assuming a Boltzmann distribution are

N = niexp[(FN-EI)/kT] (1.23)

and

P = njexp[(Ej - Fp)/kT], (1.24)
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where FN and Fp are the electron and hole quasi-Fermi energies. Eqs.(1.5), (1.6), (1.23),
and (1.24) can be substituted into Eq.(1.4) to obtain an approximate steady-state

recombination rate in terms of the carrier steady-state lifetimes, the intrinsic Fermi

energy, and quasi-Fermi energies. If xn = xp = x, Eq.(1.4) becomes

(n/x)sinh[(FN-Fp)/2kT]
R = (1.25)

cosh[(Ej - FNp)/kT] + exp[(Fp - FN)/2kT] cosh[(ET’ - Ej)/kT]

where FNp=(FN + Fp)/2 is the average of the electron and hole quasi-Fermi energies.
The current due to recombination in the emitter-base space-charge region is

rXt

^SNS " Q
EB
Rdx, (1.26)
0

where XEB is the space-charge region thickness. An analysis of Eq.(1.25) demonstrates
that the recombination rate in the junction space-charge region depends nearly

exponentially on three quantities: (1) the difference of the electron and hole quasi-

Fermi levels in the space-charge region or approximately the emitter-base junction

voltage, VBE; (2) the energy difference between the intrinsic Fermi level, Ep and the

average of the quasi-Fermi levels, FNp; and (3) the energy separation between the trap

level, Et, and the intrinsic Fermi level, Er Therefore, for a fairly uniform trap density

spatially and vs. energy in the silicon energy gap, the maximum recombination rate will

occur for traps near midgap at the point in the space-charge region where the average of

the two quasi-Fermi levels is also near midgap. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.4, where the

maximum recombination point is shown by a solid dot. The total recombination current

in Eq.(1.26) may be approximated by integrating only over the shaded area in Fig. 1.4,

since this is where the majority of the recombination takes place. The approximate
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Fig. 1.4 Energy band diagram for the emitter-base junction of a BJT showing the
maximum recombination point (solid dot) in the emitter-base space charge
region according to Eq.(1.25) with xn = x . The Sah-Noyce-Shockley current
may be approximated by assuming recombination dominates in the narrow
shaded region near this point. Adapted from Sah et al. [38].
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thickness of this recombination region, XR, may be found by calculating the length of

the space-charge region where IEr - FNpl < 3kT. For IEr - FNpl > 3kT, the

recombination rate has decreased by a factor of ten from the maximum.

Carrier recombination in the emitter-base space-charge region of a BJT will

increase IB, as holes are required to flow into the space-charge region to maintain the

steady-state concentration. In most BJTs, the component of IB due to Sah-Noyce-

Shockley recombination current is dominated by surface recombination at the Si02/Si

interface. This is because the density of traps at the Si/Si02 interface, NIT, is usually

much larger than the density of traps in the bulk silicon. Energetic carriers are also

known to increase NIT through impact bond-breaking processes. Therefore, the surface

Sah-Noyce-Shockley IB component produces many of the instability problems

associated with BJTs. An approximate expression for this recombination current may

be obtained by assuming that the current is dominated by recombination in the effective

recombination region, XR. The interface traps nearmidgap are assumed to dominate the

recombination current. If SN = Sp = SQ is the recombination velocity of the interface

traps at the maximum recombination point, then Eq.(1.26) becomes [38]

Vsns = (qARniSo) [exp(qVBE/2kT) - 1] (1.27)

The quantity AR = PEXR is the effective surface recombination area, and PE is the

emitter-base junction perimeter. The recombination velocity and, consequently, IB_SNS

is directly proportional to the density of interface traps, NIT, through the relation S0 =

O.SqnjTtaQ^Nj.j, [39]. Another important point from the above analysis is that the Sah-

Noyce-Shockley surface recombination component of IB is proportional to
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exp(qVBE/2kT), while the I0 components due to recombination in the quasi-neutral base
or emitter were shown to be proportional to exp(qVBE/kT) in the last section. Therefore,

the two IB components may be distinguished by the measured reciprocal slope factor, n,
of the base current, where IB exp(qVBE/nkT). The reciprocal slope factor will be

n=1.0 when IB is dominated by recombination in the quasi-neutral layers, and n=2 when

IB is dominated by recombination in the emitter-base space-charge region.

1.6. Surface Trap-Assisted Tunneling Current

The injection of electrons from the emitter to the base during forward-active BJT

operation and the recombination of these injected electrons in the quasi-neutral base and

emitter and in the emitter-base space-charge region have been analyzed in the previous

two sections. The recombination processes examined so far involved electron and hole

capture and emission at traps in the silicon energy gap based on Shockley-Read-Hall

processes. Another possible recombination process involves quantum mechanical

tunneling of electrons from the conduction band in the emitter to traps in the energy gap

in the emitter-base space-charge region, as shown in Fig. 1.5. A hole is then captured at

the trap to complete the two-step process. Another possible process involves holes in

the valence band of the base tunneling to traps in the energy gap followed by electron

capture. These two-step tunneling processes were analyzed in detail by Sah in 1961 [40]

to explain the excess current in gold-doped tunneling diodes. Very similar processes

may occur at the Si02/Si interface in the emitter-base junction, although the interface

traps are distributed throughout the silicon energy gap. Surface trap-assisted tunneling
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pSi

Fig. 1.5 Energy band diagram for the emitter-base junction of a BJT showing the trap-
assisted tunneling process during forward bias. The electron tunneling
potential barrier from the conduction band in the emitter to the trap (triangle)
is shown by the shaded region. The average electron tunneling distance is
labeled x{. Adapted from Sah [40].
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currents were identified in submicron self-aligned BJTs by Li et al. [41]. If the

tunneling event is the rate limiting step in the two-step tunneling process, then the

current due to trap-assisted tunneling will have different characteristics than the

recombination currents based on Shockley-Read-Hall processes.

The probability for an electron to tunnel from the conduction band in the emitter

to a trap in the emitter-base space-charge region is determined by the potential barrier

between the conduction band in the emitter and the trap, which is shaded in Fig. 1.5.

The approximate potential barrier shape may be calculated for an abrupt, one-sided

junction, which is a valid approximation of the emitter-base junction in submicron BJTs.

The potential energy, V, vs. position in the emitter-base space-charge region using the

depletion approximation is found by applying Gauss’s Law and integrating twice to get

[42, p.412]

V(x) = -[2qNAA(VM-VBE)/esi]»-5x + (qNAA/2esi)xi, (1.28)

where NAA is the base acceptor impurity concentration, Vbi is the junction built-in

voltage, esi is the silicon permittivity, and x is distance perpendicular to the emitter-base

junction from the emitter edge of the space-charge region. The potential energy is set to

zero at the emitter edge of the space-charge region (x=0), and V = -q(Vbi - VBE) at the

base edge of the space-charge region (x=XEB). Since the emitter-base space-charge

region width is

XEB = i2eSi<Vbi-VBE>/‘lNAA]0-5- 0.29)

Equation (1.28) may rewritten as

V(x) = ~2(Vbi - VBE)(x/XEB) + (VM - VBE)(x/XEB)2 (1.30)
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The electron tunneling probability through the potential barrier described by Eq.(1.30)

may be approximated by [42, p.64]

T = exp

-

íxt i
-2 a(x)dx

- o J
(1.31)

where

cc(x) = {2mx[V(x) -E]}a5/h. (1.32)

In Eq.(1.32), E is the electron kinetic energy, mx is the electron effective mass in the

tunneling direction, and K = h/2rc is the normalized Planck constant. The limits of the

integration in Eq.(1.31) are from x=0 to x=x{, where xt is the average tunneling distance

for electrons as shown Fig. 1.5. The current due to the tunneling-limited recombination

pathway may be approximated by assuming that the tunneling step is rate limiting. This

means the traps involved in the tunneling of electrons may be considered to be mostly

empty since the hole capture event occurs much faster than the electron tunneling step.

Therefore, calculating only the tunneling rate of electrons from the conduction band to

traps in the energy gap will allow the tunneling-limited recombination current to be

approximated. Only the traps in the energy gap at energies slightly greater than the

bottom edge of the conduction band in the emitter are assumed important, as this is

where the electron density in the conduction band is largest. Since most of the tunneling

electrons have low kinetic energy, E is small in Eq.(1.32) compared to the tunneling

potential barrier height. Equation (1.30) may be substituted into Eq.(1.32) and

integrated in closed form in Eq.(1.31) to produce

T = expl-ipm/fi2)0 5Yl(VH - VBE)° 5XEB], (1.33)
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where

Yt = 0.5[(x/Xeb) - 1][(2xt/XEB) - (x/XEB)2]05 + 0.5arcsin[l - (x/XEB)]. (1.34)

The quantity y depends on the average tunneling distance from the emitter edge of the

space-charge region to the trap, xt, in relation to XEB< A constant ratio of xt/XEB is

assumed to allow y to be independent of VBE and simplify Eq.(1.33). Equation (1.29)

may also be substituted into Eq.(1.33) to yield

T = exp [-4(mxesi/H2N yt(Vbi - VBE)] = exp[-(Vbi - VBE)/VT]. (1.35)

The surface trap-assisted tunneling current is found by integrating the tunneling

probability over the initial and final electron density of states. The initial and final

density of states are assumed not to vary significantly with VBE, which makes the

tunneling current proportional to the tunneling probability such that

Vts = *b-to exP[(VfiE - Vbi)/VT] - (1.36)

where IB TO and VT are constants. Equation (1.36) will be used in Ch.2 to model the
measured surface trap-assisted tunneling current. The value of VT found during least-

square fit to the data may be used to calculate the approximate average tunneling

distance for electrons. The constant Ifi TQ will directly depend on the interface trap

density in the emitter-base space-charge region and the electron density in the emitter

near the space-charge region. The density of available traps in the space-charge region

for tunneling will most likely vary as VBE is changed, since NIT is known to vary with

energy in the silicon energy gap. This may cause some small deviations of the measured

current from Eq.(1.36), and may also provide information on the variation of NIT with

energy in the top portion of the energy gap.
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1.7. Reverse-Bias Current in the Emitter-Base Junction

The leakage current which flows in the n+/p emitter-base junction of submicron

BJTs during reverse-bias is known to be an important cause of PF degradation [8,9,11].

Therefore, the source of the reverse-bias emitter-base junction current must be analyzed

to understand BJT pF degradation. For the heavily doped n+/p junctions in submicron

BJTs, the major source of reverse-bias current for junction voltages below breakdown is

the interband tunneling of electrons from the valence band in the emitter-base space

charge region to the emitter conduction band. This is shown in Fig. 1.6, where the

valence-band electrons are indicated by solid dots surrounded by circles. This notation

emphasizes that the tunneling process leaves behind holes in the valence band of the

space-charge region as electrons tunnel to the emitter conduction band. The tunneling

process may be direct, phonon-assisted, or trap-assisted. Two trap-assisted tunneling

pathways are also shown in Fig. 1.6. The tunneling probability for the direct or phonon-

assisted pathways for electrons in a reverse-biased p/n junction may be approximated by

assuming a triangular potential barrier at the point in the junction where the tunneling

rate is maximum, which is near the emitter edge of the space-charge region. This

tunneling barrier is shaded in Fig. 1.6. The tunneling probability is [42, p.65]

T = exp
4(2mx)°-5EG1-5

3qhE
(1.37)

where mx is the tunneling electron effective mass in the direction from base to emitter,

Eg is the silicon energy gap which determines the height of the triangular potential

tunneling barrier, and E is the electric field in the emitter-base space-charge region near
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secondary Q¡
electron P

Fig. 1.6 Energy band diagram for the emitter-base junction of a BJT during reverse-
bias showing the tunneling (direct or phonon-assisted) and trap-assisted
tunneling pathways. The shaded area represents the electron tunneling
potential barrier from the valence band in the emitter-base space-charge region
to the conduction band in the emitter. Interband impact generation and
thermal generation are also shown. Adapted from Neugroschel, et al. [24].
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the emitter which determines the slope of the triangular potential barrier. The tunneling

current is found by integrating the tunneling probability over initial and final electron

states. Since the tunneling probability is an exponential function of the electric field, the

tunneling rate is dominant at the highest electric field point in the emitter-base space-

charge region. Therefore, current may be approximated as being proportional to the

tunneling probability at this point. This gives an emitter current of

IE = IEOexp(-V(/E), (1.38)
where IE0 and VQ are constants. The value of V0 may be calculated approximately from
the electric field, silicon energy gap, and effective mass. The maximum electric field in

the space-charge region of a one-sided junction may be written as

Emax = Eo(Vbi + VEBf, (1.39)
where E0 is the maximum electric field at equilibrium and n is a constant. For an abrupt

junction n will be approximately 0.5. By assuming the tunneling current is dominated

near the point in the space-charge region where the electric field is Emax, the tunneling

current in Eq.(1.38) may be rewritten as

IE = IEoexp[-Vi/(Vbi + VEB)n]. (1.40)
A least square fit may be performed on the measured reverse emitter current to find IE0,

Vr Vbi, and n in Eq.(1.40). For the submicron BJTs measured in this work the value for
n has been consistently found to be close to 0.5, indicating the one-sided, abrupt

junction approximation made in this and the last section is valid for evaluating the

tunneling currents.
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The holes left behind in the emitter-base space charge region may create

additional electron-hole pairs through interband impact generation (or avalanche

multiplication) if the holes attain sufficient kinetic energy. This is shown in Fig. 1.6.

This process is important only at relatively high VEB, where the carriers in the emitter-

base space-charge region are accelerated to high kinetic energy. The secondary

electrons generated through the impact generation may also create additional electron-

hole pairs, and junction breakdown is achieved when the impact-generation efficiency

approaches unity. Current in the emitter-base junction is also produced from thermal

generation of electron-hole pairs, but this current is found to be negligible in submicron

BJTs compared to the tunneling and interband impact generation currents.

1.8. Analysis of Base and Collector Currents

A schematic diagram of a n+/p/n BJT is shown in Fig. 1.7. The desired current

flow for forward-active operation consisting of electrons from the emitter being injected

by the forward-biased emitter-base junction into the base and collected by the shorted or

reverse-biased collector-base junction into the collector is labeled as the collector

current, Ic. The collector current is affected by the intrinsic transistor area, the base

doping concentration, and by generation of electron-hole pairs in the collector-base

junction, but will generally be expected to remain stable during normal device operation.

The base current, IB, consists of holes from the p-type base which recombine with
electrons in the base, emitter, or emitter-base space-charge region. These recombination

mechanisms were analyzed in sections 1.4 and 1.5. Several of these recombination
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Fig. 1.7 Schematic diagram of a BJT showing the various recombination processes
which contribute to the base current along with the desired electron current
flow from emitter to collector. The diamonds are bulk silicon traps and the
triangles are interface traps at the Si02/Si or polysilicon/Si interfaces. The
tunneling limited recombination current is not shown. Adapted from
Neugroschel and Sah [22].
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Fig. 1.8 Energy band diagram showing the recombination processes in the emitter,
base, and emitter-base space charge region along the silicon surface. The
triangles represent interface traps at the Si02/Si or polysilicon/Si interfaces.
Adapted from Sah et al. [38].
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pathways are illustrated in Fig. 1.7 for recombination at either bulk silicon traps

(diamonds) or surface traps at the interface between the silicon and oxide or polysilicon

layers (triangles). Bulk traps are created during crystal growth or device fabrication and

are either due to crystal defects or impurity atoms. Their density is not expected to be

affected by device operation since high temperature or particles with very large kinetic

energy are required to alter the impurity atom concentration or create additional crystal

defects. However, the density of interface traps may increase substantially during

device operation if carriers are accelerated to kinetic energies on the order of several

electron-volts in the vicinity of the interface. Therefore, the base current components

due to surface recombination may change during device operation and cause reliability

problems. In Ch.2, the increase in IB 2s will be shown to cause a decrease in pp during
BJT operation in BiCMOS circuits. In Ch.5, the decrease in IB_1Es will be shown to

increase pp during operation at high current density.

The location of the recombination is used to differentiate the recombination

pathways in Fig. 1.7. The IB 2s component is due to surface Sah-Noyce-Shockley

recombination in the emitter-base space-charge region with reciprocal slope factor n=2.

The IB.1Eb and IB_1Bb are the bulk recombination components of I0 in the quasi-neutral
Emitter and Base with reciprocal slope factor n=L The surface recombination

components of the base current along with the surface trap-assisted tunneling current,

Ib-Ts’ are a^so shown in the energy band diagram in Fig. 1.8.
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1.9. Theory of Hot-Carrier Oxide-Silicon Interface Trap Generation

It is well known that the increase of IB and decrease of PF during reverse emitter-

base bias stress is due to an increase in the surface Sah-Noyce-Shockley current as NIT

increases [3-25]. It has been proposed that the breaking of Si-H interface bonds by hot

carriers may be the dominant interface trap generation mechanism for some transistor

technologies. Under this assumption, a model for interface trap generation may be

constructed. This was first done by Hu et al. [43], but many of the details of the model

were not investigated. Thus, a similar model is presented here for use in Ch.2. A

schematic diagram of the model presented here is shown in Fig. 1.9. Interface traps are

assumed to be created or passivated through the reaction

Si-H ^ Si- + H, (1.41)

where Si- is a broken Si-H bond or interface trap. The quantity H is the atomic

hydrogen concentration near the Si02/Si interface. The energy for the reaction to

proceed from left to right (generation or increase of NJT) is provided by hot carriers.

The reaction will also proceed from right to left (passivation or reduction of NIT) if there

is sufficient atomic hydrogen near the interface. The rate equation for the net N1T

generation may be written as

dNn/dt-eH(NIB-Nrr)-cHNrrHI (1.42)
if a first order reaction is assumed. The rate coefficients for NIT generation and

passivation are eH and cH, and Nj-g is the density of Si-H interface bonds which may be
broken by hot carriers. The hot carrier density and kinetic energy will directly affect eH
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Fig. 1.9 Schematic diagram of the model for Si02/Si interface trap generation
presented in this chapter. The circled H symbols represent atomic hydrogen
which is emitted and captured at interface traps. The triangles represent
interface traps which are initially passivated by the atomic hydrogen in the
unstressed device. The model is similar to that proposed by Hu et al. [43].
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and the rate of NIT generation. The quantity Hj is the effective areal hydrogen

concentration near the interface which is defined as

Hi = Hdx = H(0)Xj, (1.43)
0

where H(0) is the hydrogen concentration very near the Si02/Si interface, and Xj is the

width of the Si02/Si interface region. For low NIT and Hr, the NIT generation process

will be dominant and Eq.(1.42) can be approximated as

NIT = eHNiBt- (I-44)

This suggests that if NIT and Hj are low at the start of the reverse-bias stress, then the
rate of NIT generation will be proportional to the stress time. As interface traps are

created during the rupture of Si-H bonds, the density of hydrogen also increases near the

interface. In general, Hj depends on the rate of interface trap generation and the rate of

hydrogen diffusion away from the interface. This may be modeled by the rate equation

dHj/dt = dNIT/dt - DhH(0)/Xq, (1.45)
where DR is the hydrogen diffusivity, and XQ is the oxide layer thickness. In Eq.(1.45),
the atomic hydrogen density is assumed to have a linear gradient in the oxide layer as

shown in Fig.1.10. The hydrogen concentration is assumed to be small compared to

H(0) at the top of the oxide layer where the polysilicon emitter overlap acts as a

hydrogen sink. Eq.(1.45) may be rewritten as

dHj/dt = dN]T/dt - (Dj/XjX^Hj (1.46)
A general solution for NJT from Eqs.(1.42) and (1.46) is difficult to obtain analytically.
However, the following discussion lends some insight into the form of the solution. As
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Si Si02 polysilicon

Fig. 1.10 The linear atomic hydrogen concentration gradient in the oxide layer which is
assumed in Eq.(1.45). The hydrogen flux away from the Si02/Si interface is
JH = Dh[H(0) -H(X0)]/X0 = DrH(0)/Xo, since H(0)»H(XQ).
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Hj builds up, the rates of generation and passivation of NIT will eventually become

nearly equal, and dN¡T/dt and dHj/dt will drop to zero if Hj remains unchanged. At this

point, the NIT generation is limited by the hydrogen diffusion from the interface. In this

case, the rate of interface trap generation would be equal to the rate of hydrogen

diffusion from the interface, or

dNjj/dt = (Dj/XjXqJHj. (1.47)

By substituting Eq.(1.47) into Eq.(1.42) and integrating over time, Eq.(1.42) becomes

Nit + (CjjXjX^DjjJNpj,2 = eHNret, (1.48)
where it is assumed that NIT« Nm. According to Eq.(1.48), the kinetics of NIT

generation would be expected to follow a power law dependence, or NIT tm, where m

ranges between 1.0 at short stress times and 0.5 at long stress times. Eventually, as NIT

approaches Nffi, the NIT generation rate drops to zero, because there are very few weak
interface bonds left to be broken.

A general solution to Eqs.(1.42) and (1.46) may be approximated by converting

the differential equations to difference equations using the Euler approximation. For

simplicity, the initial NJT and Hj concentrations are assumed to be negligible, and Nre is
assumed to be much larger than NJT. The results of the general solution for NIT and Hj

vs. stress time are shown in Fig. 1.11 for three different hydrogen diffusion rates. For all

of the curves in Fig. 1.11, the initial rates of NIT and Hj generation are proportional to the

stress time, or have a slope of m=1.0 when plotted on logarithmic axes. For low

hydrogen diffusion rate (low Dh/XjX0), the NIT generation and passivation rates

eventually become comparable. Therefore, dNIT/dt and dHj/dt drop to nearly zero. At
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Fig. 1.11 The approximate general solution for the time dependence of the interface trap
density (NIT, top three curves) and atomic hydrogen concentration at the
interface (Hp bottom three curves) from Eqs.(1.42) and (1.46) is calculated
using the Euler approximation. Three different hydrogen diffusion rates are
shown to demonstrate the effect on NIT and Hp For moderate to high
diffusion rate, the curve is proportional to tm, where m varies between 1.0
and 0.5.
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longer time, the hydrogen finally starts to diffuse from the interface, and NIT and Hj are

both proportional to t05. For the moderate and large hydrogen diffusion rates, the

hydrogen begins to diffuse away from the interface before the NIT generation and

passivation rates become comparable. Therefore, the NIT curves show a smooth

transition from m=1.0 to m=0.5 for NIT, as suggested by the approximate solution in

Eq.(1.48). As shown in Fig. 1.12, the approximate solution for NIT in Eq.(1.48) is an

excellent approximation of the calculated general solution for NIT for moderate and high

hydrogen diffusion rates when NIB » NIT. Only for the low hydrogen diffusion rate

does Eq.(1.48) deviate from the general solution for NJT. If the assumption that Nffi »

Nit is removed, then the calculated general solution to NIT shows a drop in dNIX/dt
when Nit approaches Nffi, as shown in Fig.1.13. However, Eq.(1.48) does not account
for the drop in the generation rate as Npp approaches Nffi. Thus, an extra term must

be included in the right side of Eq.(1.48) to give

No-+ (chNiXo/2Dh)Nit2 - eHNffit eH

t

Njrpdt,
0

(1.49)

which is solved to yield

-1+ |l + (ICnXjXo/DjiXenNjgt - eR NITdt) |0'5
N™ = ; . (1.50)

ChXjXc/Dh

The solution for NIT in Eq.(1.50) may be approximated by calculating NIT over a

number of points and using a summation of NIT over time to approximate the integral.
In Fig.1.13 it is demonstrated that the solution for NIT from Eq.(1.50) is an excellent

approximation, even when NIT approaches NIB. The advantage using Eq.(1.50) rather
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Fig.1.12 The calculated general solution for NIT from Eqs.(1.42) and (1.46) is
compared to the approximate result for NIT from Eq.(1.48) for three different
hydrogen diffusion rates. For the moderate and large hydrogen rates,
Eq.(1.48) is shown to provide an excellent approximation of NIT if NJB »
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Fig.1.13 The calculated general solution for NIT from Eqs.(1.42) and (1.46) is
compared to the approximate computed result for N™ from Eq.(1.50). The
total number of interface bonds, Nffi, is set to lO^cm-2 to illustrate the
saturation of NIT at long stress time. The result for NIT from Eq.(1.50) is
shown to be an excellent approximation of NJT, even when NIT approaches
NrIB'
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than calculating the general solution for NJT from Eqs.(1.42) and (1.46) is that a much

larger At may be used between the calculated NIT points in Eq.(1.50), which reduces

computing time significantly. The integral in Eq.(1.50) does not become important in

the solution for NIT until NIT becomes comparable to NJB. In Fig. 1.13, NIT from

Eq.(1.50) is calculated at 500 points to maintain a good approximation of the integral,

whereas a minimum of 105 points (maximum At of 0.1s) is required when solving for

the general solution for NJT. Although the theoretical analysis of NJT generation in this
section assumes that broken Si-H bonds are the major cause of NIT, the same analysis

may also be applied to other impurity interface bonds using the same rate equations.

1.10. Bipolar Transistor Self-Heating

When BJTs operate at high current densities, the energy losses of carriers through

phonon scattering may locally heat the silicon crystal to temperatures much higher than

the ambient temperature [44]. This is known as transistor self-heating. The amount of

the temperature increase of the device above the ambient temperature, AT, is related to

the total power dissipation, P, by

AT = RthP, (1.51)

where R(h is the thermal resistance of the device. Therefore, the key to predicting the

magnitude of the self-heating in BJTs is to measure Rth.

A measurement procedure which is useful for extracting the approximate Rth is to

measure IB vs. reverse collector-base bias, VCB [45]. If I0 is dominated by
recombination in the emitter, and VCB is well below collector-base junction breakdown,
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then the measured increase in IB as VCB is increased is strictly due to device self-heating

and is an accurate measurement of the change in device temperature. This measurement

is demonstrated in Fig.1.14 for a 0.8qm x 3.2[im BJT at VBE=0.64V and an ambient

temperature of 150°C. The data in Fig. 1.14 is replotted vs. P in Fig. 1.15, where

P = ICVCE. (1.52)

Eq.(1.52) is valid for forward-bias VBE in the low to moderate range where resistive

power losses in the device contacts are negligible, and the majority of the self-heating is

due to phonon scattering in the reverse-biased collector-base junction. For submicron

transistors, it may be difficult to measure significant self-heating without raising VBE to

large values at room temperature. Thus, the measurement is performed at elevated

ambient temperature to solve this problem. Since IB is an exponential function of device

temperature and is not a function of VCB for voltages well below junction breakdown

[45],

3(AIb/Ib)/9P = Rth 3(ln[IB])/3T. (1.53)

Thus, R[h may be solved to be

Rflj = t(kT2)/(EG - qVBE)][9(AIB/IB)/aP], (1.54)
where EG is the silicon energy gap. The value of Rth is obtained from the slope of the
curve in Fig. 1.15, and is found to be Rth=0.95K/mW.

In Ch.5, the transistor self-heating must be calculated for very large values of

VBE, where the transistor current is limited by the emitter series resistance rather than
minority carrier injection. In this case, the power dissipation is

P = ieavbeo + ic(vCE avbeo), (1.55)
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Fig. 1.14 The base current vs. reverse collector-base bias at 150°C and forward emitter-
base bias of Vbe=0.64V. The increase in IB is caused by transistor self¬
heating as the power dissipation increases.
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Fig.1.15 The percent change of the base current vs. transistor power dissipation at
150°C and VBE=0.64V. The slope of the curve is found to be 0.028mW_1,
which yields R.th=0-95K/mW from Eq.(1.54). This measurement technique is
from Reisch [45].
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where AVBE0 is the voltage drop in the emitter contact. Eq.(1.55) is approximately

equal to Eq.(1.52) if IE = Ic.

1.11. Summary

The background necessary for the analysis of BJT reliability in the subsequent

chapters of this dissertation was given. An introduction to the common fabrication

procedures was given in section 1.2. In the next four sections, theoretical expressions

for the measured transistor currents during forward-active operation were presented. In

section 1.7, the reverse-bias leakage current in the emitter-base junction was examined.

A model for trap generation at the SiO^Si interface from the rupture of Si-H bonds was

presented in section 1.9. Finally, transistor self-heating was analyzed in section 1.10.



CHAPTER 2
PHYSICAL DEGRADATION MECHANISMS OF
SILICON BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS

DURING REVERSE EMITTER-BASE BIAS STRESS

2.1. Introduction

It has been known since the 1960s that the electrical characteristics of oxide

passivated silicon bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) change during operation. A

reduction of the common-emitter current gain (|3F or hpE) due to an increase of the

transistor base current, IB, during an application of reverse emitter-base bias to near the

junction breakdown voltage was first reported by Collins [3,4] in 1968. He performed

reverse-bias stress experiments at various current levels and temperatures and proposed

that degradation of the Si02/Si interface near the emitter-base junction was the probable
cause of the PF decrease. He also demonstrated that junction breakdown was not

necessary for (jp degradation and found no significant temperature dependence of the

degradation rate. Additional studies were performed by Verwey [5] in 1969 and

McDonald [6] in 1970. The increase in IB was attributed to an increase in the surface

recombination velocity at the Si02/Si interface at the emitter-base junction perimeter

and charge injection into the oxide. The increase in the surface recombination is caused

by the breaking of interface bonds by hot electrons and holes generated during the

reverse-bias stress to increase the interface trap density, NJT. Experiments with a field

46
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gate over the emitter-base junction [5,6] showed that both electrons and holes can be

injected and trapped in the oxide, depending on the polarity of the gate voltage applied

during the stress. These experiments also showed that the stress-induced excess base

current, AIB, was a function of the silicon surface potential. The gate-controlled BJT
was first described by Sah [46] who studied the base current mechanisms in detail [47].

The gate-base voltage controls the surface potential and recombination rate at the

surface of the emitter-base space-charge region as well as the size of the induced surface

channel in the quasi-neutral base, and thus controls the BJT base current and pF [47,48].

A principle result obtained by Sah was that if a surface channel is induced by the gate

potential, the channel current due to the recombination either in the channel bulk space-

charge region or the Si02/Si interface can give a reciprocal slope factor (diode ideality

factor) n for the base current larger than 2.0 in the current relation, IB «= exp(qVBE/nkT).

This exceeds the slope factor for Sah-Noyce-Shockley recombination current in the bulk

emitter-base space-charge region which requires 1.0<n<2.0 [38]. Thus, the measured

slope factor of the base current can be an important indicator of the surface channel

presence in VLSI transistors without the gate electrode.

The effects of reverse-bias stress on the characteristics of advanced BJTs received

renewed attention in the last decade from a number of investigators [7-25] as the use of

BiCMOS logic became widespread. In 1985, Petersen and Li [7] demonstrated that the

large reverse-bias leakage current in heavily-doped n+/p emitter-base junctions in

submicron BJTs can degrade pF even at reverse-bias voltages much less than

breakdown, and avalanche was not a necessary condition for BJT degradation as was
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found in earlier studies on larger transistors. They also showed through the use of light

to generate carriers in the base that the increase in AIB or degradation of (3p may be

accelerated by the injection of additional electrons into the emitter-base junction during

reverse-bias stress. In 1987, Joshi et al. [8] were the first to demonstrate that significant

pF degradation may occur from the transient reverse emitter-base bias stress of the pull-

up BJT in a BiCMOS inverter during output node transition from high to low. They

showed that the AIg increase was directly related to the current flowing in the emitter-
base junction during stress, and that device failure may be predicted by measuring the

cumulative stress charge. They also suggested that the reliability of BiCMOS circuits

may be limited by the BJT reliability from reverse emitter-base bias stress. In 1988,

Tang and Hackbarth [9] proposed a model for the rate of AIB increase based on a single

first-order rate equation for NIT generation and annihilation in the emitter-base space-

charge region. The model was demonstrated to fit the data measured in their work, but

was not able to predict the time dependence of the increase in AIg in some other

technologies or stress conditions. Hackbarth and Tang [10] also demonstrated that the

reverse-bias leakage current in the emitter-base junction may also increase during

reverse-bias stress. Also in 1988, Burnett and Hu [11] developed a largely empirical

degradation rate model for AIg based on a measured power law dependence of AIg on

stress charge. They measured BJT degradation for a small range of reverse-bias stress

voltages using constant current stress, and found good agreement with their power law

model. Hu et al. [43] had used a similar model for MOS transistor (MOST) degradation

in earlier studies. In this work, a NIT generation model was developed in which the
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rupture of H-Si bonds was assumed to be responsible for the majority of the NIT

increase, and the diffusion of hydrogen was considered along with the generation of NIT

by hot carriers and the annihilation of NJT by hydrogen recapture at the interface to

account for the measured kinetics. The model by Burnett and Hu [11] proved to be

convenient for BJT reliability analysis, but the accuracy of the model over a wide range

of stress voltages has not been proven. The model also lacked a physical basis for the

power law dependence of AIB on stress charge, thus making the extrapolation to low
stress voltages questionable. Furthermore, this model is based on constant reverse-bias

current stress rather than constant reverse-bias voltage stress. As will be demonstrated

in this chapter, constant current stress is physically incorrect for analyzing hot carrier

effects, because it does not maintain a constant hot carrier kinetic energy during stress.

In Ch.3, it will be demonstrated that the hot carrier kinetic energy is the fundamental

parameter responsible for interface trap generation.

In 1991, Niitsu et al. [12] measured anomalous rates of AIB increase which were

not consistent with those predicted in the model by Burnett and Hu [10], and these

effects were qualitatively attributed to oxide charging. In 1993, Rosier et al. [13]

measured a similar superlinear AIB time-dependence in radiation-induced BJT

degradation. This effect was also attributed to oxide charging, but the radiation-induced

oxide charging is expected to differ from hot-carrier oxide charging in magnitude and

location. In 1995, Maugain et al. [14] used a quantitative model to explain the

anomalous AIB increase. They extended the model by Burnett and Hu [11] to include a

modulation of AIB due to the change in silicon surface potential from positive oxide
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charging, but no justification for the assumed exponential dependence of AIB on surface

potential was presented. They also used constant current stress over a very narrow range

of reverse-bias stress voltages near junction breakdown to examine the AIB increase, and

did not propose a model for positive oxide charging or attempt measure a threshold

voltage below which positive oxide charging will not occur.

In 1993, Huang et al. [18] also extended the model by Burnett and Hu to include

the temperature dependence of reverse-bias stress in submicron BJTs. The rate of AIB

generation was found to be inversely proportional to temperature for the stress

conditions and BJT technology investigated in their work. This was explained by a

higher NJT annihilation rate, or larger hydrogen capture rate according to Hu’s model

[43] at higher temperatures. In 1994, Momose et al. [19] performed similar

measurements and found that the peak degradation rate occurred at approximately 50°C,

suggesting that the temperature dependence of AIB generation is technology dependent.

The first significant investigation into the microscopic mechanisms for BJT

degradation at stress voltages much less than breakdown was performed by Kizilyalli

and Bude [20] in 1994. They suggested that to explain the current gain degradation

during reverse-bias stress in heavily doped n+/p emitter-base junctions, the effect of

both interband tunneling generated hot holes and interband impact generated secondary

hot electrons must be considered. They also speculated that holes injected into the oxide

could be responsible for interface trap generation. Recent efforts in reliability modeling

have also focused on determination of the 10-year time-to-failure (TTF) using a voltage-

acceleration method [21]. Using this method, TTF is measured at stress voltages higher
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than those encountered during operation, and the results are extrapolated to the lower

operating voltages using an empirical curve fit.

In spite of these extensive investigations of BJT degradation during reverse-bias

stress, detailed microscopic models of the dominant degradation mechanisms and their

geometrical locations are still not well understood. Even the source of the hot carriers

causing the increase in IB has not been conclusively determined. The purpose of this

chapter is to report a systematic experimental delineation of the |3F degradation

phenomena under reverse emitter-base bias stress in submicron Si BJTs and model their

effects on BJT degradation rate. In particular, the microscopic mechanisms of NIT

generation and positive and negative oxide charge build-up during reverse-bias stress

and their effects on surface recombination are discussed in detail. The reverse-bias

stress voltage thresholds necessary for positive and negative oxide charge will also be

presented. It will be noted that the fundamental BJT degradation mechanisms are

identical to those which cause instabilities in the silicon MOS transistor (MOST) [49-

51] with only modification of spatial distribution of the carrier recombination sites

because of different BJT and MOST geometries. The study shows that the location of

AIb is a very important factor in determining the degradation rate. It is further shown
that the device models accounting for the degradation are exactly those studied before,

i.e. interface trap generation at the Si02/Si interface of the oxide passivated surface of

the p-type base of the n+/p/n Si BJT and the n-type surface channel on the p-type base

[46-48]. Measured results will show that AIg after heavy stress cannot be explained

entirely by an increase in the recombination rate at the narrow emitter-base junction
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space-charge region, and requires an electron surface channel on the p-type base which

is induced by positive oxide charge. The effects of both positive and negative oxide

charging on the rate of AIg increase are also modeled. The device models presented

here originated from previous investigations by Sah which were described in a research

report by Neugroschel [22].

Experimental results and fundamental mechanisms of AIg generation are

described in section 2.2. The analysis of hot carrier kinetic energy and the location of

interface trap generation and oxide charging are described in section 2.3 The measured

kinetics of AIg generation are examined and modeled in section 2.4. Finally, the device
models explaining AIg are described in section 2.5.

2.2. Fundamental Excess Base Current Mechanisms

Most of the results in this work were obtained from non self-aligned n+/p/n BJTs

fabricated by CMOS-baseline BiCMOS technology. Fig.2.1 shows a schematic cross-

sectional view of the device. Its n+ polysilicon emitter contact overlaps the oxidized

surface of the extrinsic p-type base and creates a MOS capacitor with gate-base voltage

equal to the emitter-base voltage (Vgg = VGg). This emitter polysilicon overlap

experimentally controls the surface electric field at emitter-base junction and the p-type

base in this device, which are important parameters in determining the transistor

degradation rate. The results and the analysis presented below are, however, very

general and apply to BJTs fabricated by other technologies, such as self-aligned BJT-

baseline BiCMOS processes.
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Fig.2.1 Schematic cross section of a BJT showing the recombination processes which
contribute to the base current. The diamonds are bulk silicon traps, and the
triangles are interface traps at the Si02/Si or polysilicon/Si interfaces.
Adapted from Neugroschel and Sah [22].
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The observed degradation phenomena in submicron silicon n+/p/n BJTs are

illustrated in Figs.2.2 through 2.10. Fig.2.2 shows the collector and base currents, Ic

and IB, measured as a function of the forward emitter-base bias, VBE, before and after

increasing reverse emitter-base bias stress. They show that the pre-stressed Ic and IB

are nearly ideal, i.e. following Shockley’s ideal theory [1] of Ic and IB « exp(qVBE/kT)

for Vbe>0.4V. The reciprocal slope factor, n, is nearly equal to that predicted by

Shockley’s ideal minority-carrier injection theory, where 0=^=1.0, and

PF=Ic/IB=constant (independent of VBE or Ic). After successive reverse emitter-base
stresses, Fig.2.2 shows that Ic does not change, as predicted by the ideal theory.

However, IB increases with stress by greater than four orders ofmagnitude at low VBE
due to the increase of a stress-induced excess base current component, AIB, with

reciprocal slope factor of n=n2=2. The increase of AIB is generally attributed to an

increase in the Sah-Noyce-Shockley space-charge region surface recombination current,

shown as IB 2s in Fig.2.1, due to an increase in the interface trap density, NIT, in the
emitter-base space-charge region. For long stress times, an additional AIfi component

with n=n4=4 appears for VBE<0.3V. This IB component was previously measured in the

gated BJT in the 1961-2 studies by Sah [46,47] and was explained by the formation of a

surface electron channel connected to the emitter-base junction. A surface electron

channel is created when the surface of the p-type quasi-neutral base layer is depleted or

inverted by a positive voltage on the gate or by trapped positive oxide charge to allow

electron conduction prior to electron-hole recombination. The existence of a AIB

component with n=4 is a key experimental hint which suggests that positive oxide
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Fig.2.2 Base and collector current vs. emitter-base voltage for a n+/p/n BJT before
and after several periods of reverse-bias emitter-base stress. The stress
consisted ofVBE=-5.5V for a total of 104s. The measured curves for IB are at
20, 50,100,2000, 5000, and 104s of stress time. The excess base current, AIB,
is defined as the difference between in base current before and after stress.
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charging must be included in the model for AIB presented in section 2.5. Quantitative

analysis will also show that the greater than four orders of magnitude increase in IB in

Fig.2.2 at low VBE cannot be accounted for entirely by an increase in NIT in the thin

emitter-base space-charge layer, further supporting the presence of a surface channel.

The temperature dependence of Ic and IB vs. VBE before stress and after moderate

and heavy reverse-bias stress is shown in Figs.2.3 through 2.6, and an activation energy

plot from the data in Fig.2.6 is given in Fig.2.7. Figs.2.8 and 2.9 show the temperature

dependence of the reverse-bias emitter current, IE, before and after stress. As shown in

Figs.2.3 and 2.4, both Ic and IB maintain a nearly ideal reciprocal slope factor of n=1.0
for the temperature range from 29IK to 77K before stress. After a moderate stress of

VEB stress=5.5V for 100s, Fig.2.5 shows that IB contains a stress-induced AIB component
for the entire temperature range. Since AIB has a reciprocal slope factor of n=2 at 291K,

it is often interpreted as strictly due to Sah-Noyce-Shockley surface recombination in

the emitter-base space-charge region. However, AIB is shown to deviate severely from

the Sah-Noyce-Shockley theory at low temperatures, where the reciprocal slope factor

would be calculated to be n=8 from the measured data at 77K. At low temperature, AIB

is instead modeled accurately by a forward-bias surface trap-assisted tunneling

expression, where

lBT-s-e^P[(VBE-Vbi)/VT] (2-1)
as derived in Ch.l as Eq.(1.36). This tunneling mechanism is similar to the excess

tunneling current mechanisms analyzed by Chynoweth et al. [52] and Sah [40] in tunnel

diodes, except the traps involved are interface traps and, therefore, are distributed in the
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Fig.2.3 Base current for an unstressed BJT vs. emitter-base voltage measured at
several temperatures from 77K to 291K. The measured curves are at 77, 95,
125,155,195, 240, 265, and 291K.
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VBE/(1V)

Fig.2.4 Collector current vs. emitter-base voltage measured at several temperatures
from 77K to 291K. The measured curves are at 77, 95, 125, 155, 195, 240,
265, and 29IK.
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Fig.2.5 Base current measured at several temperatures from 77K to 291K vs. emitter-
base voltage after a moderate reverse-bias emitter-base stress of VBE=-5.5V
for 100s. The measured curves are at 77, 95, 125, 155, 195, 240, 265, and
29 IK.
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Fig.2.6 Base current measured at several temperatures from 77K to 291K vs. emitter-
base voltage after a heavy reverse-bias emitter-base stress of VBE=-6.0V for
1000s. The measured curves are at 77, 95, 125,155, 195, 240, 265, and 291K.
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Fig.2.7 Activation of plot of Ic, IB 2s, Ifi 4s from Fig.2.6 vs. 1000/T after heavy stress.
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silicon energy gap. This perimeter tunneling current has also been identified in self-

aligned BJTs [41]. The value of VT at 77K is found to be 0.0521V from a least-square

fit to the data, as shown in Fig.2.5. If the base impurity concentration is

NAA=2xl018cm-3, the electron tunneling effective mass is mx=0.20m0, and the average

electron tunneling distance is x=0.26XEB (26% of space-charge region thickness), then

the value ofVT=0.0521V is also calculated theoretically. At room temperature, AIB is a

combination of surface recombination and surface trap-assisted tunneling, thus

explaining the reciprocal slope factor slightly greater than 2.0. The measured data

indicates that for the moderate stress case NIT in the emitter-base space-charge region

has increased which increases both IB 2s and IB Ts. However, no significant change in

the electric field in emitter-base junction at the silicon surface due to oxide charging is

suggested at this stress level.

After additional heavy stress at VEB_stress=6.0V for 1000s on the same device,

Fig.2.6 shows that AIB has increased such that it dominates IB for the entire forward
emitter-base bias range. The primary AIB mechanism has changed after heavy stress

such that it follows the Sah-Noyce-Shockley space-charge layer surface recombination

theory with n=2 much more closely for the entire temperature range. The reciprocal

slope factor gradually increases from n=2.0 at 29IK to n=2.8 at 77K, which indicates a

slight deviation from the ideal recombination theory. However, this deviation is much

less than that measured after moderate stress in Fig.2.5, and does not suggest any

significant contribution from the surface trap-assisted tunneling mechanism. Instead

this deviation from the Sah-Noyce-Shockley theory at low temperatures is explained by
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electron conduction in a stress-induced surface channel before recombination. For low

current levels at the higher temperatures in Fig.2.6, an additional AIB component with

n=4 is measured due to this same surface channel electron conduction before

recombination. The surface trap-assisted tunneling current which was dominant at low

temperatures after moderate stress has decreased dramatically after heavy stress such

that it is nearly insignificant.

There are two possible reasons for the large decrease in the trap-assisted tunneling

current. The first is a decrease in the density of available interface traps for tunneling in

the emitter-base space-charge region. However, this disagrees with the large increase in

the Sah-Noyce-Shockley recombination current which suggests a large increase in NJT

in the space-charge region. The second possibility is an increase in the tunneling

potential barrier related to a decrease in the emitter-base junction electric field or

increase in the tunneling distance. This will decrease the trap-assisted tunneling current

drastically, and may be modeled by a change in VT in the Eq.(2.1). The decrease in the

electric field at the surface of the emitter-base junction space-charge region is consistent

with the formation of a surface electron channel during heavy reverse-bias stress,

already suggested by the AIg measurements as mentioned above. The thickness of the
emitter-base space-charge region at the silicon surface is increased as positive oxide

charging depletes the surface of the quasi-neutral base. This same effect will be shown

to increase the Sah-Noyce-Shockley surface recombination current in addition to

decreasing the surface trap-assisted tunneling current.
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An activation plot of Ic and IB after heavy stress is shown in Fig.2.7. The ideal Ic

is shown to have an activation energy of EA=0.40eV at VBE=0.8V, or Ic

nj2exp(qVBE/kT) «= exp(-0.40/kT). This is consistent with the fact that m2 =

NcNvexp(-EG/kT) = exp(-EG7kT), where EG’ = 1.20eV for the temperature range in

Fig.2.7, and qVBE - EG’ = 0.8eV - 1.20eV = -0.40eV = -EA. The activation energy for
the stress-induced AIB at VBE=0.8V is EA=0.20eV for the higher temperatures, which

corresponds to a mexpCqVgg^kT) temperature dependence since m = exp(-0.60/kT).
This temperature dependence for AIB is expected for Sah-Noyce-Shockley

recombination [38]. However, at low temperatures the temperature dependence of AIB

decreases, due to a deviation from the Sah-Noyce-Shockley theory as surface channel

electron conduction becomes more important. The surface channel recombination

component of IB with n=4 at low current levels for the higher temperatures can be

decomposed from the measured total AIB. This current component is labeled IB 4s in

Fig.2.7 and is found to have an activation energy of EA=0.11eV or approximately a

n^^exp(qVBE/4kT) temperature dependence. This current component drops below the
noise level for lower temperatures. The measured temperature dependence in Fig.2.7 for

the surface channel recombination current is consistent with the surface channel currents

measured in gate controlled BJTs by Sah [47].

The reverse-bias emitter current, IE, in the unstressed device is shown in Fig.2.8.

The major mechanism for IE in the heavily doped n+/p emitter-base junction at voltages
much less than breakdown is expected to be interband tunneling of valence-band
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Fig.2.8 Reverse-bias stress current, IE_stress, vs. emitter-base voltage for an unstressed
BJT. For VEB_stress<4.5V, the stress current may be modeled by the interband
tunneling formula shown, as shown by the least-square fit of Eq.(2.1) to the
data (dashed line). For VEB_str >4.5V, interband impact generation current
becomes important.
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Fig.2.9 Reverse-bias stress current, IE_stress, vs. emitter-base voltage for an unstressed
BJT at various temperatures from 77K to 29IK. The measured curves are at
77, 95, 125, 155, 195, 240, 265, and 291K.
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Fig.2.10 Reverse-bias stress current, IE stress, after heavy stress at various temperatures
from 77K to 29IK. The measured curves are at 77, 95, 125, 155, 195, 240,
265, and 29IK. The interband tunneling current is still dominant for
VEB-stress^-OV and for all VEB ss at low temperatures. An additional trap-
assisted tunneling current is important heavily stressed devices for
V
EB-stress<3.0V.
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electrons in the space-charge region to the quasi-neutral emitter conduction band, or

Zener tunneling. The excellent fit of IE to the interband tunneling expression [53],

IE.T - expt-V/CVgg + Vbi)m], (2.2)

suggests that this mechanism indeed dominates for stress voltages below =4.5V in

Fig.2.8. The derivation of the simplified expression in Eq.(2.2) appears in Ch.l. The

values in Eq.(2.2) used in the least-square fit to the data in Fig.2.8 are Vbi=l.lV,

Vj=39.4V, and n=0.54. The fact that m is close to 0.50 indicates that the one-sided,

abrupt junction approximation is valid for the emitter-base junction in reverse bias. If

the base doping concentration is assumed to be NAA=2xl018cm-3 and the tunneling

effective mass is mx=0.20mQ, then Vbi=l.lV and V1=39V, which are close to the values
used in the least-square fit. At reverse-bias emitter-base voltages approaching junction

breakdown, the interband impact generation of electron-hole pairs or avalanche

multiplication also contributes to the measured IE.

The temperature dependence of the reverse-bias emitter current before stress is

shown in Fig.2.9. The small temperature dependence for IE is further support of the

interband tunneling mechanism. After heavy stress, as shown in Fig.2.10, the reverse-

bias IE contains an additional stress-induced component for VEB<3.0V. The larger

temperature dependence of this stress-induced IE along with its increase during reverse-

bias stress suggests that it is due to reverse-bias surface trap-assisted tunneling, which is

the inverse of the two-step process involved in forward-bias trap-assisted tunneling.

This reverse-bias trap-assisted tunneling current component may be an important source
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of hot carriers at stress voltages less than 3.0V in devices with large interface trap

density.

2.3. Analysis of Hot Carriers During Stress

In Fig.2.11, the schematic cross-section of a BJT under reverse-bias stress is

shown. As was discussed in section 2.2, the major reverse-bias current mechanism for

VEB.stress^-5V is interband tunneling, labeled (T) in Fig.2.11. The maximum tunneling

probability occurs at the maximum electric field point in the emitter-base junction,

which is near the emitter edge of the emitter-base space-charge region and also near the

Si02/Si interface for a typical base doping profile in which the peak of the boron

distribution is near the interface [21]. This locates the reverse-bias tunneling current

near the Si02/Si interface where the BJT degradation is known to occur. The valence-
band electrons which tunnel to the emitter conduction band are generally not energetic

enough to break interface bonds or charge the oxide after tunneling, as shown in the

energy band diagram for the reverse-biased n+/p emitter-base junction in Fig.2.12. This

is because the electron tunneling is concentrated very close to the quasi-neutral emitter,

as shown in Fig.2.12. Although the tunneling electrons are not energetic, the holes left

behind in the valence band of the emitter-base space-charge region after electron

tunneling are accelerated toward the base by the junction electric field and may become

energetic (hot) holes. Since the electron and hole quasi-Fermi levels are very near the

conduction and valence band edges for typical n+/p emitter-base junctions, the hot holes

may attain a maximum kinetic energy of =qVEB stress as they reach the quasi-neutral
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Fig.2.11 Schematic cross section of a BJT during reverse-bias stress with open
collector or reverse-biased collector-base junction. The interband tunneling
(T) and interband impact generation (I) processes which make up the
measured emitter current are shown. Adapted from Neugroschel et al. [24].
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Fig.2.12 Energy band diagram of a reverse-biased emitter-base junction indicating
interband tunneling (T) and interband impact generation (I). Tunneling¬
generated hot holes, impact generated secondary hot electrons, and thermally
generated hot electrons are shown. The hot holes are shown to acquire a
maximum kinetic energy of Ek_max = qVEB,stress at the base edge of the
emitter-base space-charge region. Adapted from Neugroschel et al. [24].
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Fig.2.13 Magnified schematic diagram of near the emitter-base junction indicating the
interface trap generation and oxide charging pathways. Interface trap
generation by hot holes and electrons is indicated by an asterisk. The solid
triangles are unbroken interface bonds and the empty triangles are broken
interface bonds. The pathways for positive charging of oxide hole traps
(hexagons) and negative charging of oxide electron traps (squares) are also
indicated. The letters denoting the oxide charging pathways correspond the
processes in Fig.2.14. Adapted from Neugroschel et al. [24].
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Fig.2.14 Energy band diagram along the direction perpendicular to the Si02/Si
interface near the reverse-biased emitter-base junction of a n+/p/n BJT. The
injection of hot holes into the Si02 valence band and capture at oxide hole
traps (hexagons) is shown as process (a). The direct tunneling of hot holes to
oxide hole traps is shown as process (b). The injection of hot electrons into
the Si02 conduction band and capture at oxide electron traps (squares) is
shown as process (c). The tunneling of hot electrons into the Si02 conduction
band or to oxide electron traps is shown as processes (d) and (e). The impact
generation of electron hole pairs in the polysilicon emitter contact overlap and
the back injection and capture of hot holes at oxide hole traps and Si02/Si
interface traps are shown as processes (f) and (g). Process (h) is similar to (g),
but involves direct tunneling to oxide hole traps. Adapted from Sah [54,
P-397].
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base, as demonstrated in Fig.2.12. The hot holes may break strained interface bonds to

increase NIT through an impact process, represented by the star in the magnified

schematic diagram of the emitter-base junction in Fig.2.13. The open triangles represent

interface traps, and the filled triangles represent unbroken weak interface bonds. Since

interface trap generation is known to have a strong kinetic energy dependence, NJT will

vary along the Si02/Si interface with the maximum located near quasi-neutral base

during reverse-bias. The hot holes with kinetic energy greater than 4.3eV (the Si02/Si

valence band barrier height) may be injected into the oxide valence band and trapped at

oxide hole traps (hexagons) to positively charge the oxide, as shown in Fig.2.13 and in

Fig.2.14 as process (a). The hot holes will acquire the necessary kinetic energy of 4.3eV

as they near the base edge of the space-charge region. Therefore, both NIT and +QOT

generated from hot holes are expected to be maximized near the edge of the quasi¬

neutral base. Since the hot hole mean free path is A^=5nm, the average energy loss is in

the =60nm space-charge region during stress is less than 0.75eV for hot holes, since the

maximum optical phonon energy is =60meV. Interband impact electron-hole pair

generation may cause substantially larger energy losses, but this only affects a small

percentage of the hot holes until VEB stress nears junction breakdown. Hot holes with

kinetic energy less than 4.3eV may tunnel to oxide hole traps close to the Si02/Si

interface, as shown in Fig.2.14 as process (b), but this process will produce only small

amounts of +QOT- It should also be noted that interface traps generated at the surface of
the quasi-neutral base will give positive interface charge, +QIT, due to the empty donor-
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like interface states, which will deplete the surface of the p-type base. This will enhance

the effects of +QOT in forming a surface channel in the quasi-neutral base.

For stress voltages approaching junction breakdown, the interband impact

generation of electron-hole pairs becomes an important contribution to the measured

reverse-bias current. At lower VEB.stress, impact generation may still be an important

source of hot electrons, compared to the density of thermally generated electrons in the

space-charge region. The impact generated hot holes, however, will be of much smaller

density than the interband tunneling generated hot holes until VEB_stress nears junction

breakdown. The impact generation mechanism is labeled (I) in Figs.2.11 and 2.12. The

impact-generated secondary electrons may also break interface bonds through an impact

process in a similar manner as hot holes, as shown in Fig.2.13. The secondary hot

electrons will produce the largest NJT very near the edge of the quasi-neutral emitter,

since this is where they attain their maximum kinetic energy. Secondary hot electrons

with kinetic energy greater than 3.13eV (the Si02/Si conduction band barrier height)

may be injected into the oxide and negatively charge oxide electron traps (squares), as

shown in Fig.2.13 and in Fig.2.14 as process (c). Hot electrons with kinetic energy less

than 3.13eV may also tunnel to the oxide conduction band or directly to oxide electron

traps, as shown in Fig.2.14 as processes (d) and (e). Hot electrons which are injected

into the oxide but not captured at oxide hole traps may also impact generate hot holes in

the polysilicon emitter contact overlap. The impact-generated hot holes in the emitter

polysilicon may be back injected into the oxide and trapped at oxide hole traps to

positively charge the oxide [54, p.397], which is labeled (f) in Fig.2.14. This positive
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oxide charge generation mechanism during electron injection into the oxide was recently

proposed, analyzed, and experimentally verified in thin oxide MOS transistors [55,56].

Hot electrons may significantly contribute to BJT degradation if their density is

comparable to hot holes. However, the location of the NIT, ~QOT and +QOT generated

from hot electrons is near the quasi-neutral emitter, which differs from the location of

the Nit and +QOT generated from hot holes near the base. Since the majority of the
surface recombination in the emitter-base space-charge region during forward bias takes

place in a narrow portion of the space-charge region, the location of NIT and QOT is very

important in determining their relative contributions.

The fundamental VEB_str thresholds for oxide charging are determined by

considering the kinetic energy requirements of hot carriers to be injected into the oxide

[54, p.408]. As mentioned above, the kinetic energy threshold for hole injection into the

oxide valence band is =4.3eV, based on the valence band potential barrier at the Si02/Si

interface. Since the maximum hot hole kinetic energy is =qVEB stress for the interband

tunneling generated hot holes, as shown in Fig.2.12, the minimum stress voltage for

positive oxide charging from direct injection of hot holes, as shown by process (a) in

Fig.2.14, is VEB stress=4.3V. Although the conduction of holes in the oxide valence band

may be limited by the opposing electric field during stress as shown in Fig.2.14, the

injection and trapping of holes will still occur. For thicker oxides in self-aligned BJTs,

the field in the oxide may be much less than that shown in Fig.2.14. The minimum

stress voltage for impact generation of hot holes in the polysilicon emitter contact

overlap and back injection of the hot holes into the oxide, as shown in process (f) in
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Fig.2.14, is also VEB_stress=4.3V [54-56]. This is easily estimated by considering the
minimum energy required for electrons in the polysilicon layer to impact generate hot

holes with kinetic energy greater than =4.3eV such that they may be injected into the

oxide valence band. Thus, the two important sources of positive charge initiated by both

hot holes and hot electrons are cut off for VEB stress<4.3V. Therefore, the anomalous AIB

increase associated with positive oxide charging [12-14] is not expected for

VEB_stress<4.3V. This is confirmed by the measurement of the AIB generation kinetics at

VEB-streSS=4.0V in Fig.2.15 which shows no anomalous increase in the AIB generation
rate. Limited positive oxide charging very near the Si02/Si interface may be measured

for VEB_stress<4.3V for the case of direct hole tunneling to traps in the Si02, as shown in

process (b) in Fig.2.14. However, the amount of positive charging will be small due to

the exponential dependence of the tunneling probability on distance. This phenomenon

will be encountered in the model for the IB relaxation transient in Ch.4. The threshold

for negative oxide charging is determined by the =3.13eV conduction band potential

barrier at the Si02/Si interface. However, since the majority of hot electrons are

generated as a result of interband impact generation, this kinetic energy threshold is not

easily translated to VEB_s . At VEB„stress<4V, the density of impact generated

secondary hot electrons will be small and significant negative oxide charging will also

be expected to cease.

The Si02/Si interface traps are generated by two mechanisms of breaking the
strained Si-Si, Si-O, or Si-H bonds: (1) the direct impact by energetic holes and

electrons in the emitter-base space-charge region already mentioned above and shown
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schematically in Fig.2.11, and (2) the hole-capture energy of holes back injected into the

Si02 as they are captured at Si02 interface traps [54, p.397]. This is shown by process

(g) in Fig.2.14. As will be explained in section 2.5, the large increase (>104) in the

magnitude of the stress-induced AIB as shown in Figs.2.2 and 2.5 cannot be explained

exclusively by an increase in in the very narrow emitter-base space-charge region by

the two mechanisms just described. Instead, positive oxide charging over the quasi¬

neutral base is necessary to induce a surface channel which increases the recombination

area.

2.4. Analysis of Excess Base Current Kinetics

The fundamental recombination and tunneling mechanisms causing the IB

increase and pF decrease have been delineated, and the hot carriers created during stress

have been examined. The time dependence or kinetics of the AIB increase, which

directly determines the device time-to-failure, will now be analyzed. Further support for

the AIfi mechanisms measured in section 2.2 will be obtained. One method for quickly
measuring the effects of a reverse-bias stress on AIfi is to measure IB and Ic at a single

forward emitter-base bias, VBE meas, which corresponds to the expected operating point
in the circuit. This method allows for frequent sampling of IB and Ic without significant

interruption of the reverse-bias stress, and provides a true worst-case measurement of

device degradation. A constant reverse-bias stress voltage, VEB_st , is used in all

measurements of the AIB kinetics. Constant current stress has been used during reverse-

bias stress by other investigators [11,12,14], but this method obscures the measurement
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of detailed kinetics since the stress voltage and hot carrier kinetic energy are changing

during stress.

The Alg kinetics measured at VBE =0.6V during reverse-bias stress varying

from VEB stress=4.0V to 6.0V is shown in Fig.2.15. The percent change of IB or AIB/IBQ
is plotted vs. the stress time. An accelerated stress method involving the use of base

layer punch through current during reverse-bias stress is used at VEB stress=4.0V to

accelerate the stress current and reduce the stress time by approximately 100 times [23].

The measured data in Fig.2.15 indicates that the AIB increase is initially proportional to

the stress time, or AIB «= t at short stress times. For moderate stress times, the rate of AIB
increase slows such that AIB t0 5, and may slow further at longer stress times to AIB «=

t0 3. For VEB_stress>4.3V in Fig.2.15, the rate of AIB generation is shown to suddenly
increase such that AIB °= t1'4 at long stress times. This anomalous or superlinear AIB
increase has been measured by other investigators during both reverse-bias stress and

radiation stress, and has been modeled to be the result of positive oxide charging near

the emitter-base junction during stress [12-14]. Eventually, the rate of AIB increase

slows and then saturates as the various processes involved in the AIB increase reach

steady-state. The AIB kinetics at short to moderate stress times may be explained

adequately by a simple first-order interface bond breaking model [11,43], but the

deviation from this model may only be explained by also considering both positive and

negative oxide charging near the emitter-base space-charge region as demonstrated in

this chapter.
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Fig-2.15 The percent change of the stress-induced excess base current, AIB/IB0,
measured at VBE=0.6V is plotted vs. time while being stressed at varying
Veb-stress from 4.0V to 6.0V. Alg is shown to be proportional to t®, where m
varies during stress. The slope m is initially close to 1.0 for short stress time.
It drops to 0.5 at moderate stress time, and as low as 0.3 for longer stress time.
For VEB stress>4.0V, m increases suddenly to 1.4 before AIB saturates to a
nearly constant value. The accelerated stress is performed with base-collector
shorted to provide stress current acceleration.
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A model for interface trap generation based on the release and diffusion of atomic

hydrogen from the Si02/Si interface by hot carriers was proposed by Hu [43] and used

by Burnett and Hu [11] to explain the measured effects of BJT degradation over a

limited reverse-bias voltage range. A similar model for interface trap generation along

with some additional details of solving the rate equations for interface bond breaking

and hydrogen diffusion in general were explained in Ch.l. The resulting approximate

equation for the case of sufficient hydrogen diffusion that the rate of NIT generation

does not saturate before becoming diffusion limited is

Nrr + (chXjX0/2Dh)Nit2 - ejjNjgt eH (2.3)

where NIT is the interface trap density, Nffi is the total number of hydrogen passivated
interface traps or total number of H-Si bonds, eH and cR are the emission and capture

rates of hydrogen at the interface traps which are a function of the stress voltage, Xt is

the Si02/Si interface thickness where the atomic hydrogen can react with the interface

traps, XQ is the oxide thickness, and DR is the diffusivity of atomic hydrogen. The
solution for NIT from Eq.(2.3) may be easily approximated numerically to yield NIT as a

function of stress time. The stress-induced AIB may be assumed to be directly

proportional to the change in surface recombination velocity, AS0, and the

corresponding change in interface trap density, ANIT, during stress by the relation [38]

Alg = qARnAS0exp(qVBE/2kT) = 4.8x10 18ANIT (2.4)

where [39]

AS0 = O^aG^AN^ = 1.5x10^^. (2.5)
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In Eqs.(2.4) and (2.5), AR = PEXR is the effective emitter-base space-charge region area

where surface recombination is important, PE is the emitter perimeter, a is the capture

cross section of the interface traps, 0th is the thermal velocity, and the reciprocal slope

factor is assumed to be n=2. The numerical result relating AIB and ANIT in Eq.(2.4) uses

reasonable values of XR=3nm, o=10-14cm2, 0th=lO7cm/s, and assumes that

VBE meaS=0-^ as in Fig.2.15. The value of XR=3nm is estimated by considering the
width required for 3kT variation of the potential on either side of the maximum

recombination point in the emitter-base space-charge region, where FNp = (FN + Fp)/2 =

Ej. An abrupt junction approximation is used in the calculation with total space-charge

region thickness ofXEB=18nm at VBE=0.6V. The theoretical fit to the measured data in

Fig.2.15 using Eqs.(2.3) and (2.4) is shown by the dashed lines in Fig.2.16. The values

for Njg, eR, and CjjXjXq/Djj used to obtain the fit in Fig.2.16 are listed in Table 2.1. It
is evident from Fig.2.16 that the theoretical model for NIT generation results in an

adequate fit to AIB for short to moderate stress times, but fails to properly model the AIB
kinetics for long stress times.

It has been suggested that a more accurate theoretical basis for the measured data

in Fig.2.15 at long stress times may be obtained by including the effects of oxide

charging near the emitter-base junction during stress [12-14]. However, no detailed

models have been presented which account for the location and pathways of the oxide

charging, as described in the last section. Both positive and negative oxide charging

may be modeled individually by first order models [50], where

Qqt- QoToot1 ®^P( °NiNj)] — QOX(J1 ®XP( tAt)l • (2.6)
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Fig.2.16 The theoretical fit from Eqs.(2.3) and (2.4) which model the generation of
interface traps is compared to the measured AIB/IB0 from Fig.2.15. The values
for the parameters in Eq.(2.3) used to fit the measured data are given in Table
2.1.
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Table 2.1 The values of the parameters used in Eq.(2.3) for fitting the data in Fig.2.15
vs. stress voltage. The result of the fit is shown in Fig.2.16.

-stress/(IV) Nffi/(lcm 2eV !) eH /(^s_1) CjjXjXq/Djj /(1 cm'

4.0 1.3xl013 4.5xl0-6 1.5xlO-10

4.5 1.3xl013 8.1xl0~5 1.9xl0-11

5.0 1.3xl013 5-lxlO-4 4.5xl0"12

5.5 2.2xl013 3.0xl0"3 2.3xl0-12

6.0 3.0xl013 3.2xl0-2 2.4xl0-12

Note:

N^t-x^AN^t-x^Njs
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The quantity QOToo is related to the total number of oxide electron or hole traps, a is the
oxide electron or hole trap cross section, and Njnj is the electron or hole fluence passing

through the oxide. The fluence may be assumed to be proportional to the stress time

(aNINJ = aJt/q = tlx) if the current injected into the oxide does not vary significantly
with time. Using the depletion approximation for a MOS capacitor [42, p.338], the

surface potential may be calculated to be

VS = [<VG - fMS + <VCG + <VC0 + VAA>° 5 - VAA° 512' »-7>
where VAA=£sqNAA/2C02, es is the silicon perimittivity, NAA is the base impurity
concentration, CQ is the oxide capacitance, and <])MS is work function difference between
n+ polysilicon and p-type base.

It is well known from Sah-Noyce-Shockley recombination theory and gated BJT

measurements that the surface recombination rate is an exponential function of the

silicon surface potential, Vs, if the surface is depleted, in addition to being proportional
to Nit [38,46-48,57]. This is demonstrated by measuring the base current due to

recombination at the surface of the quasi-neutral base while sweeping the gate-base

voltage in a gated BJT structure as shown in Fig.2.17. If there is oxide charging during

reverse-bias stress, this effectively shifts the IB vs. VGB curve in Fig.2.17 to the left for

positive charging or to the right for negative charging. This measurement is a basis for

separation of the effects of QIT and QOT in MOSTs and BJTs [57]. It was assumed by

Maugain et al. [14] in their quantitative analysis of the effects of oxide charging on AIg

that oxide charging near the emitter-base space-charge region associated with hot carrier

injection into the oxide would provide the same modulation of the total recombination
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Va¡¡/(1V)

Fig.2.17 The base current vs. gate-base voltage in a BiMOS device, which is similar to
gated BJT as described by Nishida [49]. The base current is shown to have an
exponential dependence on surface potential, Vs, as the gate-base voltage is
changed. In a BJT without a gate, the oxide charge may modulate IB in a
similar manner.
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rate in the space-charge region, and the measured AIfi would, therefore, be proportional

to exp(qVs/kT). However, no theoretical basis was given to justify this model. Since

AIb is proportional to the integrated recombination rate in the emitter-base space-charge

region, the exponential dependence of AIB on oxide charging is not necessarily

expected. If NIT is fairly uniform throughout the space-charge region, then a small

change in Vs due to oxide charging near the emitter-base junction will change the point
in the space-charge region where the recombination rate is maximum, where FNp = (FN

+ Fp)/2 = Ej. However, the total AIB will not vary exponentially with Vs. This is
demonstrated Figs.2.18 and 2.19, where the distortion of the surface potential due to

positive oxide charging during reverse-bias stress is demonstrated to change the point of

maximum recombination rate shown by a solid dot, but does not increase IB

significantly.

The positive oxide charge from hot holes and hot electrons will be located in the

vicinity of the emitter-base space-charge region during stress. This means that the

positive charge extends into quasi-neutral base during forward-bias, since the space-

charge thickness during forward-bias is smaller than during reverse-bias as

demonstrated in Fig.2.20. Thus, the significant positive oxide charging for up to

= 100nm over the quasi-neutral base will deplete the silicon surface in this region.

In order to present a first-order quantitative model for the AIB increase from

positive charging, a situation is presented in which AI0 is nearly an exponential function

of AVS, as assumed by Maugain [14]. If the large density of +QIT and +QOT generated

during stress depletes the surface of the quasi-neutral base such that it is nearly intrinsic,
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n+ Si P S'

Fig.2.18 The schematic diagram and energy band diagram along the silicon surface
near the emitter-base junction before stress or at short stress times with
negligible positive oxide charge. The point of maximum recombination is
designated by a dot, and the effective recombination thickness is shaded and
labeled XR. Adapted from Sah et al. [38].



n+ Si P Si

Fig.2.19 The schematic diagram and energy band diagram along the silicon surface
near the emitter-base junction after moderate stress and moderate oxide
charging such that the quasi-neutral base is slightly depleted. The point of
maximum recombination has shifted to the right from Fig.2.18. Adapted from
Neugroschel and Sah [22].
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(b)

Fig.2.20 The energy band diagram along the silicon surface near the emitter-base
junction during (a) forward bias and (b) reverse-bias. The major current
pathways are also shown. Adapted from Neugroschel et al. [24].
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y

Fig.2.21 The schematic diagram and energy band diagram along the silicon surface
near the emitter-base junction after heavy reverse-bias stress and heavy oxide
charging such that the surface of the quasi-neutral base has become nearly
intrinsic. The effective recombination area is shaded and designated by XR.
Adapted from Neugroschel and Sah [22].
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as shown in Fig.2.21, the surface recombination there will dominate the measured Alg.

In this case, the modulation of the surface potential, AVS, from further positive oxide

charging will have a strong effect on the measured Alg. This model is supported by the

measurements in section 2.2 which suggested the presence of a surface electron channel

over the p-type base. Thus, it is assumed to be a valid model for the devices in this

work. The expression for AIB in Eq.(2.4) may be extended to account for the surface

potential modulation as

Alg = 4.8xKT18ANnexp(qAVs/kT), (2.8)

where the recombination rate at the surface of the quasi-neutral base is assumed to be

nearly an exponential function of Vs. For small AVS when the surface of the quasi¬

neutral base is nearly intrinsic, this approximation is valid. Using Eq.(2.8), the

theoretical fit to the data in Fig.2.15 is shown in Fig.2.22. The model in Eq.(2.8)

predicts that the rate of Alg generation will increase with positive oxide charging and

decrease with negative oxide charging. With both positive and negative oxide charging

included, the theoretical fit is able to accurately model the Alg kinetics for the entire

range of stress time. The values of Nffi, eH, and CjjXjXq/Djj for NIT generation are the

same as those used in the fit in Fig.2.16 and listed in Table 2.1. The additional

parameters involving positive and negative oxide charge which are Q0t~>./C0,

Q0Too_/C0, t+, and x_ are listed in Table 2.2, where the symbols with + and - refer to

+Qot and -Qox respectively.

The one-dimensional model used to generate the theoretical fit in Fig.2.22 can

only roughly approximate the two dimensional effects of interface trap generation and
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Fig.2.22 The theoretical fit from Eqs.(2.3) though (2.7) which model the generation of
interface traps and oxide charge is compared to the measured AIB/IBO from
Fig.2.15. The values for the parameters in Eqs.(2.3) and (2.6) used to fit the
measured data are given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
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Table 2.2 The values of the parameters used in Eqs.(2.6) through (2.8) for fitting the
data in Fig.2.15 vs. stress voltage. The result of the fit is shown in Fig.2.22.

EB-stress'OV) Not~+ /(^lcrn 2> x+/(ls) NOT_/(lcm 2) t_/(ls)

4.0 0 - 9.5xlOn 8.9xl06

4.5 2.5xl012 6.3xl05 9.5xlOn 1.3xl05

5.0 2.6xl012 4.7xl04 9.5xlOn 6.0xl03

5.5 2.4x1o12 2.7xl03 9.5xl0n 2.1xl02

6.0 2.3xl012 1.3xl02 9.5xl0n 2.9X101

Note:

not=Qot^9
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oxide charging on AIB. However, the important conclusion from the theoretical fits in

Figs.2.16 and 2.22 is that the AIB generation kinetics cannot be accurately modeled for

this BJT technology without including the effects of both positive and negative oxide

charging in addition to NJT generation. At moderate stress times, negative oxide

charging allows accurate modeling during the portion of time when AIg «t0 3, which
cannot be explained by NIT generation theory alone. In order to correctly model the

anomalous AIg increase at long stress times, positive oxide charging must be included.

The values for Q0Too+ and QOXoo_ used in the theoretical fit and listed in Table 2.2 also

suggest that the net oxide charge must be positive at long stress times, since QOToo+ >

Qotw The fact that a net positive oxide charge must be used to accurately model the

AIb kinetics at long stress times is further support for the presence of a surface electron

channel induced by the positive oxide charge.

2.5. Device Models for Excess Base Current

The experimentally measured base current components described in the section

2.2 and shown in Figs.2.2 through 2.6 can be represented by a four term approximation,

where [22]

IB = I, [exp(qVBE/nikT) -1]
+ I2 [exp(qVBE/n2kT) -1] (2.9)
+ I3[exp{(VBE-Vbi)/VT} -1]
+ I4 [exp(qVBE/n4kT) - 1].

In Eq.(2.9), the first current component is the ideal Shockley base current with nt=1.0,

which is due carrier recombination in the quasi-neutral emitter and base layers. The

coefficient Ij depends on the bulk transistor material parameters and is not expected to
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change with reverse-bias stress. The second current is the Sah-Noyce-Shockley space-

charge layer recombination current with n2=2 from experimental observation and from

the ideal recombination theory [38]. The coefficient I2 is proportional the surface

recombination velocity, SQ, in the emitter-base space-charge region as described in

Eq.(2.4) and increases during reverse-bias stress. The third current component is a

surface trap-assisted tunneling component at the surface of the emitter-base junction

space-charge region or at the end of the stress-induced surface channel. The simple

expression in Eq.(2.9) is derived by assuming that the tunneling step is the rate-limiting

process [40,52]. The coefficient I3 depends on the density of interface traps at the

appropriate energy in the Si energy gap. The parameter VT is related to the tunneling

potential barrier and depends on the junction electric field at the silicon surface. This

parameter may change during stress if significant oxide charging occurs. Thus, the

surface trap-assisted tunneling current may increase with stress time initially as NIT

increases and then decrease as the junction electric field is decreased by positive oxide

charging as measured in Figs.2.5 and 2.6. The fourth current component is due to

surface channel recombination involving the conduction of electrons in a stress-induced

surface channel before recombination. This current component has a measured slope

factor of n4=4. The value of n4=4 suggests that the average voltage drop in the electron

channel is approximately one-half of the junction voltage in the depleted or weakly

inverted surface channel before recombination [46,47].

The magnitude, reciprocal slope, and temperature dependence of the base currents

along with the kinetics of the AIB increase can be accounted for by the following
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analysis using the transistor cross-sectional views in Figs.2.1 and 2.21. These figures

show the spatial distribution of the space-charge, the interface trap density and the oxide

charge before and after heavy stress.

Fig.2.1 shows the various base current recombination pathways present in the

unstressed BJT. The triangles represent interface traps at the Si02/Si or polysilicon/Si

interface. These interface traps are known to be created during processing and by the

rupture of weak Si-Si, Si-O, or residual Si-H bonds from energetic electrons or holes

generated during stress. The diamonds are bulk Si traps which are created during

processing, but do not generally increase in density during device operation. The

subscripts for the base current components associated with the various recombination

pathways in Fig.2.1 emphasize their physical location. For example, IB 2s refers to base

current from Sah-Noyce-Shockley surface recombination in the space-charge region

with reciprocal slope factor n=2 which is known to be the major cause of reverse

emitter-base stress induced AIB. In Fig.2.2, IB 2s is not measured for a 0.8|im x 6.2fim

device before stress, since this IB component is negligible compared to IB.1Eb, IB_1Es, an(^

IB-iBb, which refer to bulk and surface recombination in the quasi-neutral Emitter and

Base with reciprocal slope factor n=L

In the three previous sections, it has been concluded from both theoretical analysis

and the measured AIB that a surface channel is induced during stress. The following

numerical analysis is used to further justify this assumption. The pre-stress IB 2s can be

measured in an array of 240 transistors to have an intercept value at VBE=0V of

2x10_14A, as shown in Fig.2.23. Using Eq.(2.5), SQ=60cm/s and NIT=2xl010cm-2eV-1
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Vbe/OV)

Fig.2.23 The change in the Sah-Noyce-Shockley surface recombination component of
the base current, Ifi 2s, a 240 transistor array. The surface channel
recombination component, IB^s, is also shown.
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are estimated for the unstressed device. These values for SQ and NIT are typical for

oxides on heavily doped Si which are subjected to a number of processing steps (e.g.

screen oxide for implant). The final intercept value of IB 2s after heavy reverse-bias

stress at VEB stress=6.0V for 104s, such that AIB has reached saturation, is measured as

7xlO-10A in Fig.2.23 for the same 240 transistor array. This represents a 3.5xl04 times

increase in IB 2s during stress. If an increase in is assumed entirely responsible for

the increase in IB 2s, then the final surface recombination velocity would be

SQ=2xl06cm/s which corresponds to NIT=7xl014cm_2eV_1. These numbers appear to be

physically unreasonable. The measured recombination velocity at metal contacts is

typically on the order of 106cm/s. Also, NIT does not typically exceed 1013cm-2eV-1,
and ~2xl014cm-2eV_1 is the total areal Si-0 bond density at the Si02/Si interface.

Therefore, the increase in SQ during reverse-bias stress must also be accompanied by an

increase in the recombination area, AR, due to an induced surface channel in the quasi¬

neutral base. An increase in AR of ten to twenty times is possible in this case, as shown

in Fig.2.21. This is the result of an increase in XR from 3nm before stress to 30nm to

60nm after stress, where the final value of XR is on the order of the space-charge region

thickness during stress. In this case, the SQ and NIT would decrease to more reasonable

values in the above analysis of experimental data.

The schematic cross section of the emitter-base junction before stress shown in

Fig.2.1 will be altered during stress, as shown in Fig.2.24. The initial change will

involve a large increase in NIT from hot holes and hot electrons. The location of the

additional NIT will be from the emitter edge to well into quasi-neutral base in forward
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contact
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Fig.2.24 Schematic cross section of a BJT after heavy reverse-bias stress. The stress-
induced surface channel consisting of the inverted (shaded) and depleted
(square pattern) surface of the p-type base from the net positive charging of
the oxide is shown. Adapted from Neugroschel and Sah [22].
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bias. The large density of interface traps over the p-type base will generate positive

interface charge, +QIT, due to the empty donor states. For stress voltages greater than

4.3V, the oxide over the base and the emitter-base space-charge region will also be

positively charged, +QOT, as described in section 2.2. This net positive charge

eventually depletes (square pattern) or inverts (shaded area) the surface of the quasi¬

neutral base to create a surface channel. The change in the location and magnitude of

the Sah-Noyce-Shockley surface recombination current, IB_2s> was shown in Figs.2.18,

2.19, and 2.21 and described in sections 2.2 through 2.4. The cross-section for the

heavily stressed BJT is shown in Fig.2.24. The surface channel recombination current,

Ig_4S, with reciprocal slope factor n=4 is also demonstrated in Fig.2.24 as electrons may

flow through the weakly inverted surface channel before recombining at interface traps.

This recombination mechanism depends on only a portion of the emitter-base junction

voltage, as some of the junction voltage is dropped in the weakly inverted channel (VCH

= RchIb_4s - Vbe/2). If roughly one-half of VfiE is dropped in the channel for the

average electron then the reciprocal slope factor of n=4 results [46,47]. The trap-

assisted tunneling current is measured to initially increase and then decrease during

stress. The decrease of this current was modeled in section 2.2 to occur as the surface

channel is induced.

2.6, Summary

The mechanisms of pF degradation in bipolar transistors under reverse emitter-

base bias stress were identified. The two main degradation mechanisms are: (1)
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Generation of interface traps at the Si02/Si interface along the emitter-base junction

perimeter via bond breaking by hot holes and electrons. (2) Generation of a surface

channel on the oxide covered p-type base. The channel is induced by positive oxide

charge, which is generated by hot hole injection into the oxide valence band and impact

generation of hot holes in the emitter polysilicon overlap. Experimental and theoretical

support for this model were presented which consisted of: (1) The measured voltage

and temperature dependence of the base current which can only be fully explained by

including electron conduction in a stress-induced surface channel. (2) The measured

initial increase and subsequent decrease of the surface trap-assisted tunneling current at

low temperatures during stress which can only be explained by a change in the emitter-

base space-charge region thickness at the silicon surface from the surface channel. (3)

The kinetics of the base current increase which require a net positive oxide charge

during stress to explain the anomalous base current increase. (4) A numerical analysis

of the greater than four order of magnitude increase in the base current after stress which

indicates that the increase in interface trap density must be accompanied by an increase

in the recombination area from the induced surface channel.



CHAPTER 3
CURRENT-ACCELERATED STRESS METHODOLOGIES
FOR SILICON BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS
UNDER REVERSE EMITTER-BASE BIAS STRESS

3.1. Introduction

Bipolar junction transistor degradation under reverse emitter-base bias stress has

been investigated for over twenty-five years [3-25]. Several empirical models have been

developed in which the degradation of the BJT common-emitter current gain, PF, was

attributed to an increase in the Si02/Si interface trap density, NIT, at the oxide covered

emitter-base junction perimeter [8,9,11]. The increase in N^ directly increases the Sah-

Noyce-Shockley recombination rate in the emitter-base junction space-charge region,

which increases the base current, IB, and decreases pp. Recent evidence presented in

this chapter suggests that hot holes are the primary cause of BJT degradation at the low

power supply voltages used in state-of-the-art BiCMOS circuits [24]. These hot holes

are generated in the reverse-biased emitter-base junction space-charge region near the

Si02/Si interface by valence electron tunneling from the space-charge region to the

emitter conduction band. However, the degradation kinetics have not been characterized

fundamentally, and are expected to be highly dependent on the device fabrication

technology. Thus, an accurate and rapid time-to-failure (TTF) extrapolation

103
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methodology is desirable to monitor new device technologies and designs during

development.

A voltage-acceleration stress-and-measure method has been used in the past. The

emitter-base stress voltage, VEB_stress, was increased well above the operation range, and

the failure rates were extrapolated to the lower operation voltages through an empirical

formula [11] or curve fitting [21]. During the voltage-accelerated stress, the collector is

left open or the collector-base junction is reverse-biased to simulate the BiCMOS circuit

operation conditions. For a properly designed transistor, this open-collector stress-and-

measure method can only provide TTF results in a reasonable time if VEB stress is much

greater than the designed operation voltage in the circuit, VEB operation. Extrapolating the
data obtained at VEB_stress to the lower VEB_operation may give misleading results, since
the dominant BJT degradation mechanisms at low the operation voltages may be

different than those at the higher stress voltages. To overcome this limitation and

provide better physical insight into the BJT failure mechanisms at low VEB_operation, two
current-acceleration methods designed to provide TTF information at VEB _operation have
been developed and reported in this chapter. In these current-accelerated stress-and-

measure methods, the stress current, IE.stress> is greatly increased while VEB_stress is

maintained near the operation range. The stress current may be increased in one of two

ways to accomplish the current acceleration: (1) The collector-base junction may be

shorted at a stress voltage in which the quasi-neutral base is punched through (or

diminished to zero thickness) by the emitter-base and collector-base space-charge

regions. This allows electrons in the n-type collector to flow directly from the collector
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to the reverse-biased emitter-base junction via the space-charge-limited mechanism, and

accelerates the BJT degradation rate [23]. This current-accelerated stress method will be

referred to as the shorted-collector method. (2) For stress voltages in which the base

layer is not punched through, the collector-base junction may be forward biased to inject

electrons into reverse-biased emitter-base junction [24,25]. This second current-

accelerated stress method will be referred to as the forward-collector method.

The increase of the hot electron density during reverse-bias stress has also been

used by other investigators recently. Petersen and Li [7], used light to generate electron-

hole pairs in the base which was shown to increase the BJT degradation rate. They

showed that junction breakdown from interband impact generation (avalanche

multiplication) was not a necessary condition for pF degradation. Quon et al. [58] used

the collector-base junction to inject electrons into the reverse-biased emitter-base

junction, just as in the forward-collector current-accelerated stress method in this

chapter. This allowed for independent control of the hot carrier fluence and kinetic

energy during their studies on base dopant compensation by hydrogen during reverse-

bias stress. Tang et al. [29] also used the collector-base junction to inject electrons into

the emitter-base junction during stress to investigate changes in the emitter contact

resistance during high current density operation. However, none of these investigators

[7,29,58] exploited the stress current acceleration to gain information on TTF during

normal circuit operation. These authors also did not make an appropriate device-

physics-based correlation of their data from the current-accelerated stress methods and

the normal open-collector circuit operation stress.



3.2. Background and Demonstration of Current Acceleration

In the modeling of reverse-bias stress experiments, it has been generally assumed

that the pF degradation is due to the stress-generated interface traps at the oxide-covered
emitter-base junction space-charge region. Higher interface trap density, NIT, results in

a higher electron-hole recombination rate, higher base current, and lower Pp, via the

Sah-Noyce-Shockley p/n junction surface recombination current mechanism. In several

descriptive modeling attempts [8,9,11], the increase in NIT was attributed to the

breaking of Si/Si02 interface bonds by hot electrons, by extending the popular model

proposed for the n-channel MOS transistor (MOST) near the reverse-biased n+drain/p-

well junction. However, the only direct source of hot electrons in BJTs under normal,

open-collector reverse-bias stress is the thermal emission of trapped electrons in the bulk

quasi-neutral base and the depleted emitter-base junction space-charge region. But the

thermal generation rate increases exponentially with increasing temperature [as m ~

exp(—EG/2kT) or m2], in contradiction to experiments which show a rather small and

sometimes inverse temperature dependence of the degradation rate during reverse-bias

stress [15,18,19]. The stress temperature dependence of the devices used in this work is

demonstrated in Fig.3.1, where the difference in the stress generated excess base current,

AIb, between equivalent reverse-bias stress at 77K and 298K is only about a factor of
three. Thus, the thermally generated and field-accelerated hot electron mechanism must

be ruled out as the major cause of BJT degradation. In section 3.4, it will be

demonstrated that creation by bond breaking at low VEB t in the open-collector
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Vbe/(1V)

Fig.3.1 Demonstration of the small temperature dependence of the BJT pF
degradation rate. The stress at 77K and 298K are performed at the
VEB stress=5.5V for the same stress charge density. The 77K stress required a
stress time of 104s, and the 298K stress required a stress time of 3000s. The
emitter area is 0.8|im x 6.0p.m.
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mode is caused by hot holes generated by base-layer valence-band electrons tunneling to

the conduction band.

The rate of BJT degradation has been shown to be directly related to the reverse

emitter stress current, IE_stress [8,11]. Because of the very high base and emitter impurity

concentration in submicron BJTs, IE_stress during open-collector stress is mainly due to

valence-band electrons in the emitter-base space-charge region tunneling to the emitter

conduction band near the n+ emitter, which is labeled (T) in the energy band diagram in

Fig.3.2 and the schematic device cross-section in Fig.3.3. The tunneling probability for

valence-band electrons depends exponentially on the electric field [42, p.65], so IE_stress

will be dominated by electron tunneling near the point in the emitter-base space-charge

region where the electric field is maximum. This is proven in Fig.3.4, where the reverse

emitter current is fit very accurately by

Stress = !0 exPt-V^VEB.^,, + V,/’5], (3.1)

where IQ and Vj are constants related to the emitter-base junction impurity profile, Vbi is

the emitter-base junction built-in voltage, and VEB_staJS is the reverse-bias stress voltage.

Since IE_stress may be approximated accurately by this one-sided step junction formula,
which was derived in Ch.l, the maximum electric field must be very near the emitter

edge of the space-charge region. Therefore, the tunneling electrons cannot have

significant kinetic energy to break interface bonds, as clearly shown in Fig.3.2.

However, as electrons tunnel from the valence band in the emitter-base space-charge

region to the emitter conduction band, holes are left behind in the valence band of the

space-charge region near the emitter, as shown in Fig.3.2. These holes are accelerated
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Fig.3.2 Energy band diagram of the emitter-base junction near the Si02/Si interface
during reverse-bias stress with open collector. The interband tunneling
mechanism (T) is shown to produce hot holes, and secondary hot electrons are
generated through impact generation (I). Adapted from Neugroschel et al.
[24].
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Fig.3.3 Schematic cross-section of a BJT during reverse-bias stress with open
collector. The interband tunneling mechanism (T) is shown to produce hot
holes which may break interface bonds to increase NIT (triangle). The
interface bond breaking by impact is shown by an asterisk inside a triangle.
The hot holes may also positively charge the oxide if they are injected into the
oxide and captured at oxide hole traps. Interband impact generation (I) is
shown to produce secondary hot electrons which may also increase NIT and
negatively charge the oxide. Adapted from Neugroschel et al. [24].
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Fig.3.4 The measured reverse emitter current in an unstressed device. The IE_stress is
shown to follow an interband tunneling expression for VEB stress<4.0V.
Interband impact generation causes additional IE_s(ress at higher stress voltages.
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through the high electric field in the space-charge region towards the quasi-neutral p-

base, becoming energetic or hot holes. These hot holes may break weak Si/Si02

interface bonds or be injected into the oxide and positively charge the oxide. For

VEB stress near junction breakdown, the additional interband impact generation of

electron-hole pairs by the hot holes will further increase IE.stress- This process is labeled

(I) in Figs.3.2 and 3.3. The secondary electrons generated during impact generation

may also break interface bonds and charge the oxide.

As shown in Figs.3.5 and 3.6, the stress current and the BJT degradation rate may

be greatly increased compared to open-collector stress by the two current acceleration

methods introduced in section 3.1. If the collector-base junction is shorted, IE_stress will

increase significantly when the quasi-neutral base layer is punched through. Base layer

punch through occurs when the emitter-base and collector-base space-charge regions

merge at sufficiently high reverse-bias on the emitter-base junction to extend the space-

charge region through the quasi-neutral base layer. The increase in current during

shorted-collector stress is shown in the VBC=0V curve for two transistor technologies in

Figs.3.5 and 3.6. The value of VEB stress at which the base punch-through occurs is

dependent on the thickness of the quasi-neutral base and the base doping concentration.

For transistor technology A shown in Fig.3.5, the base layer does not punch through

until VEB stress>4.3V. Thus, the shorted-collector method will not be useful as an

accelerated stress method for low-voltage TTF determination for this technology. For

transistor technology B shown in Fig.3.6, punch through occurs for VEB stress>2.4V,

which allows for current-accelerated TTF data to be obtained using the shorted-collector
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AE=0.6(im x 10.0n.rn

Fig.3.5 The measured reverse emitter current, IE_stress, vs. stress voltage, VEB_stress, for
device technology A with collector open and for several forward collector-
base biases. The device is unstressed before measurement. The emitter area is
0.6|im x 10.0(im. The open-collector data is least-square fit to the expression
^-stress = 518exp[-47.08/(1.2 + VEB.stress)0'51)], as shown by the dashed line.
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Fig.3.6 The measured reverse emitter current, IE_stress, vs. stress voltage, VEB_s , for
device technology B with collector open (OC), collector-base shorted (SC),
and for several forward collector-base biases (FC). The device is unstressed
before measurement. The emitter area is 0.8pm x 10.0p.m. The open-
collector data is least-square fit to IE.stress = 7.09exp[-44.1/(1.1 +
VEB.streSS)0'54]> as shown by the dashed line.
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method in this voltage range. Although the terminal current during shorted-collector

stress increases by as much as 105 times compared to open-collector stress, the device¬

degradation current along the perimeter of the emitter near the Si02/Si interface

represents only a fraction of the total terminal current in the shorted-collector mode. In

other words, most of the measured IE.stress during shorted-collector stress flows through

the bulk of the emitter-base junction, where it does not contribute to device degradation.

This geometrical effect for shorted-collector stress is demonstrated in the schematic

device cross-section in Fig.3.7, where only the small perimeter component of the punch-

through current flowing along the Si02/Si interface can degrade the interface. However,

as will be seen in the TTF measurements for technology B, the net result is still an

increase in the degradation rate during shorted-collector stress of as much as 103 times.

If the collector-base junction is forward-biased, IE_stress is controlled by the

collector-base bias and increased significantly compared to open-collector stress. This

is shown in Figs.3.5 and 3.6 for various forward collector-base biases from VBC=0.15V

to 0.90V. At a particular value of VBC, IE.stress remains fairly constant when VEB stress is

less than the base layer punch through voltage. Therefore, forward-collector stress

provides independent control of the hot electron density and kinetic energy. Similar to

shorted-collector stress, the current along the emitter perimeter which causes BJT

degradation represents only a fraction of the total measured terminal current. Thus, the

increase in IE_stress during forward-collector stress of 108 times over open-collector stress
will translate into a nearly 106 times increase in the degradation rate of the device. This
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Fig.3.7 Schematic cross section of a BJT during reverse-bias stress with collector-base
shorted. The shorted-collector electrons which flow near the Si02/Si interface
(SC perimeter) will dominate the NIT generation. Only a portion of the
measured terminal current during shorted-collector stress will flow near the
emitter perimeter and cause device degradation. Adapted from Neugroschel et
al. [23].
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Fig.3.8 Schematic cross section of a BJT during reverse-bias stress with collector-base
junction forward-biased. The forward-collector electrons which flow near the
Si02/Si interface (FC perimeter) will dominate the NJT generation. Only a
portion of the measured terminal current during forward-collector stress will
flow near the emitter perimeter and cause device degradation. Adapted from
Neugroschel et al. [23].
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geometrical effect for forward-collector stress is illustrated in schematic device cross-

section in Fig.3.8.

3.3. Hot-Carrier Analysis During Stress

To use the current-accelerated TTF data obtained from shorted-collector or

forward-collector measurements to predict TTF in the normal open-collector operation

bias configuration, the hot carriers involved in the BJT degradation in each bias

configuration are examined.

3.3.1. Open-Collector Stress

There are two possible groups of pathways for the build-up of interface traps, NIT,

and oxide charges, Q0T, during reverse-bias stress with open-collector, as shown in the

energy band diagram in Fig.3.2 and the schematic device cross-section in Fig.3.3. The

first group results from the primary hot holes left behind in the emitter-base space-

charge region as electrons tunnel to the emitter. Interface traps may be generated,

ANit>0, by the hot holes via bond breaking if the hole kinetic energy becomes greater

than the bond energy of the strained or impurity interface bonds as the holes are

accelerated near the Si/Si02 interface from the emitter edge of the space-charge region

toward the base. The breaking of interface bonds to create interface traps (triangles) is

labeled by the star in Fig.3.3. The electric field near the interface depends on VEB_stress,

the emitter-base junction doping profile, and possibly the emitter polysilicon contact

overlap. The electric field component perpendicular to the interface may affect the NJT

generation efficiency, as holes are either repelled or attracted to the silicon surface.
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However, during reverse-bias stress the field parallel to the interface will normally be

much larger than the perpendicular field. The build-up of NIT will directly increase the

electron-hole recombination rate and the base current. Positive oxide charge (+QOT)

may also build up via hole injection into the Si02 valence band and capture by hole

traps (hexagons in Fig.3.3) or direct tunneling of holes to oxide hole traps. The build-up

of Qot changes the electron-hole recombination rate by changing the silicon surface

potential. However, the change in NIT is the dominant cause of BJT degradation at low

^EB-stress' The hot holes near the base edge of the space-charge region may achieve a

maximum kinetic energy of Ekmax = qVEB_stress> as shown in Fig.3.2. The energy loss

from optical phonon scattering [42, p.245] will be small in the narrow emitter-base

space-charge region width during stress in submicron BJTs. The interband impact

scattering rate [59] is also low for the VEB stress range considered in this work. Since the

hot holes originate very near the emitter edge of the space-charge region, the majority of

hot holes will attain a kinetic energy of nearly Ek max. Therefore, may be used to

compare the bond breaking efficiency of the hot holes during open-collector stress to

that of hot electrons during current-accelerated stress.

The second pathway group for generation of NIT and Q0T during open-collector

stress results from interband impact generated secondary hot electrons created by the

primary hot holes, depicted by (I) in Figs.3.2 and 3.3 [20,60]. The secondary hot

electrons are accelerated by the emitter-base junction voltage toward the emitter, and

may break strained or impurity interface bonds to increase NIT. The secondary hot

electrons may also negatively charge the oxide via electron injection into the Si02
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conduction band and capture at oxide electron traps or direct tunneling to oxide electron

traps. The kinetic energy of the secondary hot electrons will vary, depending on the

location in the space-charge region or quasi-neutral base where they are created. The

density of secondary hot electrons will be a strong function of VEB_stress, since interband

impact generation is a strong function of the kinetic energy of the carriers involved

[56,59]. However, the density of secondary hot electrons should be quite low compared

with the density of primary hot holes, due to the low interband impact generation

probability at VEB lower than the junction breakdown voltage.

3.3.2. Shorted-Collector Stress

During reverse emitter-base bias stress with collector-base shorted, the primary

pathway for generation of NIT and Q0T results from the hot electrons which flow from

the collector directly through the merged collector-base and emitter-base space-charge

regions toward the emitter. The tunneling generated hot holes and secondary hot

electrons mentioned in the last section are still present, but their effect on the

degradation rate is negligible compared to the much larger density of hot electrons. This

is verified by a large increase in the BJT degradation rate during the shorted-collector

stress compared to open-collector stress. The maximum kinetic energy of the electrons

which flow from the collector into the emitter-base space-charge region is Ekmax =

qVEB_stress’ as sh°wn in Fig.3.9 where is it assumed that VEB_stress is large enough to

diminish the potential barrier at the base-collector junction to zero. This is the same as

the maximum kinetic energy of the hot holes in open-collector stress. The energy loss

due to optical phonon scattering is also expected to be small compared to VEB_stress over
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Fig.3.9 Energy band diagram of a BJT near the Si02/Si interface during shorted-
collector accelerated stress. A sufficient VEB_ste is applied to the emitter-
base junction such that the quasi-neutral base is punched through. The
maximum kinetic energy of the shorted-collector electrons is shown to be
EK-max=^VEB-siress- AdaPted from Neugroschel et al. [24].
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Fig.3.10 Energy band diagram of a BJT near the Si02/Si interface during forward-
collector accelerated stress. The maximum kinetic energy of the forward-
collector electrons is shown to be EK-max=c^EB-stress + Adapted from
Neugroschel et al. [24].
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the short distance from the collector to the emitter. Thus, the kinetic energies of the hot

electrons in shorted-collector stress and the hot holes in open-collector stress are

assumed to be nearly equal. Only the geometrical differences in the location of the hot

carriers must be accounted for to normalize the data from shorted-collector stress to

open-collector stress.

3.3.3. Forward-Collector Stress

During reverse emitter-base bias stress with forward-biased collector-base

junction, the primary pathway for generation of NJT and Q0T results from the hot

electrons which are injected from the collector into the base and are swept into the

reverse-biased emitter-base junction. The tunneling generated hot holes and secondary

hot electrons from open-collector stress are still present, but their effect on the

degradation rate is negligible for sufficiently high VBC during forward-collector stress.

The maximum kinetic energy of the collector-injected hot electrons during forward-

collector stress is = qVEB stress + qVbi, as shown in Fig.3.10. This kinetic energy

is =qVbi larger than the maximum kinetic energy of the hot holes during open-collector

stress. The energy loss from optical phonon scattering is assumed small, as in open-

collector stress. Since qVbi=l.leV to 1.2eV for typical emitter-base junctions in

submicron BJTs, this represents a considerable difference in the hot carrier kinetic

energy, which must be taken into account when comparing the effects of hot electrons

during forward-collector stress and hot holes during open-collector stress. The

geometrical location of the hot carriers in each case must also be taken into account.
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3.4. Demonstration of TTF Extrapolation on Two Technologies

The current-acceleration method for TTF analysis is demonstrated in this section

on two transistor technologies. The BJT degradation characteristics are measured by

quickly sampling the base and collector currents at a specific forward emitter-base bias,

, during reverse-bias stress at VDD . . The base current is measured within

lms after switching to forward bias, and the reverse-bias stress is resumed after 50ms.

This method allows for a worst-case assessment of pp degradation, because of the

negligible base current relaxation within lms after the removal of the reverse-bias stress

as demonstrated in Ch.4. The value of V^p used to evaluate the P- degradation

depends on the circuit application. In this analysis VBE =0.8V will be used. The

criteria used for determining device failure depends on the tolerance of the circuit

operation to Pp changes. A 10% decrease in pp, or APp/ppo=-0.1, will be used to

represent failure in this work.

3.4.1. Measurement ofOTF for Device Technology A

The percent change of fip during open-collector stress at several values of

Veb-stress is plotted vs. the stress charge density, Qstress, in Fig.3.11 for transistor

technology A. The stress charge density is defined as Qstress = ÍJE.stressdt = JE.stresststress.

Fig.3.11 shows that App/ppo closely follows a power law dependence on Qstress for

App/PpQ less than -20%, such that

AMW- (Qstress^ ^ (3.2)
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Fig.3.11 The percent change of pF at VBE=0.8V vs. Qstress for varying VEBstress during
open-collector stress in technology A. The charge-to-failure, QTF, is
determined by the value of Qstress at which APp/(3FO=-0.1. The emitter area is
0.6pm x 10.0p.m.
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Fig.3.12 The percent change of pF measured at VBE=0.8V vs. Qstress for varying
^EB-stress during forward-collector stress in technology A. The charge-to-
failure, QTF, is determined by the value of Qstress at which ApF/pFO=-0.1.
The emitter area is 0.6|im x 10.0(im.
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where m=0.5. The stress charge-to-failure, QTF, is defined as the value of Qstress where

App/f3FO=-0.1, which is designated by the dashed line in Fig.3.11. The QTF is
determined for each value of VEB from Fig.3.11. The range of VEB_stress for which

QTF may be measured using open-collector stress is limited by the time allowed for

measurement. The lowest value of VEB_stress=2-75V in Fig.3.11 required 140hr to reach

failure. Measurement of QTF at lower VEB_stress using open-collector stress would

require experimental time on the order ofmonths.

The forward-collector accelerated stress method may be used to gain additional

QTF information at lower values of VE as shown in Fig.3.12 for technology A.

For this technology, forward-collector stress was chosen over shorted-collector stress,

because the punch through voltage was too high for shorted-collector stress to be useful,

as shown in Fig.3.5. The measured APp/pF0 during forward-collector stress follows the

same power law dependence on Qstress as measured during open-collector stress. This

indicates that the degradation during forward-collector stress follows the same physical

processes as that of the open-collector stress. The QTF at each value of VEB is

measured in the same manner as for open-collector stress. The lowest value of VEB

for which failure was reached in less than =100hr during forward-collector stress was

1.2V.

The time required to reach failure during forward-collector stress is directly

proportional to IB_stress, which is controlled by the collector-base bias. Thus, an

appropriate VBC may be chosen to obtain failure in a reasonable time for each VEB_stress.

However, as shown in Fig.3.13, the measured QTF may be a function of VBC for the
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Fig.3.13 The percent change of (3p measured at VBE=0.8V vs. Qstress during forward-
collector stress at VEB_stress=2.0V with varying VBC from 0.7V to 1.0V. The
emitter area is 0.6|im x 10.0|im.
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same VEB ess as VBC becomes large. This is most likely due to a change in the

geometrical electron distribution during stress as the collector-base junction reaches

high-injection or IE stress becomes limited by series resistance. The QTF has been

generally been measured to decrease slightly at high values of VBC. The optimal

forward-collector stress method would use a constant VBC for all values of VEB_stress to

eliminate this problem. However, if this is not be feasible, then an appropriate

normalization must be made to the QTF data taken at high VBC. For example, assume

Vgc^-SV had been used for measurements of QTF at several values VEB_stress, but

VBC=1.0V is required at lower VEB to obtain a reasonable measurement time. In
this case, the measured QTF at VBC=1.0V can be normalized to the measured QTF

values at VBC=0.8V by multiplying by the measured ratio of QTF at VBC=0.8V and

VBC=1.0V in Fig.3.13, which is calculated to be 5.7. Thus, the QTF data is now

normalized to VBC=0.8V for all VEB_stress values. The data could also have been
normalized to any other VBC value through a similar procedure. The value of VBC

chosen will not affect the final measured TTF, but will change the geometrical

normalization factor described in the next section. As long as all of the QTF data is

measured at the same VBE or normalized as just described, the accelerated

measurements will be accurate.

3.4.2. Normalization of QTF and Calculation of TTF for Technology A

The measured QTF for transistor technology A from Figs.3.11 and 3.12 is plotted

vs. ^EB-stress as sh°wn in Fig.3.14. The triangles are data from the forward-collector

accelerated stress method shown in Fig.3.11, and the circles are data from the open-
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Fig.3.14 The measured QTF vs. VEB_str for technology A for both open-collector
stress and forward-collector stress from Figs.3.11 and 3.12. The solid lines
are least-square fits to the data using the indicated expressions. The average
deviation of the data points from the fits are 6.6% for the open-collector data
and 9.4% for the forward-collector data.
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collector stress method shown in Fig.3.12. The solid lines are least-square fits to the

two sets of data obtained from open-collector stress and forward-collector stress. The

functions used to fit the data in technology A are both of the form

QTFCWess) = Ci exP(C2/VEB.stress + C3/V^b_stres|), (3.3)

where the parameters Cr C2, and C3 are determined by the least-square fit to the data.

When plotted on a semi-log scale, the function in Eq.(3.3) has a parabolic shape, as

shown in Fig.3.14. The small RMS errors of the fits to the data and the large differences

in the measured QTF for the two stress methods near the crossing point of

VEB-stress=3-0V clearly show the data in Fig.3.14 cannot be fit by one curve. The fits
also show that the curves have the same concave curvature, but are shifted with respect

to one another both laterally and vertically. This is verified by the fact that C2 and C3

are nearly equal in each fit, and QTFpc(VEB _stress) = 935 QTFoc(VEB.stress + 1.23V).

There are two reasons for the displacement of QTFpc with respect to QTFoc: (1) The

fundamental parameter of Npp generation and (3p degradation is the hot carrier kinetic

energy, rather than VEB_stress. (2) Only a small fraction of the collector-injected

electrons during forward-collector stress will flow close to the Si02/Si interface at the

emitter-base junction perimeter and increase NIT compared to the hot holes during open-

collector stress which are generated near the emitter perimeter. Thus, the curves in

Fig.3.13 must be translated (normalized) twice to account for (1) and (2). The result of

the first translation is shown in Fig.3.15, where the hidden similarity in both QTF curves

is brought out by an appropriate translation of the VEB stress axis according to the kinetic

energy of the hot carriers responsible for ANIT in each case. In this translation
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Fig.3.15 The QTF during open-collector stress and forward-collector stress vs. hot
carrier maximum kinetic energy, Ek , for technology A. The QTF during
forward-collector stress has been normalized with respect to hot carrier kinetic
energy by shifting along the x-axis by qVbi=1.23eY from Fig.3.14.
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procedure, it is assumed that primary hot holes dominate NIT generation during open-

collector stress for the obvious theoretical reason that the secondary hot electron density

is much lower than that of the primary hot holes because of the much less than unity

interband impact generation probability of hot electrons for VEB ss<4V. Therefore,

the kinetic energy difference of the bond-breaking particles during open-collector stress

and forward-collector stress is =qVbi, as described in section 3.3. Thus, Fig.3.15 is

obtained by replotting the forward-collector QTF data with the horizontal offset voltage

of Vbi=1.23V, which is measured from the fits in Fig.3.14. The two QTF curves in

Fig.3.15 are now vertically parallel with a constant vertical offset or ratio of

6.05/6.47xl0'3=935, which is mainly due to the different geometrical distribution of the

hot carriers in the two stress methods, as shown in Fig.3.8. The second vertical

translation involves dividing the QTF data from forward-collector stress by the

geometrical factor or stress charge efficiency factor of 935 determined by the ratio of the

two QTF curves in Fig.3.15 to complete the normalization of the forward-collector QTF

data to the open-collector data. This is shown in Fig.3.16, where the normalized QTF

curves are shown to have excellent agreement between the two stress methods in the

range from VEB_stress=2.75V to 4.0V. The TTF vs. VEB_stregs is calculated by dividing

the QTF curve in Fig.3.16 by the measured open-collector JE_stress in Fig.3.5. The result

is shown in Fig.3.17, along with the approximate fit for the TTF which is determined by

diving the least-square fit for QTF in Fig.3.16 by the expression for JE_stress shown in

Fig.3.4. A greater than ten year TTF for worst-case reverse-bias stress in technology A

is found to occur for VEB_stress<2.4V.
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Fig.3.16 The QTF for open-collector stress and the normalized QTF during forward-
collector stress vs. VEB_stress for technology A. The QTF during forward-
collector stress has been fully normalized to the open-collector stress through
both horizontal and vertical shifts from Fig.3.14.
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Fig.3.17 The measured TTF vs. VEB for technology A. The forward-collector
accelerated stress method has been used to obtain TTF data to nearly 10 years.
The forward-collector accelerated stress method is demonstrated to agree with
the open-collector stress method very well between 2.75V and 4.0V. The
open-collector JE stress from Fig.3.5 is shown in the denominator of the TTF
expression.
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The constant ratio of QTF obtained for forward-collector stress and open-collector

stress in Fig.3.15 after the appropriate horizontal shift of the forward-collector data

gives three very important conclusions. (1) It rules out secondary hot electrons as

important contributors during open-collector stress as already assumed above, and

confirms the assumption that hot holes are the primary cause of pF degradation. If the

secondary hot electrons were important during open-collector stress, the constant QTF

ratio between forward-collector stress and open-collector stress could not be obtained

because of the strong dependence of the impact generation rate on the hot hole kinetic

energy [56,59], in addition to the strong dependence of the bond breaking efficiency on

the kinetic energy of the secondary hot electrons. In other words, both the density and

kinetic energy of the secondary hot electrons depend strongly on VEB_stress. The QTF

curve during forward-collector stress directly measures the dependence of the bond

breaking efficiency on the hot electron kinetic energy because of the independent

control of the bottom-injected hot electron density and kinetic energy. Thus, the open-

collector QTF curve would have a much stronger dependence on VEB_stregs than the

forward-collector curve if secondary hot electrons were important, and the constant ratio

of QTF from the two stress methods could not be achieved. (2) The dependence of the

bond breaking efficiency on kinetic energy is similar for hot electrons and hot holes, and

the kinetic energy threshold for bond breaking, if it exists, is less than 2.4eV. (3) The

electric field profile at the emitter-base junction perimeter does not significantly affect

the geometrical current distribution for VEB from 1.2V to 4V.
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3.4.3. Measurement of QTF for Device Technology B

The percent change of pp vs. Qstress is measured during open-collector stress for

several values of V on transistor technology B, as shown in Fig.3.18. The lowest

value of VCD . for which failure could be reached within =100hr was 4.25V. AbB-stress

similar power law dependence of App/pF0 on Qstress was measured for technology B.

The curves for VEB stress=4.5V and 4.25V show some deviations from the this power law

dependence for long stress times, but these deviations do not affect the measured QTF

for a failure criterion of APp/pFO=-0.1.

For VEB stress<4.25V, an accelerated stress method must be used to determine the

QTF in a reasonable measurement time. Since the punch through voltage is measured to

be =2.4V in Fig.3.6, the shorted-collector accelerated stress method is chosen. The

resulting APp/pF0 vs. Qstress using shorted-collector stress is shown in Fig.3.19 for

VEB-stress ranging from 3.5V to 4.5V. An overlap of voltages from shorted-collector

stress and open-collector stress is used to allow for accurate normalization of the

measured QTF in the next section. The same power law dependence of App/ppo on

Qstress's measured as in open-collector stress. For VEB_stress<3.5V, the time necessary to

reach failure becomes excessive using the shorted-collector stress method. Therefore,

forward-collector accelerated stress is used for the range of VEB stress from 1.75V to

3.0V, as shown in Fig.3.20. The QTF is determined from Fig.3.20 in the same manner

as for open-collector and shorted-collector stress.
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Fig.3.18 The percent change of pF at VBE=0.8V vs. Qstress for varying VEB.stress during
open-collector stress in technology B. The charge-to-failure, QTF, is
determined by the value of Qstress at which APp/pFO=-0.1. The emitter area is
0.8(im x 10.0|im.
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Qstress/(1C/Cm2)

Fig.3.19 The percent change of pF measured at VBE=0.8V vs. Qstress for varying
^EB-stress during shorted-collector stress in technology B. The charge-to-
failure, QTF, is determined by the value of Qstress at which ApF/pFO=-0.1.
The emitter area is 0.8[im x 10.0|im.
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Fig.3.20 The percent change of pF measured at VBE=0.8V vs. Qstress for varying
VgB stress during forward-collector stress in technology B. The charge-to-
failure, QTF, is determined by the value of Qstress at which APp/pFO=-0.1.
The emitter area is 0.8|im x 10.0(im.
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3.4.4. Normalization of QTF and Calculation of TTF for Technology B

The measured QTF vs. VEB_ ess for technology B is obtained from the three stress

methods shown in Figs.3.18 through 3.20 and is plotted in Fig.3.21. The circles are the

QTF data from the open-collector stress method shown in Fig.3.18, the squares are the

data from the shorted-collector accelerated stress method shown in Fig.3.19, and the

triangles are the data from the forward-collector accelerated stress method in Fig.3.20.

The shorted-collector QTF data is normalized to the open-collector data first. Since the

bond breaking particles during shorted-collector and open-collector stress have

approximately the same kinetic energy, as described in section 3.3, the only

normalization required for the shorted-collector QTF data is a vertical translation due to

the geometrical distribution of the hot carriers, as shown in Fig.3.7 [23]. The shorted-

collector QTF data is divided by the calculated geometrical factor of 167 to obtain the

normalized shorted-collector QTF shown Fig.3.22. The geometrical factor is

determined by comparing the ratio of the shorted-collector and open-collector QTF at

the overlapping VEB stress values between 4.25V and 4.5V. The solid lines in Fig.3.22

are least-square fits to the two sets of data. The fits for technology B have the form

QTWEB-stress) = < l/^expiq/V^J] + l/^expiC/V^J] }_1, (3.4)

where the parameters Cr C2, C3, and C4 are determined from the least-square fit to the

data. When plotted on a semi-log scale, Eq.(3.4) is the inverse sum of two of the

parabolic shaped functions given in Eq.(3.3). As was the case for technology A, the

least-square fits for the forward-collector data and the open-collector data are offset

vertically and horizontally, where QTFpc(VEB_stress) = 35 QTFoc(VEB _stress + 1.10V)
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Fig.3.21 The measured QTF vs. VEB_ste for technology B for open-collector stress,
shorted-collector stress, and forward-collector stress from Figs.3.18 through
3.20.
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Fig.3.22 The QTF during open-collector stress, normalized shorted-collector stress, and
forward-collector stress vs. VEB_stress for technology B. The QTF during
shorted-collector stress has been normalized by shifting along the y-axis from
Fig.3.21. The solid lines represent least-square fits to the data using the
indicated expressions. The average deviation of the data points from the fits
are 8.4% for the open-collector data, 7.4% for the shorted-collector data, and
6.5% for the forward-collector data.
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in Fig.3.22. Thus, similar horizontal and vertical shifts as described in detail in section

3.4.2 are performed to yield Fig.3.23, where the forward-collector QTF data has been

normalized to the open-collector data. Fig.3.23 shows an excellent agreement between

the three reverse-bias stress methods after the appropriate device-physics-based

normalizations of the forward-collector and shorted-collector accelerated stress methods

to the open-collector stress. The TTF is calculated by dividing the QTF data in Fig.3.23

by the measured open-collector JE_stress for technology B shown in Fig.3.6. The result is

shown in Fig.3.24, where the TTF is measured up to =3xl09s or nearly 100 years. A

greater than ten year TTF for worst-case reverse-bias stress for technology B is found to

occur for VEB stress<3-lV.

The measured TTF for technology B using the current-acceleration method is

compared to the predicted TTF from two different voltage-acceleration methods in

Fig.3.24. The first voltage-acceleration method uses curve fitting of the open-collector

data to predict the TTF at lower voltages [21]. In this method, a least-square fit of the

open-collector TTF vs. VEB data in Fig.3.24 is performed using empirical equation

T1'F(Veb_stress) = Cj exp(C2/VEB stress + C3/V|B.stress), (3.5)

where Cr C2, and C3 are determined by the fit. This is the same parabolic shaped curve

which was used to fit the QTF vs. VEB_ data for transistor technology A in section

3.4.2. The resulting TTF extrapolation from this voltage-acceleration method is shown

as curve (a) in Fig.3.24. The predicted TTF from the voltage-acceleration stress

deviates by several decades from the measured TTF at low VEB_sfr using the current-

acceleration method.
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Fig.3.23 The QTF for open-collector stress, normalized shorted-collector stress, and
normalized forward-collector stress vs. VEB_stress for technology B. The QTF
during forward-collector stress has been fully normalized to the open-collector
stress through both horizontal and vertical shifts from Fig.3.22.
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Fig.3.24 The measured TTF vs. VEB_s{ress for technology B. Both the shorted-collector
and forward-collector accelerated stress methods have been used to obtain
TTF data to greater than 10 years. The measured TTF is also compared to the
TTF predicted by two voltage-acceleration methods in curves (a) and (b).
Curve (a) is a least-square fit to the open-collector TTF data using the
expression TTF = 3.71xl0~5exp(59.1/VEB stress + 167/VBB_stress). Curve (b) is
a least-square fit to the open-collector TTF data using the expression TTF =
6.60xl0-Mexp[156.9/(l.l + VEB.slnJ°54].
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The second voltage-acceleration method assumes a power-law dependence of the

BJT degradation rate on the reverse-bias stress charge, as in the model by Burnett and

Hu [11]. In this model it is assumed that APp/PF0 oc (tstress)m(JE-stress)P’ where m and P

are measured parameters. Thus, for a fixed failure criteria (i.e. APp/PFO=-0.1),

TTF = (JB.stI<0!rp,,n ~ 6xp[Vj (P/m)/(VEB s|ress + V,/-5] (3.6)

according to the model. The expression for IE_stress in Eq.(3.1) is used to generate

Eq.(3.6). The value for m was measured to be =0.5 in the open-collector stress data in

Fig.3.18, which is similar to that measured by other investigators [11,12,14]. The value

for p is determined to be =1.8 by a least-square fit to the open-collector TTF data in

Fig.3.24 using Eq.(3.6). The TTF extrapolation using this voltage-acceleration method

is shown as curve (b) in Fig.3.24. The predicted TTF from this voltage-acceleration

method also deviates from the measured TTF using current-acceleration stress by more

than a factor of 10 at low VEB_sfress.

Thus, both of the traditional voltage-acceleration methods are shown to be

unreliable for predicting TTF for transistor technology B. The deviation of the

measured TTF from the parabolic shaped curves generated from the two voltage-

acceleration methods suggests that there may be two different degradation mechanisms

or two different types of interface bonds involved. The first mechanism is dominant at

high VEB , and the second is dominant at low VEB_stress. This may be the reason that

the inverse sum of two parabolic shaped curves was necessary to fit the QTF data for

technology B in Fig.3.23.
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3.4.5. Conversion of Measured 1TF Results

For circuit design applications, it is desirable to calculate TTF as a function of

VfiE or Ic. The TTF analysis demonstrated above was done for one VBE value.

However, a conversion of the measured TTFj at VBE_measl to the value of TTF2 at

^BE-meas2 *s easity accomplished by using the formula

TTF2 = TTFj exp[(qVBE measl - qVBE meas2)/nkT], (3.7)

where n is the measured reciprocal slope factor of the stress-induced excess base current,

which is =2.0 for most devices. The conversion using Eq.(3.7) is generally quite

accurate, as most devices show little variation in the reciprocal slope factor during

stress.

Conversion of the measured TTF at different failure criteria for A(3p is

accomplished through the formula

TTF2 = TTFj (ApF2/APF1)1/m, (3.8)

where APF2/ApF1 is the ratio of the two failure criteria (i.e. 10%/5%=2), and m is the
constant from the measured power law dependence of APp/pgQ on stress time, as in

Eq.(3.1). The accuracy of Eq.(3.8) depends on the accuracy of the power law

approximation of the App/pF0 time dependence.

3.5. Summary

Two reverse emitter-base bias stress methods using current acceleration for rapid

TTF determination have been presented and demonstrated on two BJT technologies.

The theoretical basis for the required normalization of the accelerated stress data to
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normal open-collector stress encountered in BiCMOS circuits has also been presented.

It has been demonstrated that a large error in the measured reliability of a BJT

technology at low stress voltages may be made using the traditional voltage acceleration

stress method. It has also been demonstrated that interband tunneling generated hot

holes are the primary BJT degradation mechanism at low stress voltages.



CHAPTER 4
BASE CURRENT RELAXATION TRANSIENT IN SILICON BIPOLAR

JUNCTION TRANSISTORS AFTER REVERSE EMITTER-BASE BIAS STRESS

4.1. Introduction

The degradation of the common-emitter current gain (pF) in silicon bipolar

junction transistors (BJTs) is a major concern for the reliability of digital and analog

BiCMOS circuits. The degradation of pF during reverse emitter-base bias stress is

attributed to the generation of interface traps at the oxide covered emitter-base junction

perimeter due to bond breaking by hot hole and hot electron impact, and to charging of

oxide traps due to capture of electrons and holes into the oxide [3-25].

The time-to-failure (TTF) of a BJT is usually defined as the time required to

degrade PF by a certain amount (i.e. 10%) at a specified operating point. To measure

TTF due to reverse-bias stress, the emitter-base junction of the BJT is reverse-biased

with a constant d.c. stress voltage, VEB_sbess, with the collector-base junction reverse-

biased or the collector open such that Ic is negligible. The degradation is monitored by

measuring IB and Ic at the forward-bias operating point, VBE_meas, until the IB has
increased and PF has decreased such that the TTF condition is satisfied. It has been

observed, however, that the excess stress-induced base current, AIB, may decrease

immediately after the removal of the stress voltage [9,16-18]. This relaxation transient

takes place over many minutes or hours before appearing to reach steady-state, and the

150
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decrease in AIB during the relaxation can be as large as a factor of two. It was also

observed that this post-stress AIg relaxation occurs faster when a large forward emitter-

base bias is applied after the stress termination. A common procedure for measuring (}p

after reverse-bias stress has been to wait for several minutes after the removal of the

stress voltage to allow Ig to reach a relatively stable value. However, by measuring Pp

after the majority of the post-stress relaxation has occurred (=1 minute), the information

on the reliability of the BJT in a circuit operating a high switching speeds is lost, as the

full extent of the AIg relaxation cannot occur on such a short time interval. Thus, the
TTF predictions based on the d.c. data taken after AIg relaxation would be optimistic.

This is demonstrated in Fig.4.1, where the solid line is AIg measured quickly after the

removal of reverse-bias stress before significant Ig relaxation, and the dashed line is the

measured AIg after a 10 minute relaxation at stress times of 100, 1000, and 3000s. The

resulting uncertainty of about a factor of two in the TTF due to Ig relaxation is also

shown. Therefore, an accurate understanding ofAIg relaxation is necessary to properly

predict the a.c. BJT reliability in high-speed circuit applications based on d.c.

measurements.

The AIg relaxation transient after reverse-bias stress has been measured and
modeled by a number of investigators in recent years. In 1988, Tang and Hackbarth [9]

measured AIg relaxation, and modeled it as a decrease in the Si02/Si interface trap

density, NIT. A first-order rate equation was used describe the interface trap annihilation
kinetics during relaxation. A detailed model for the proposed decrease in NJT during

relaxation was not given. In 1991, Burnett [16] also measured a decrease in AIg after
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Fig.4.1 The percent change of the stress-induced excess base current measured within
lms after stress (solid line) is compared to the value measured after IB
relaxation (dashed line) for increasing stress time. The TTF uncertainty from
the Ig relaxation is also shown.
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the conclusion of reverse-bias stress, but the effect was not quantitatively modeled. He

did note that AIB quickly returned back to the original unrelaxed value after reverse-bias

stress was resumed, and he speculated that weak interface bonds which were broken

during reverse-bias stress were passivated and then quickly re-broken upon further

stress. In 1992, Huang et al. [18] analyzed the AIB relaxation at various temperatures.

They found that the relaxation at high temperatures could be explained by thermally

activated annealing of interface traps, and that the relaxation at room temperature was

essentially temperature independent and was most likely due to detrapping of oxide

charge. They also found that the room temperature relaxation was not spontaneous, but

instead required a moderate to large forward bias to occur. In 1994, Momose and Iwai

[19] also measured AIB relaxation after reverse-bias stress at various temperatures. They

identified three types of AIfi relaxation. The high temperature relaxation was identified

to be thermally activated and only important above 50°C. The measured room

temperature relaxation consisted of both spontaneous relaxation and relaxation which

required a high forward bias to occur. They did not propose any detailed physical

models for the different types of AIB relaxation.

Despite measurement of IB relaxation by several investigators, a quantitative

model has not been developed. In this chapter, detailed experimental results and a

physics-based model for the post-stress Ifi relaxation are presented. It is found that the

post-stress IB relaxation is caused by oxide trap discharging via one or more tunneling-
limited pathways. The one-step pathway consists of carrier tunneling transitions

between the oxide traps and the silicon valence band. The two-step pathway consists of
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electronic tunneling transitions between oxide traps and interface traps in addition to

Shockley-Read-Hall thermal transitions between interface traps and silicon band states.

This physical mechanism was used before to account for the 1/f noise in MOS

transistors [61], and recently for random telegraphic signals in BJTs [62]. It will be

shown that the wide range of tunneling probabilities over many orders of magnitude for

carriers tunneling from oxide traps located at a range of distances from the Si02/Si

interface produces the experimentally observed logarithmic time dependence for the IB

relaxation. In addition, the charging of the oxide traps during subsequent reverse-bias

stress after IB relaxation is also measured to gain information on the stress voltage

dependence of the charging and discharging rates of the oxide traps.

4.2. Experiments and Results

The devices used in the following experiments are industrial n+/p/n BJTs. The

majority of the measurements were performed on transistors fabricated using a CMOS-

based non self-aligned polysilicon emitter process. A schematic diagram of the device

cross-section is shown in Fig.4.2. The emitter polysilicon contact layer in these devices

overlaps the oxide layer which covers the emitter-base junction and a portion of the

quasi-neutral base. The IB and Ic vs. VBE for a typical device is shown in Fig.4.3 for an

array of 240 transistors with 0.8(im x 5.2|im emitter dimensions. The dashed line in

Fig.4.3 is IB before stress, which demonstrates that the unstressed device has a nearly

ideal IB «= exp(qVBE/nkT) with reciprocal slope factor n=1.0 for VBE>0.4V. The solid

lines are Ifi and Ic after a reverse emitter-base bias stress of VEB_stress=5.5V f°r
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Fig.4.2 Schematic cross section of a BJT showing the recombination processes which
contribute to the base current. The diamonds are bulk silicon traps, and the
triangles are interface traps at the Si02/Si or polysilicon/Si interfaces.
Adapted from Neugroschel and Sah [22].
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Fig.4.3 Base and collector current vs. emitter-base voltage for a n+/p/n BJT before
(dashed lines) and after (solid lines) a reverse emitter-base bias stress of
Vbe=-5.0V for 100s with collector open. The excess base current, AIB, is
defined as the difference between the base current before and after stress.
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with collector left open. After the stress, an excess surface base recombination

component, AIfi, with reciprocal slope factor n=2 is measured which increases IB,

especially at low VBE. It is this stress-induced excess base current that decreases with

time after the removal of the reverse-bias stress voltage. The collector current does not

change with time during stress the subsequent IB relaxation.

The post-stress IB relaxation transient is studied using a computer controlled

stress-and-measure system which can switch from reverse-bias stress to forward-bias

measurement of IB in less than 1ms. The Ifi is then sampled at specific short time

intervals at a constant forward bias, VfiE as, where AIB dominates the total IB. This is

usually in the range of VBE =0.4V to 0.6V. During the relaxation transient, the

device can be set to another forward bias, VBE_rel, to examine the effects of different

forward or reverse biases on the relaxation transient while still measuring the effects of

the relaxation at VBE_meas. The collector is shorted to the base during forward-bias

measurements, and the collector is left open-circuited during reverse emitter-base bias

stress in all measurements in this chapter to simulate the BiCMOS operating condition.

The result of a typical IB relaxation measurement is shown in Fig.4.4, where

=0.5V and VnI, ,=0V. The solid line is the measurement of L, vs. time for a

sampling rate of 0.5s, while the circles are for a sampling rate of 20s. The two sets of

data were taken from the same device, with the same reverse-bias stress conditions of

Vgg stress=5.5V for tstress=Is before each measurement of IB relaxation. The device had
been previously stressed at VEB stress=5.5V for 100s before the relaxation measurements.

The fact that the sampling rate for measurement of Ig during relaxation does not
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Fig.4.4 IB vs. time measured at VBE=0.5V after the termination of a reverse-bias stress
of VBE=-5.0V for Is. The device had previously been stressed at VBE=-5.0V
for 100s with. The solid line is for a sampling rate of 0.5s and the circles are
for a sampling rate of 20s. The device is set to VBE=0V between
measurement samples.
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significantly affect the magnitude or time dependence of the Ifi relaxation indicates that

the measurement of ID at VDC =0.5V for very short times during the L, relaxation is

not the cause of the relaxation, and IB would relax at the same rate whether or not IB was

measured. This allows for a detailed measurement of the IB relaxation transient under

various bias conditions.

The effect of applying a forward-bias during the IB relaxation transient is

demonstrated in Fig.4.5, where VBE meas=0.5V and VBE_rel ranges from OV to 0.7V. For

each relaxation transient in Fig.4.5, the initial value of IB measured within 1ms after

stress is =2.6xlO_7A. The same device is used for each measurement, with the same

reverse-bias stress condition prior to relaxation of VEB_stress=5.5V for Is. Notice that for

Vbe rel=0V, 0.2V and 0.4V, the relaxation transients are very similar. However, for

VgE rel=0.6V and 0.7V, the IB relaxation proceeds much faster at short times and then
follows nearly the same time dependence as for smaller values of VBE_rel. For larger

values of VBE E package heating resulting from device self-heating complicates the

measurement of IB relaxation. The data in Fig.4.5 is plotted on semi-logarithmic scale

in Fig.4.6. Note that the Ifi relaxation has almost a perfect logarithmic time dependence

for every value of VBE r It will be shown in the next section that this is expected from

the theoretical model presented in this investigation. The relaxation over a much

longer time is shown in Fig.4.7 for VBE meas=0.5V and VfiE_rel=0V. It is apparent from

Fig.4.7 that the IB relaxation does not saturate within 106s, but maintains the nearly

logarithmic time dependence over a very long time. However, the logarithmic time
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Fig.4.5 IB vs. time measured at VBE=0.5V after the termination of a reverse-bias stress
of VBe=-5.5V for Is. The device had previously been stressed at VBE=-5.5V
for 100s. The device is set to various forward biases between measurement

samples to examine the effects on relaxation.
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Fig.4.6 IB vs. time measured at VBE=0.5V after the termination of a reverse-bias stress
of Vbe=-5.5V for Is. The device had previously been stressed at VBE=-5.5V
for 100s. The device is set to various forward biases between measurement

samples to examine the effects on relaxation. This is the same data as in
Fig.4.5, but plotted on semi-logarithmic scale.
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Fig.4.7 IB vs. time measured at VBE=0.5V after the termination of a reverse-bias stress
of VBE=-5.5V for Is. The device had previously been stressed at VBE=-5.5V
for 100s. The device is set to VBE=0V between measurement samples.
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dependence will appear to saturate quickly when plotted on a linear time scale due to the

decreasing rate of change in IB as the relaxation proceeds.

In Fig.4.8, the IB relaxation at 77K for several forward biases is shown, similar to

Fig.4.6 which was at 300K. In Fig.4.8, VfiE meas=0.95V to maintain nearly the same

magnitude of IB as measured in Fig.4.6. Notice that the IB relaxation has virtually the

same time dependence and the same percentage of IB decrease as at room temperature,

although the dependence on forward bias is different as expected. The fact that the

relaxation proceeds at nearly the same rate for such a wide temperature range from 300K

to 77K, provides a clue that the IB relaxation is rate limited by a tunneling mechanism.

This suggests that trapped charge in the oxide near the silicon surface is tunneling to

interface traps or band states in the silicon to cause the IB relaxation.

To further examine the possibility that the IB relaxation is due to trapped charge

tunneling into or out of the oxide, experiments may be performed to measure the

proposed charging and discharging of the oxide traps. In this case, the process of

charging and discharging of the oxide during reverse-bias stress and the subsequent

relaxation should be very repeatable as long as the number of interface traps created

during the reverse-bias stress is small compared to the existing density of interface traps

from previous periods of stress. This is illustrated in Fig.4.9, where the device was

initially stressed at VEB stress=5.0V for 100s. Subsequent much weaker reverse-bias

stress of VEB stress=4.5V for 5s is shown to increase IB, but this increase completely

disappears after =500s. This cycle can be repeated almost indefinitely with no net

increase in IB, as shown. Thus, the short reverse-bias stress simply charges the oxide
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Fig.4.8 IB vs. time at T=77K measured at VBE=0.95V after the termination of a
reverse-bias stress of VBE=-5.5V for 5s. The device had previously been
stressed at VBE=-6.0V for 100s. The device is set to various forward biases
between measurement samples to examine the effects on relaxation.
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traps which had been discharged during the previous relaxation period. It is also

apparent from Fig.4.9 that the oxide charging processes during stress at VEB_stress=4.5V

are much faster than the discharging processes during relaxation. An expanded view of

the charging processes during stress is shown in Fig.4.10 for four different stress

voltages. For VEB_sfress>3.5V, the increase in Ifi starts to occur after =10_4s and is

completed by 10s. As VEB stress is decreased the amount of the IB increase during stress

decreases, and for VEB_stress=2.5V there is no measureable increase in I0. This suggests

a stress voltage threshold for oxide charging which will be theoretically explained in the

next section. The corresponding expanded view of the discharging processes during

relaxation are shown in Fig.4.11 for the same stress voltages as in Fig.4.10. The

decrease of IB is shown to occur after = 10~3s, and then IB continues to decrease with the

same logarithmic time dependence as measured previously. The fact that the decrease in

IB does not occur until after = 10~3s indicates that measuring IB within tdelay=lms after
stress will give a nearly unrelaxed measurement of IB and Pp. This 1ms delay threshold

is important for extracting the operation TTF from d.c. stress measurements. A

VEB-Stress dependence of tdelay is also noted in Fig.4.11, where the delay time decreases
with increasing VEB stress. This will be shown to be due to a decreasing hole trap barrier

height for tunneling.

It is important to note that Ic was measured during the IB relaxation transients

measurements in Figs.4.3 through 4.11 and remained constant. This indicates that

changes in device temperature were not responsible for the IB relaxation characteristics.

Significant package heating from reverse-bias stress at high current levels was measured
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Fig.4.9 Ifi vs. time measured at VBE=0.55V during and after periodic reverse-bias
stress of VBE=-4.5V for 5s. The device had previously been stressed at
Vbe=-5.0V for 100s. The device is set to VBE=0V between measurement
samples during relaxation.
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Fig.4.10 IB vs. time measured at VBE=0.55V during reverse-bias stress at various stress
voltages. The device had been previously stressed at VBE=-5.0V for 100s.
This figure is an expanded view of the same IB increase shown in Fig.4.9
during stress.
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Fig.4.11 IB vs. time measured at VBE=0.55V after the termination of reverse-bias stress
at various stress voltages for 5s. The device had previously been stressed at
vbe=-5.°v for 100s.
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for VEB stress close to emitter-base junction breakdown, so this must be avoided when

measuring IB relaxation.

4.3. Model for Base Current Relaxation

The excess base current, AIB, generated in BJTs during reverse emitter-base bias

stress is due mostly to an increase in the density of interface traps, ANIT, at the Si02/Si

interface near the emitter-base junction, which increases the surface recombination

current in emitter-base space-charge region [3-25]. Charging of the oxide near the

emitter-base junction also affects AIB independently of NIT because of the dependence

of the recombination current on the silicon surface potential, Vs [38,46,47]. An increase

in Vs will cause an increase in IB due to the exponential dependence of the

recombination rate on Vs for a depleted surface [46-48]. This effect was examined in

detail in Ch.2 to explain the measured Alfi characteristics. A schematic diagram of a

BJT during reverse-bias stress is shown in Fig.4.12, which demonstrates the pathways

forNit generation and oxide charging. The corresponding energy band diagram of the

emitter-base junction along the silicon surface is shown in Fig.4.13. Hot holes are

shown to be produced by interband tunneling, which is labeled (T) and is the primary

current mechanism during reverse-bias. The maximum hot hole kinetic energy is shown

to be Ek max = qVEB stress, as indicated in Fig.4.13. Hot electrons may be generated by

interband impact generation, which is labeled (I). As shown in Fig.4.12 and discussed

in Ch.2 and Ch.3, the hot holes and electrons may increase NIT through impact

processes and may also be injected into the oxide and captured at oxide traps.
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Fig.4.12 Schematic cross-section of a BJT during reverse-bias stress. The interband
tunneling mechanism (T) is shown to produce hot holes which may break
interface bonds to increase NIT (triangle). The interface bond breaking by
impact is shown by an asterisk inside a triangle. The hot holes may also
positively charge the oxide if they are injected into the oxide and captured at
oxide hole traps. Interband impact generation (I) is shown to produce
secondary hot electrons which may also increase NIT and negatively charge
the oxide. Adapted from Neugroschel et al. [24].
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Fig.4.13 Energy band diagram of the emitter-base junction near the Si02/Si interface
during reverse-bias stress with open collector. The interband tunneling
mechanism (T) is shown to produce hot holes, and secondary hot electrons are
generated through impact generation (I). The hot holes are shown to have a
maximum kinetic energy of =qVEB stress- Adapted from Neugroschel et al.
[24].
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Fig.4.14 Energy band diagram along the direction perpendicular to the Si02/Si
interface near the reverse-biased emitter-base junction of a n+/p/n BJT. The
injection of hot holes into the Si02 valence band and capture at oxide hole
traps (hexagons) is shown as process (a). The direct tunneling of hot holes to
oxide hole traps is shown as process (b). The injection of hot electrons into
the Si02 conduction band and capture at oxide electron traps (squares) is
shown as process (c). The tunneling of hot electrons into the Si02 conduction
band or to oxide electron traps is shown as processes (d) and (e). The impact
generation of electron hole pairs in the polysilicon emitter contact overlap and
the capture of hot holes at oxide hole traps are shown as processes (f) and (g).
Process (h) and (i) are two-step charging processes involving Shockley-Read-
Hall transitions to Si02/Si interface traps (triangles) and tunneling steps to
oxide traps. Adapted from Sah [54, p.397].
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In Fig.4.14, a transition energy band diagram perpendicular to the silicon surface

is shown to illustrate the oxide charging pathways during reverse-bias stress [54, p.397].

The most important pathways for the build up of positive oxide charge, +QOT, are

shown as processes (a) and (b) in Fig.4.14. In process (a), the hot holes with kinetic

energy, Ek(y), greater than the Si02/Si valence band barrier of =4.3eV are injected into
the oxide and captured at oxide hole traps (hexagons). In process (b), the hot holes with

kinetic energy less than =4.3eV may directly tunnel to oxide hole traps. The stress

voltage threshold for positive charge injection into the oxide by process (a) is

VEB-streSs=4-3V, since the hot hole kinetic energy is =qVEB stress. The oxide will also be

charged close to the Si02/Si interface by process (b) for lower VEB_stress. Since the

charging efficiency was shown in Fig.4.10 to drop to nearly zero at VEB stress=2.5V, this

suggests that the majority of the oxide hole traps must be at within 1.8eV above the

Si02 valence band edge. This is verified by measurement of a sharp peak in the oxide
hole trap density at Ey siQ2 + 1.44eV from the bridging oxygen vacancy center in

thermally grown thin gate oxides [63].

For devices with a polysilicon emitter layer overlapping the oxide, positive charge

may also be generated by hot holes may which are impact generated in the polysilicon

and trapped in the oxide as shown by processes (f) and (g) in Fig.4.14 [54,55]. Small

amounts of +QOT may also build up through the two-step pathway shown as process (h),
where holes are captured at interface traps through Shockley-Read-Hall transitions and

then tunnel to oxide traps. The rate of oxide charging from process (h) will be small

compared to the other +QOT pathways due to the large tunneling barrier for holes, but
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this pathway has been identified to be important for noise in MOSTs and BJTs [61,62].

Negative oxide charge, -QOT, may also build up via pathways (c), (d), and (e). The

two-step pathway for negative oxide charging is shown as process (i), where electrons

are captured at interface traps and then tunnel to oxide electron traps (squares).

Although both positive and negative oxide charging through the processes shown in

Fig.4.14 is expected during reverse-bias stress, the final result after stress is commonly a

net positive oxide charge for many transistor technologies [11-13]. For stress voltages

below 4.3V, process (b) is expected to be the dominant source of positive charging. A

small portion of the positive charge located very close to the Si02/Si interface may

tunnel out of the oxide after stress to cause the IB relaxation.

The model for the IB relaxation transient after reverse-bias stress presented here

assumes that the decrease in IB is caused by a decrease in Vs near the emitter-base

junction due to a decrease in the trapped positive charge in the oxide. In Fig.4.15, the

pathways for holes and electrons at oxide traps to be released from the oxide after

reverse-bias stress are shown. These processes are the inverse of the processes shown in

Fig.4.14 during reverse-bias stress. In process (a’), trapped holes are thermally emitted

from oxide hole traps and then released to the silicon valence band. In process (b’),

holes tunnel from oxide hole traps to the silicon valence band. Process (h’) is a two-step

process, where holes tunnel from oxide hole traps to interface traps followed by a

Shockley-Read-Hall electron capture or hole emission transition. In process (c’)

electrons are thermally emitted from oxide electron traps to the silicon conduction band.

Electrons may also tunnel from electron traps to the silicon conduction band through
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Fig.4.15 Energy band diagram along the direction perpendicular to the Si02/Si
interface near the forward-biased emitter-base junction of a n+/p/n BJT. The
thermal emission of trapped holes in the oxide to the silicon valence band is
shown as process (a’). The tunneling emission of trapped holes is shown as
process (b’). The thermal emission of trapped electrons to the silicon
conduction band is shown as process (c’). The tunneling emission of trapped
electrons is shown as process (e’). Processes (h’) and (i’) are two-step
emission of trapped electrons and holes involving tunneling to Si02/Si
interface traps and Shockley-Read-Hall transitions. Process (j) is the
tunneling of valence-band electrons to oxide electron traps followed by
capture at occupied oxide hole trap. Adapted from Sah [54, p.397].
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process (e’). Process (i’) is a two-step process involving electron tunneling from oxide

electron traps to interface traps followed by a Shockley-Read-Hall hole capture or

electron emission transition. Process (j) is another two-step process where a

conduction-band electron tunnels to an oxide electron trap and then is captured at an

occupied oxide hole trap to neutralize the trapped positive charge. The bridging oxygen

vacancy center is known to be both an oxide electron and hole trap at Ey si02 + 1.44eV

[54, p.422]. To explain the decrease in Vs due to the decrease in net positive oxide

charge following reverse-bias stress, the rate of processes (a’), (b’)> (h’), and (j) must be

larger than processes (c’), (e’), and (i’). Process (a’) will only be important for hole

traps very close to the Si02 valence band edge or at high temperatures, and process (h’)

is limited by the large (=5eV) tunneling barrier height for holes. Thus, processes (b’)

and (j) are assumed to be the dominant processes which cause the decrease in positive

charge during IB relaxation, and a simple one-dimensional model can be developed to

explain IB relaxation by holes tunneling from oxide hole traps to the silicon valence

band or interface traps.

The rate equation for the decrease of trapped positive charge density in the oxide,

pOT, through process (b’) in Fig.4.15 is [46]

dPoT^1 —

Ev
PoTwo^dE, (4.1)

F^v-sioa

where w0 is the tunneling rate, D is the density of states integral in the valence band, Ey

is the silicon valence band edge, and Ey s;Q2 is the Si02 valence band edge. The

expression in Eq.(4.1) may be simplified by assuming the trapped positive charge is
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located over a narrow energy range near the energy level Er This has been found to be

valid approximation for thermally grown Si02 defects such as the bridging oxygen

vacancy center mentioned above [63]. The tunneling rate may then be rewritten as [40]

wQ = 7t2myzW2T/H3xt, (4.2)
where m is the effective mass perpendicular to the tunneling direction, W2 is theyz

matrix element of the trap potential energy, T is the tunneling probability, H is the

normalized Planck constant, and xt is the distance from the oxide trap to the silicon

valence band. Under the assumptions just described, Eq.(4.1) can be rewritten as

3pOT/9t = pOTJt2myzW2TD/fi3xt, (4.3)
where T and D at the energy level ET are used. The tunneling probability is

approximated by [42, p.64]

T = exp -2 a(x)dx
n

(4.4)

where

a(x) = [2mx(ET - Ev.si02)]a5/K. (4.5)

The quantity a is related to the tunneling potential barrier height for holes as a function

of tunneling distance, and mx is the effective mass in the tunneling direction. Since a is

nearly constant over the tunneling path during relaxation, Eq.(4.4) becomes

T = exp{-2[2mx(ET -E^^ffyh}. (4.6)

The rate equation in Eq.(4.3) may be solved to find the change in pOT

ApOT(t) = POT(°) [1 “ exp(-t/x,)], (4.7)

where
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xt = ñ3xt/7c2myzW2TD. (4.8)
The important conclusion from Eqs.(4.7) and (4.8) is the effective time constant for the

detrapping of positive oxide charge, T{, is a strong function of the distance of the trapped

charge from the Si02/Si interface, since the tunneling probability is an exponential

function of xt. The positive charge density very close to the interface will decrease

much faster than the positive charge density further from the interface. Thus, the

detrapping time constants range over many orders of magnitude for oxide traps with

different distances from the interface. This may be demonstrated to produce a

logarithmic time dependence for the decrease in oxide charge density [61].

The relationship between the change in p0T over time and the change in the net

areal oxide charge, AQ0T, is given by [42, p.664]

AQ0T(t) = Ap0T(t)[(x0 - xt)/xt]dxt, (4.9)
0

where xQ is the oxide layer thickness. To find an approximate solution to Eq.(4.9), the

positive oxide charge is assumed to be spatially constant in the oxide immediately after

stress. However, the initial assumption of the charge distribution will not greatly affect

the resulting kinetics of the IB relaxation. The oxide layer is divided up into small

segments on the order of 0.1nm. Using Eqs.(4.6) through (4.8), the time dependence of

ApQT may be calculated for each segment. The time dependence for AQOT in Eq.(4.9) is

approximated by adding the contribution to Ap0T for each segment of the oxide. Using

the depletion approximation for a MOS capacitor [42, p.338], the surface potential is

calculated to be
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AVs(t) = [(VG - ()>MS + AQ0T(t)/C0 + (VCo + VAA)05 - VAA0'5]2, (4.10)

where VAA=esqNAA/2CQ2, es is the silicon permittivity, NAA is the base impurity

concentration, CQ is the oxide capacitance, and <}>MS is work function difference between
n+ polysilicon and p-type base. The base current is a strong function of Vs for a

depleted silicon surface [46,47], and is approximated by

IB(t) = IBOexp[qAVs(t)/kT], (4.11)

where IB0 is the value of IB immediately after stress. The resulting calculated IB vs. time

during relaxation is shown in Fig.4.16 along with measured data from Fig.4.11. The

values for the parameters used in Eq.(4.6) through (4.10) are listed in Table 4.1. The

bridging oxygen vacancy center is assumed to be the dominant oxide trap involved in

the IB relaxation. The value of pOT vs. distance into the oxide from the Si02/Si interface
after a 106s relaxation is shown in Fig.4.17. The positive charge in the first 3nm has

tunneled out of the oxide. Thus, for oxide layer thicknesses on the order of 3nm, as in

advanced MOS gate oxides, the majority of the trapped positive charge may tunnel out

of the oxide through process (b’). The change in Vs during relaxation is calculated to be

= 14mV.

The same logarithmic time dependence for IB which was measured during

relaxation in the previous section is also predicted by the theory presented here. This

time dependence is obtained because of the wide range of detrapping time constants

over many orders ofmagnitude for positive charge located at different distances from

the Si02/Si interface. This may be visualized by considering a narrow segment of the
oxide layer and noting that Eq.(4.7) predicts a logarithmic time dependence for the
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Total Stress: VBE=-5.0V for 100s

Fig.4.16 The theoretical IB relaxation from process (b’) in Eqs.(4.6) through (4.8) is
shown along with data from Fig.4.11.
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Table 4.1 The parameters used in Eqs.(4.6) through (4.10) for process (b’) to obtain the
theoretical IB relaxation curves in Figs.4.15 and 4.17.

mx=0.20m0
ET-EV-Si02= L4eV
POT(0) = 5.4x109cm-3
m W2D/mn= 1.0x10“37eV2cm3yz 0
<t>MS=E0V

? 2Co=1.7xl07F/cm2
Vaa=2-8V
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x0 /(1 nm)

Fig.4.17 The computed density of trapped positive charge as a function of distance into
the oxide layer from the SiO^Si interface after relaxation. The initial pOT was
assumed to be spatially constant. The tunneling of trapped charge is shown to
be important for 3nm into the oxide layer.
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decrease of the trapped positive charge during a short time interval during relaxation

determined by xT. Each segment of the oxide will contribute to the decrease of pOT at

different times during the relaxation depending on its distance from the Si02/Si

interface. The sum of all of the segments of the oxide added together will produce a

logarithmic time dependence for the total oxide charge density which extends over a

very wide time interval. If IB is nearly proportional to QOT, which is valid for small

changes in Vs, then the measured logarithmic dependence of IB is predicted.
It is also noted that the assumed exponential dependence for IB on Vs in Eq.(4.11)

is not necessary for the theory to fit the data. Very similar results for the time

dependence of IB during relaxation may be obtained using an approximation where IB is
a weaker function of Vs.

To predict the increase in the IB relaxation rate under forward bias, the second

positive charge annihilation pathway (j) is considered. As the forward bias, VBE j, is

increased during relaxation, the injected electron concentration in the base increases.

This will increase the rate of process (j) which requires a conduction band electron to

tunnel to an oxide electron trap before being captured at an occupied oxide hole trap. If

the tunneling step is rate limiting, the rate equation for process (j) is similar to Eq.(4.1)

and is given by

^PoT^ ~
c

pOTw0NdE,
Ev

(4.12)

where N is the density of conduction band electrons. The solution for Eq.(4.12) is the

same as for process (b’) in Eqs.(4.6) through (4.8). The decrease in pQT from process
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Fig.4.18 The theoretical IB relaxation including both processes (b’) and (j) is shown for
two different voltages during relaxation.
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Table 4.2 The parameters used in Eqs.(4.6) through (4.10) for process (j) to obtain the
theoretical IB relaxation curve in Fig.4.17.

mx=0.20m0
Ec-Si02_Er = 3-leV
pOT(0) = 2.0xl09cm-3
m W2N/mn = 1.0xl0-36eV2cm3yz 0

*MS=1-0V
Co=1.7xl07F/cm2
Vaa=2-8V
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(b’) during relaxation is assumed to be nearly independent of VBE j, and process (j)

begins to contribute to the pOT decrease at high VBE rel to provide the measured

additional relaxation. The result of the addition of process (j) to the theoretical analysis

is shown for the VBE re]=0.7V curve in Fig.4.18 along with measured data from Fig.4.5.
The theoretical curve for VEB rel=0V in Fig.4.18 includes only process (b’)- The

parameters used Eqs.(4.6) through (4.10) for process (j) are given in Table 4.2. Thus,

the theoretical model is shown to be able to predict the forward bias dependence of the

IB relaxation by including both processes (b’) and (j).

4,4, Summary

The IB relaxation transient following reverse emitter-base bias stress has been

measured, and a theoretical model has been developed. The Ifi relaxation has been

shown to be the result of trapped positive charge in the oxide tunneling to the silicon

valence band. The measured dependence of the IB relaxation on time, temperature,

stress voltage, and forward-bias during relaxation all support the model.



CHAPTER 5
EFFECTS OF HIGH CURRENT DENSITY OPERATION
ON BIPOLAR TRANSISTOR CHARACTERISTICS

5.1. Introduction

As bipolar junction transistor (BJT) fabrication technology progresses, transistor

switching speed continues to improve. Polysilicon emitter contacts have been used to

give high common-emitter current gain, pF, and the very shallow emitter-base junctions

necessary for submicron geometries [64,65]. However, device operation at emitter

current densities surpassing l.OmA/fim2 in the forward-active mode has introduced new

electrical instabilites which have been reported in recent years [26-33]. The instabilities

include changes in pF and the emitter series resistance, R£, during device operation.

Two pF changes with time during high-current operation are typically observed: (1) The

base current, IB, increases and PF decreases at low forward emitter-base bias, VBE

(<~0.6V). This is attributed to an increase in the surface recombination velocity at the

Si02/Si interface, S0, in the emitter-base space-charge region. Thus, the Sah-Noyce-

Shockley space-charge region recombination component of IB with reciprocal slope

factor n=2 is increased. In some high-performance BJTs with very high emitter-base

junction doping concentrations, a forward-bias surface trap-assisted tunneling current

may be the dominant IB component at low VBE [41]. This tunneling component of IB

will also increase as the Si02/Si interface trap density increases, as was demonstrated in

187
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Ch.2. Thus, the pF degradation mechanisms at low VBE during high-current stress are

the same as those found during reverse emitter-base bias stress, although high-current

stress in the forward-active mode generally produces a less severe decrease in Pp. The

PF decrease is most important at low VBE where the surface space-charge region
recombination dominates IB. (2) The Ifi decreases and PF increases at moderate VBE

(-0.8V). This is attributed to a decrease of the recombination velocity at the

polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface in the quasi-neutral emitter layer, SE. This

decreases the ideal recombination component of IB with reciprocal slope factor n=1.0.

This increase in pF is usually most important at moderate VBE, where IB is dominated by
recombination in the quasi-neutral emitter. A decrease in RE is often measured during

high-current stress, in addition to the changes in PF. This effect increases the collector

current, Ic, and IB at large forward bias, where the currents are limited by RE.

These high-current instabilities are expected to put increasing constraints on

device design as BJTs are continually scaled in future integrated circuits. Several

investigators have studied these instabilities in recent years on advanced submicron

n/p/n and p/n/p BJT technologies. In 1986, Chen et al. [26] were the first to report PF

changes during high-current stress in the forward-active mode at elevated temperature

on submicron self-aligned BJTs. They measured an increase in IB and decrease in PF at

low VBE. They speculated that an increase in both Sah-Noyce-Shockley space-charge

region recombination and forward-bias surface trap-assisted tunneling were responsible

for the IB increase, but did not propose a microscopic model for the increase in interface

trap density at the Si02/Si interface necessary to produce these effects. They also
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measured a decrease in IB and an increase in pp at moderate VBE, and proposed that this

was the result of an improvement of the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface through

dopant diffusion or break-up of the native interfacial oxide layer. In addition, they

measured an increase in the collector resistance in some devices, which they attributed

to electromigration at the metal/Si collector contact. In 1988, Wachnik et al. [27] also

measured Si02/Si interface degradation during high-current stress at room temperature

and presented a model where Auger recombination was assumed responsible for the

generation of hot carriers in the forward-biased emitter-base junction. The hot carriers

were proposed to break strained interface bonds through an impact process in a similar

manner as in reverse-bias stress of the emitter-base junction. They also observed

discrete fluctuations in IB at low VBE in addition to the net increase in IB, which were

explained by creation and passivation of interface traps. They proposed that the small

number of interface traps (~10) involved in the space-charge region recombination in

submicron BJTs would account for the discrete fluctuations. They did not measure a

significant increase in pE at moderate VBE. In 1990, Joshi [28] measured both a

decrease in pp at low VBE and an increase in pp at moderate VBE after high-current

stress at elevated temperature. He attributed both effects to the generation of interface

traps at the Si02/Si interface and charging of the oxide near the emitter-base junction.
He proposed that the creation of a surface channel in the p-type base would explain both

the increase in IB at low VBE and the decrease in IB at moderate VBE due to an increase
in the reciprocal slope factor to n>2.0. Similar surface channel effects on gated BJTs

were first modeled by Sah [46,47]. However, IB at moderate VBE after high-current
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stress is well known to be dominated by recombination in the quasi-neutral emitter,

making Joshi’s explanation unlikely. Also in 1990, Tang et al. [29] measured

degradation at low VBE and a reduction of RE during high-current stress at both room

temperature and elevated temperature. They proposed that the decrease in RE was an

electromigration related effect, but did not give a detailed model. They also did not

measure an increase in PF at moderate VBE. In 1992, Tang et al. [30] reported metal

migration into the polysilicon emitter after high-current stress using a TEM analysis.

This effect was used to explain the measured decrease in RE. In 1993, Zhao et al. [31-

33] measured a (3p increase at moderate VBE during high-current stress at elevated

temperature. They proposed a model involving the passivation of traps at the

polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface in the quasi-neutral emitter of n/p/n BJTs by

atomic hydrogen. The hydrogen was assumed to be driven from the top of the

polysilicon layer to the interface by electromigration due to the electron wind force.

The capture and release of atomic hydrogen at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon

interface was modeled using similar rate equations as used by Sah et al. [34] in the study

of boron hydrogenation. They measured the same pp increase in p/n/p transistors with

p+ polysilicon emitter contacts, which was also modeled by the electromigration of

atomic hydrogen. However, the direction of the electron wind force on atomic hydrogen

in P+ polysilicon is in the opposite direction as n+ polysilicon. Thus, an alternate

hydrogen transport model to the electromigration model by Zhao et al. [31-33] appears

to be necessary to explain this effect.
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Despite the numerous studies mentioned above, a satisfactory model is not

available to explain the PF increase at moderate VBE during high-current stress in both

n/p/n and p/n/p transistors. Since this phenomenon appears to be the most important

high-current reliability problem for digital circuits using BJTs, it is important to develop

an accurate model. Also, further measurements of the pF decrease at low VBE are

necessary to improve or verify the models of this effect. This chapter presents a

hydrogen transport model which consistently explains both the PF increase at moderate

VBE and the decrease in RE. Also, detailed measurements on the pF decrease at low VBE

are performed to separate the effects of oxide charging and Si02/Si interface trap

generation near the emitter-base junction. An analysis of the time-to-failure due to the

PF increase at moderate VBE is also presented.

5.2. Experiments and Results

The devices used in the following experiments are industrial n/p/n and p/n/p

silicon BJTs. Results are presented from stress-and-measure experiments on both high

performance self-aligned BJTs and CMOS-based non self-aligned BJTs. A schematic

diagram of a BJT is shown in Fig.5.1. In this diagram, the recombination pathways

which make up IB are shown. The components of IB which change during high-current

stress are I0 2s and IB 1Es, which are due to surface recombination in emitter-base space-

charge region at the Si02/Si interface and surface recombination in the quasi-neutral

emitter at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface, respectively. The IB 2s component

of IB is proportional to the density of interface traps at the Si02/Si interface, NIT, and
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Fig.5.1 Schematic diagram of a BJT showing the various recombination pathways
which contribute to the base current. Adapted from Neugroschel and Sah
[22].
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has a reciprocal slope factor of n=2, or Ifi 2s «= exp(qVBE/2kT). The IB.1Es component of

IB is proportional to the density of interface traps at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon

interface, NJT /c, and has a reciprocal slope factor of n=1.0, or Íb-ies 06 exP(qVBE^kT)-

Thus, the two recombination mechanisms are easily distinguished by their measured

reciprocal slope factor. In some heavily doped emitter-base junctions, a forward-bias

trap-assisted tunneling current may also be important. This component of IB will be

proportional to N^, although it may have a different VBE dependence than IB 2g.

5.2.1. High-Current Stress

The base and collector currents vs. forward emitter-base bias, VBE, is shown in

Figs.5.2 through 5.5 for four different transistor technologies measured at 25°C before

and after high-current stress in the forward-active mode at elevated temperature. The

collector-base junction is shorted (VCB=0) during stress. The base current is nearly ideal

before stress in each case, with IB « exp(qVBE/kT). This indicates that IB is dominated

by recombination in the quasi-neutral regions, mostly due to the IB_1Es component.

After high-current stress in the forward-active mode, there are several changes in IB and

Ic in each transistor technology which will now be examined in detail. The stress

current density, JE_stress, used in each case represents the maximum value without

producing catastrophic device failure.

For n/p/n transistor technology A, which is a non self-aligned BiCMOS process

with emitter dimensions of 0.8nm x 3.2|im, IB is shown in Fig.5.2 to decrease after a

high-current stress of JE_stress=10.0mA/fim2 at 150°C for 140hr, while Ic remains nearly

unchanged. The amount of the IB decrease at VBE=0.8V is =25%, and is attributed to a
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Vbe/(1V)

Fig.5.2 Base and collector current vs. forward emitter-base bias for n/p/n transistor
technology A at 25°C before and after high-current stress at
JE s(res =10.0mA/Hm2 at 150°C for 140hr.
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Vbe/(1V)

Fig.5.3 Base and collector current vs. forward emitter-base bias for n/p/n transistor
technology B at 25°C before and after high-current stress at
E-stress=18.0mA/(im/ at 150°C for 24hr.
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VBE/(1V)

Fig.5.4 Base and collector current vs. forward emitter-base bias for n/p/n transistor
technology C at 25°C before and after high-current stress at
E-stress=16.0mA/pmz at 150°C for 85hr.
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VEB/(1V)

Fig.5.5 Base and collector current vs. forward emitter-base bias for p/n/p transistor
technology D at 25°C before and after high-current stress at
JE stress=8.0mA/|J,m2 at 150°C for 40hr.
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decrease in IB_1Es, since it affects the ideal portion of IB with reciprocal slope factor

n=1.0. A detailed analysis of the kinetics of the IB_1Es decrease is shown in Fig.5.6,

where the percent change of IB and Ic measured at VBE_meas=0.56V and 150°C are

plotted vs. stress time. This elevated temperature stress-and-measure experiment was

performed by interrupting the constant high-current stress momentarily to measure IB

and Ic at VBE.meas=0.56V and 150°C. At this voltage and temperature, IB and Ic are in

the ideal n=1.0 region, as demonstrated in Fig.5.7, where the stress and measurement

voltages are indicated by the broken lines. It is evident that the stress voltage, VBE_stress,

is well into the series resistance limited region of IB and Ic, which gives the AVBE

marked in Fig.5.7. The sampling period for the measurement of Ifi and Ic at VBE_meas

was 300s. The measured kinetics of the IB_1Es decrease can be modeled quite accurately

by the sum of two exponential functions of time, as shown by the least-square fit in

Fig.5.6. This fit is indicated by the dashed line which is mostly obscured by the

measured data. The two individual exponential functions of time from the least-square

fit are also shown separately as AIB1/IB0 and AIB2/IB0 in Fig.5.6 to demonstrate that the

first exponential is important at short time, and the second exponential is important at

longer time. A least-square fit of IB to a single exponential function is also

demonstrated in Fig.5.6, but the accuracy of the fit is poor compared to the two-

exponential fit. The two-exponential time dependence is derived from first-order rate

equations using the model presented in section 5.3. The collector current decreases by

about 3% during the high-current stress, as shown in Fig.5.6. There is also a slight

increase in I0 at low VBE due to an increase in Ig 2s, although this effect is negligible at
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Fig.5.6 Percent change of the base and collector current for n/p/n transistor
technology A measured at VBE meas=0.55V and 150°C during high-current
stress of JE stress=10.0mA/p,m” at 150°C. The decrease in the base current is
modeled as the sum of two exponential functions of time as shown by the
least-square fit indicated by the dashed line. The average deviation of the data
points from the two-exponential fit is 0.96%. The individual exponential
functions of the two-exponential fit are shown as AIB1/IB0 and AIB2/IBQ. A
least-square fit to a single exponential is also shown to illustrate the poor
quality of the fit. The average deviation of the data points from the single
exponential fit is 5.97%.
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VBE/(1V)

Fig.5.7 The collector and base current vs. VBE at 150°C. The forward-bias at which
Ifi and Ic are measured during stress is labeled VBE_meas, and the forward-bias
during stress to maintain JE stress=10.0mA/4m2 is labeled VBE_s(resg. The series
resistance voltage drop, AVBE, is also shown.
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Fig.5.8 Common emitter current gain for n/p/n transistor technology A at 25°C before
and after high-current stress of JE stress=10.0mA/|im2 at 150°C for 140hr.
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Fig.5.9 Change in the forward emitter-base bias required to maintain
^E-stress=^,^m^^lm2 during stress at 150°C in n/p/n transistor technology A.
The decrease in VBE_stress is modeled as the sum to two exponential functions
of time as shown by the dashed line.
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moderate VBE and does not affect the measured kinetics in Fig.5.6. The final decrease

in Pp at low VBE and the increase in PE at moderate VBE measured at 25°C after the

high-current stress at 150°C is demonstrated in Fig.5.8. A decrease in RE is also

measured for transistor technology A, although the effects are not significant enough to

be visible in Fig.5.2. In Fig.5.9, the value of VBE stress required to maintain

JE-stress=10.0mA/(im2 is shown to decrease by nearly 40mV during stress due to the

decrease of RE, which is calculated to be ARE = AVBE_str /IE = 1.6Q. The initial RE is

estimated to be 19Í2 by noting the series resistance voltage drop of AVBE=0.62V at

Jp.stress before high-current stress shown in Fig.5.7. Thus, the percent change in RE

during stress is about 8%. The kinetics of the decrease in RE follow the sum of two

exponential functions of time, similar to the decrease in IB_1Es. The values for the time

constants are also found to be very similar. This suggests that the decrease in IB_1Es and

RE are the result of the same mechanism.

For n/p/n transistor technology B in Fig.5.3, which is a self-aligned BiCMOS

process with emitter dimensions of 0.4|im x 1.3|im, IB is shown to increase significantly

at low VBE due to an increase in IB 2s after a high-current stress of JE stress=18.0mA/(im2
at 150°C for 24hr. A small decrease in IB_1Es was also measured for this technology,

although it is not visible in Fig.5.3. This is shown in Fig.5.10, where the percent change

of IB and Ic is plotted vs. stress time at VBE meas=0.6V and 150°C using the same

measurement procedure as in Fig.5.6. The change in IB is initially due to the decrease in

IB-iEs, and this portion of the curve in Fig.5.10 is fit to the sum of two exponential

functions of time. The remaining portion of the data deviates from this dependence, as
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Fig.5.10 Percent change of the base and collector current for n/p/n transistor
technology B measured at VEE meas=0.6V and 150°C during high-current
stress of JE stress=18.0mA/ftnrat 150°C. The decrease in the base current is
modeled as the sum of two exponential functions of time shown by the dashed
line.
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Fig.5.11 Common emitter current gain for n/p/n transistor technology B at 25°C before
and after high-current stress of JE stress=18.0mA/|im2 at 150°C for 24hr.
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Fig.5.12 Change in the forward emitter-base bias required to maintain
J£ stress=18.0mA/|im2 during stress at 150°C in n/p/n transistor technology B.
The decrease in VBE is modeled as the sum to two exponential functions
of time as shown by the dashed line.
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the contribution from the increasing Ig 2s component becomes important at moderate

VBE and offsets some of the previous decrease in Ig. The collector current also

decreases slightly during stress. The change in PF measured at 25°C due to the high-

current stress at 150°C is shown in Fig.5.11, where the pF decrease due to the increase in

Ig_2S dominates over the main range of VgE values. In Fig.5.12, the VgE_stress at

JE-stress=18-0mAW and 150°C is shown to decrease by nearly 19mV, which gives

ARe=2.1£2 compared to the estimated initial RE of 60£2. The RE decrease is again
shown in Fig.5.12 to have the same time dependence as the decrease in IB_1Es.

For n/p/n transistor technology C in Fig.5.4, which is a non self-aligned BiCMOS

process with emitter dimensions of 0.6|im x 2.4|im, large changes are measured in all

three types of high-current stress instabilities after a stress of JE stress=16.0mA/p.m2 at

150°C for 85hr. The net change in Pp at moderate VgE is an increase of nearly 25%,

while PF decreases substantially at low VgE. This is shown in Fig.5.13, where Pg is
measured at 25°C before and after high-current stress at 150°C. The kinetics of the

Ig-iEs decrease at VgE meas=0.6V and 150°C are shown in Fig.5.14 to be accurately
modeled by the sum of two exponential functions of time, as was found for device

technologies A and B. There is also a decrease in Ic of about 3%. A large decrease in

RE is measured, which is clearly visible in Fig.5.4. The estimated magnitude of the
decrease is ARp=17£2 compared to an estimated initial RE of 29Q, which corresponds to

a 59% decrease in Rp. The kinetics of the decrease in VgE_stress at JE_stress=16.0mA/(im2
and 150°C resulting from the RE decrease is shown in Fig.5.15 to have a very similar
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Fig-5.13 Common emitter current gain for n/p/n transistor technology C at 25°C before
and after high-current stress of J£ stress=16.0mA/(xm2 at 150°C for 85hr.
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Fig.5.14 Percent change of the base and collector current for n/p/n transistor
technology C measured at VEE meas=0.6V and 150°C during high-current
stress of J£ stress=16.0mA/|inr at 150°C. The decrease in the base current is
modeled as the sum of two exponential functions of time shown by the dashed
line.
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Fig.5.15 Change in the forward emitter-base bias required to maintain
JE strcSS=16.0mA/(im2 during stress at 150°C in n/p/n transistor technology C.
The decrease in VBE stress is modeled as the sum to two exponential functions
of time as shown by the dashed line.
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time dependence as the IE.1Es decrease at moderate V0E, again suggesting that these two

phenomena are the result of the same basic mechanism.

For p/n/p transistor technology D in Fig.5.5, which is a self-aligned BiCMOS

process with emitter dimensions of 0.6fim x 2.65p,m, the measured changes in I0 are

very similar to those in n/p/n transistors. There is a net increase in PF at moderate

forward-bias VEB and a decrease in PF at low VEB at 25°C, after a high-current stress of

JE stress=8.0mA/[im2 at 150°C for 40hr. This is shown in Fig.5.16. The kinetics of the
decrease in IB_1Es at VpB meas=0.66V are shown to be modeled accurately by the sum of
two exponential functions in Fig.5.17, as in n/p/n transistors. The collector current

remains nearly constant during stress. Also, a decrease in VEB_stress due to a small

decrease in RE is shown in Fig.5.18. The magnitude of the decrease is calculated to be

ARE=0.3f2 compared to an estimated initial RE of 57Q. The time dependence of the RE
decrease is again measured to have very similar characteristics as the decrease in IB_1Es

at moderate VEB. Thus, there are no major differences found in the effects of high-
current stress on n/p/n and p/n/p transistors.

As demonstrated in Figs.5.2 through 5.18, all four transistor technologies have

shown the same three measured effects of high-current stress, although the relative

importance of each high-current degradation mechanism varies. The measurements

included both self-aligned and non self-aligned processes along with both n/p/n and

p/n/p transistors. Thus, the cause of the instabilities in PF and RE must be fundamental

to all four BJT technologies. A model is presented in section 5.3 to explain the PF

increase at moderate VBE and the RE decrease. It should also be noted that control BJTs
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Fig.5.16 Common emitter current gain for p/n/p transistor technology D at 25°C before
and after high-current stress of JE stress=8.0mA/(im2 at 150°C for 40hr.
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Fig.5.17 Percent change of the base and collector current for p/n/p transistor
technology D measured at VEB as=0.66V during high-current stress of
JE stress=8.0mA/(xm2 at 150°C. The decrease in the base current is modeled as
the sum of two exponential functions of time shown by the dashed line.
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Fig.5.18 Change in the forward emitter-base bias required to maintain
JE stress=8.0mA/|im2 during stress at 150°C in p/n/p transistor technology D.
The decrease in VEB is modeled as the sum to two exponential functions
of time as shown by the dashed line.
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showed no measureable changes in their characteristics after being subjected to the same

elevated temperatures as the devices being stressed. This indicates that the measured

changes were not caused by the elevated temperature, and must be due to the high

current density.

5.2,2. Post-Stress Anneal

Following high-current stress at elevated temperature, the devices were annealed

at the same temperature after the removal of the stress current to study the post-stress

recovery kinetics. It was found that IB increases at moderate VBE during the anneal with

zero emitter-base bias (JB_stress-0), which offsets a portion of the pF increase during

stress. This is shown in Fig.5.19 for transistor technology A, where the percent increase

in IB is shown vs. the anneal time after stress. The increase in the IB_1Es component is

shown to saturate at about 5%, which makes the net change in IB_1Es after a stress of

JE=10.0mA/|im2 at 150°C for 140hr and an anneal at 150°C for 140hr a decrease of
about 20%. The kinetics of the increase in IB_1Es during anneal are similar to the IB.1Es

decrease during stress, where the sum of two exponential functions are used to

accurately fit the measured data. The time constants for the IB increase during the

anneal differ from those measured during the IB decrease under high-current stress. As

shown in Fig.5.20 for transistor technology C, IB also decreases at low VBE during an

anneal at 150°C after stress, which offsets a portion of the IB 2s increase during high-

current stress. Also, RE is shown to increase slightly during the anneal at 150°C after

stress. This is expected since the changes in IB.1Es and RE during stress were found to

be correlated. Thus, the inverse of all three high-current instabilities is measured during
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Fig.5.19 Percent change of the base and collector current for n/p/n transistor
technology A measured at VBE meas=0.55V during post-stress anneal at 150°C
following high-current stress at 150°C. The increase in the base current is
modeled as the sum of two exponential functions of time shown by the dashed
line.
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VBE/(1V)

Fig.5.20 Base and collector current vs. forward emitter-base bias for n/p/n transistor
technology C after high-current stress of JE=16.0mA/p.m2 at 150°C for 85hr
and post-stress anneal at 150°C for lOOhr.
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an anneal after stress, suggesting that a portion of the pF and RE changes are not

permanent.

5.2.3. Separation of 0QT and NJT During High-Current Stress

An increase in IB 2s was measured consistently during the high-current

experiments described in section 5.2.1. This may be the result of Si02/Si interface

degradation to increase NJT or oxide charging to increase QOT. To separate these two

effects, the DCIV technique is performed using a BiMOS transistor structure [57]. In

this method, a MOS transistor (MOST) combined with a vertical BJT as shown in

Fig.5.21 is used to measure the recombination current at the Si02/Si interface as a

function of the silicon surface potential, Vs, which is controlled by the gate voltage, VG.

Thus, the change in the peak value of IB yields ANIT regardless of the oxide charging.

This is demonstrated in Fig.5.22, where IB is measured vs. the gate-base voltage, VGB, at

25 °C before and after a high-current stress of JE=0.3mA/(im2 at 125°C for 264hr. The

drain of the MOST serves as the emitter of the BJT, with dimensions of 2.0|im x

100|im. The peak value of IB is shown to increase by about 300%, which indicates that

there is a three times increase in NIT during stress. The change in Q0T is measured by

the shift of the Ic vs. VGB curve [57]. This is shown in Fig.5.23 where AVGB=-12mV,

which is consistent with the unobservable VGB shift of the peak of the IB vs. VGB curve

in Fig.5.22. This shift is due a small increase in positive QOT, which will not explain

the changes measured in Ifi 2s during stress. Thus, the major mechanism for the increase

in IB 2s from high-current stress is demonstrated to be interface bond breaking to

increase Npp as speculated by Wachnik et al. [27].
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Fig.5.21 The BiMOS test structure, which is a MOS transistor with a vertical n/p/n
BJT. The recombination pathways which provide the measured IB are also
shown. Adapted from Nishida [49].
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VGB/(1V)

Fig.5.22 The base current vs. gate-base voltage in a BiMOS device before and after
high-current stress of JE=0.3mA/fim2 at 125°C for 264hr. The peak of the
base current, which occurs when the silicon surface becomes nearly intrinsic,
is shown to increase by about 300%.
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VQB/(1V)

Fig.5.23 The collector current vs. gate-base voltage in a BiMOS device before and after
high-current stress of JE=0.3mA/|im2 at 125°C for 264hr. The collector
current increases as the silicon surface becomes depleted and then levels off as
the surface reaches inversion. The shift of the curve after stress is

AVGB=12mV.
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5.3. Model for Current Gain increase and Emitter Resistance Decrease

A decrease in IB and an increase in pF at moderate VBE has been measured in all

high-current stress experiments in this work. The extent of the PF increase ranges from

very small to more than 30%, depending on JE.stress, temperature, and the transistor

fabrication technology. Since the PF increase is the result of a decrease in the ideal

portion of IB with reciprocal slope factor n=1.0, the IB decrease is modeled to be due to

a decrease in the recombination velocity at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface in

the quasi-neutral emitter, SE. In BJTs with polysilicon emitter contacts, the ideal

component of IB is known to be dominated by this recombination pathway [64,65],

which is shown as IB 1Es in Fig.5.1. Thus, a decrease in the interface trap density at the

polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface, NIT /c, must occur to decrease S£.

It is well known that atomic hydrogen may increase the conductivity of

polysilicon by reducing the density of interface traps at the grain boundaries, which

lowers the potential barrier at the grain boundary [66,67]. This process is modeled to

occur at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface in the quasi-neutral emitter of BJTs

to achieve the measured decrease in both IB_1Es and RE. The question remains as to how

the atomic hydrogen is transported from the top of the polysilicon layer near the

metal/polysilicon interface toward the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface during

high-current stress. In the model by Zhao et al. [31-33], atomic hydrogen was proposed

to be driven to the interface by an electromigration wind force due to the very large

electron density flowing from the metal contact into the emitter. The metal/polysilicon
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interface and the nearby polysilicon grain boundaries contain large densities of hydrogen

[27,68], However, hydrogen transport by electromigration must occur in opposite

directions in n/p/n and p/n/p devices with n+ and p+ polysilicon emitter contacts, since

the electron motion is in opposite directions. The electromigration model cannot

explain the measured pp increase in p/n/p devices for this reason. Thus, the high current

density in both n/p/n and p/n/p devices must enhance the emission or detrapping rate of

the atomic hydrogen from the metal/polysilicon interface near top of the polysilicon

layer, where the concentration of hydrogen is greater due to the metal interconnect

deposition processes. The transport of the atomic hydrogen is assumed in this

investigation to be controlled strictly by diffusion.

In the model presented in this chapter for both n/p/n and p/n/p devices, the atomic

hydrogen is released by the high electron current density through metal-H, Si-H, and O-

H impact bond-breaking processes from the large density of electrons in the heavily-

doped polysilicon layers. The high concentration of hydrogen in the polysilicon layer

was firmly established by a series of controlled experiments undertaken by Sah et al.

[68]. The high concentration of hydrogen in aluminum metal and metal-silicide

interconnects is also well known from a series of experiments by Balk et al. [2,69]. A

cross-sectional view of the metal/polysilicon/crystalline-silicon emitter layers is shown

in Fig.5.24, which is used to formulate the governing equations as follows. The rate

equation for the emission of atomic hydrogen from the metal/polysilicon interface

(upper interface in Fig.5.24) is given by [34]

dH/dt = eHX(Nxx - m/p) - cHxNiT-m/PH’ ^
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Fig.5.24 Schematic diagram of the proposed model for (5p increase at moderate VBE.
The atomic hydrogen is shown as a circled H. The emission of atomic
hydrogen from the top of the polysilicon layer near the interconnect metal and
the capture of the hydrogen at polysilicon grain boundaries and at the
polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface is shown. The solid triangles represent
interface traps at polysilicon grain boundaries and at the polysilicon/Si
interface. Open triangles represent interface traps at Si02 patches left from
the native oxide layer. Both types of interface traps are proposed to be
involved in the pF increase.
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where H is the hydrogen concentration, eHX and cHX are the emission and capture

coefficients of hydrogen, Nxx is the total density of Si-H bonds, metal-H bonds and

dangling bonds at the metal/polysilicon interface, and NIT m/p is the density of silicon
and metal dangling bonds at the interface. The release of atomic hydrogen at the

metal/polysilicon interface to the top of the polysilicon layer creates a hydrogen

concentration gradient. The hydrogen transport through the polysilicon layer is

dominated by diffusion toward the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface (lower

interface in Fig.5.24). This process is governed by Fick’s diffusion law

dH/dt = DrV2H, (5.2)

where DH is the hydrogen diffusion constant in polysilicon. At the

polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface, the hydrogen is captured at silicon dangling

bonds or interface traps to reduce the interface trap density, NIT /c, and IB.1Es- This

hydrogen trapping process is the inverse of the hydrogen emission process at the top of

the polysilicon layer. The rate equation for this process is given by [34]

^rr-p/cA*1 = eHY^NYY “ NIT-p/c) - CHYNIT-p/cH’
where eHY and cRY are the emission and capture coefficients, NIT /c is the interface trap

density at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface, and NyY is the total density of Si¬

ft bonds and silicon dangling bonds at the interface.

The approximate solution to Eqs.(5.1) through (5.3) is found by making the

assumption that the hydrogen capture and emission at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon

interface are the rate limiting processes, and that the hydrogen diffusion rate is large

enough to maintain a nearly constant hydrogen concentration at the interface. Thus, the
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approximate solution is a delayed exponential function which was also used to model

boron hydrogenation [34], where

ANjt — ANITt> j^l exp (e^jY "*■ CpjyH) {t tj~j[ 1 exp( t/t^)]} j (5.4)

In Eq.(5.4), ANIT^ANIT p/c to simplify notation. The parameter tD is the delay time
associated with the build-up of hydrogen at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface

through hydrogen release from the metal/polysilicon interface and diffusion through the

polysilicon layer, and H is the assumed time-independent value of the hydrogen

concentration at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface during stress. Since no

significant delay time is measured on the time scale of the measurements in this

investigation, Eq.(5.4) may be simplified to be

ANjy = ANjy^ [1 - exp(-t/x)], (5.5)

where

x = l/(eHY + chyH). (5.6)

If dH/dt=0 is assumed in Eq.(5.1), then

H = teHx(NXX " NIT-m/p^^CHXNIT-m/pl-
The expression in Eq.(5.5) represents a single exponential decrease in NIT. The small

delay time also suggests that H increases quickly during stress compared to the

hydrogen capture process and maintains a nearly constant or steady-state value.

Since the sum of two decreasing exponential functions of time was required to

model all of the measured changes in Ig in the last section, this suggests that two

interface trap species are involved in the decrease of Ig. One possible explanation for

the two interface trap species involves the formation of Si-H bonds at (1) the
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polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface, and at (2) the Si02/Si interface of the residual

oxide patches left at the polysilicon/Si interface from the native oxide layer after thermal

anneal [70]. The percentage of native oxide layer break up depends on the anneal

temperature [70]. The different rates of hydrogen emission and capture at these two

types of interface trap sites may explain the two time constants in the measurements of

AIb during high-current stress.

A schematic diagram of the proposed model showing two interface trap species is

given in Fig.5.24. The atomic hydrogen is released at the metal/polysilicon interface

and diffuses toward the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface. The hydrogen is then

captured at the two interface traps (triangles) at the polysilicon/crystalline interface and

at its residual Si02 patches. Thus, the equation for the change in NIT becomes

ANjj. = ANm + ANm = ANITloo [1 - expH/ij)] + ANmoo [1 - exp(-t/x2)], (5.8)
where ANm refers to the decrease in density of polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface

traps, and ANm refers to the decrease in density of Si02/Si interface traps at the oxide

patches.

The change in the density of the two interface trap species will cause a change in

the recombination velocity of the polysilicon emitter contact by [71,72]

ASe = (<W2) [YANm + d " YJANml, (5.9)
where Y is the fraction of the native oxide that is broken up during the thermal anneal.

The change in the minority carrier recombination current at the polysilicon/crystalline-

silicon interface is approximately

AIB-iEs = qAEASE(ni2/NDD) [exp(qVBE/kT) - 1]. (5.10)
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The parameter m in Eq.(5.10) is the intrinsic carrier concentration, AE is the emitter

area, and NDD is the ionized donor concentration in the emitter. Thus, the percent

change of IB at moderate VBE is predicted to exhibit a time dependence which is sum of

two exponential functions as measured in the last section, or

AIb/Ibo = AIBlo/IB0 [1 - expC-t/Tj)] + AIB2oo/IB0 [1 - exp(-t/t2)]. (5.11)
If the native oxide layer is completely removed prior to polysilicon deposition, then a

single exponential decrease in IB may be measured, and the transistor reliability may be

improved.

The change in the interface trap density at grain boundaries in polysilicon films

during exposure to atomic hydrogen has been demonstrated to change the conductivity

of polysilicon films [66,67]. This has been explained by the reduction of the potential

barrier at grain boundaries by hydrogenation of the dangling bonds inside the grain

boundaries [67], which will increase the majority carrier mobility and decrease the

resistivity of the polysilicon layer. Thus, the passivation of NJT at the

polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface by atomic hydrogen, is also expected to lower

the potential barrier at the interface and at the residual grain boundaries in the

polysilicon emitter layer which limits the majority carrier current flow. This has the

effect of lowering RE and increasing IE at a fixed VBE during high-current stress. This
model is consistent with the measured two-exponential time dependence of RE with

nearly the same time constants as the decrease in IB, showing that the hydrogen

passivation of the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface and residual silicon dangling

bonds in the emitter layer are responsible for both processes.
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During a post-stress anneal after high-current stress, an increase in IB is measured

which partially offsets the decrease in IB_1Es during stress. This is modeled as the

thermal emission of a fraction of the atomic hydrogen which was captured at the

polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface during the high-current stress. The rate equation

for this process is [34]

dNIT/dt = etHY(NyY - Njt) - c1hyNitH, (5.12)

which is the same as Eq.(5.3) except the reaction proceeds in the reverse direction to

increase NJT due to the absence of the high current density. The emission and capture

coefficients for hydrogen during the thermal anneal are elH and clH. It is assumed that

the diffusion of atomic hydrogen through the polysilicon emitter layer is not the rate

limiting process, as was assumed during stress. Thus, the same time dependence of NIT

derived in Eq.(5.5) is also found during the anneal. The same two interface trap species

involved in the decrease of NIT during stress are also involved in the increase in NIT

during anneal. Therefore, the sum of two exponential functions of time are predicted

during the anneal, as measured in section 5.2.2.

5.4. TTF Extrapolation ofHigh-Current Stress Data

The primary degradation mechanism at moderate VBE during high-current stress

was shown to be a decrease in I0 and increase in pp. This is consistent for all four

transistor technologies investigated in this work. A model for this phenomenon was

presented in the last section in which the kinetics of the IB decrease were found to be

accurately modeled by the sum of two exponential functions of time. It was proposed
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that this is due to two interface trap species with different emission and capture rates

and, consequently, different time constants for the IB decrease. In this section, the time-

to-failure (TTF) as a function of JE_stress from this mechanism will be estimated for

transistor technology A to demonstrate an extrapolation procedure to determine the

values of current density allowed for reliable circuit operation. The measured data for

the percent change in IB in section 5.2.1 was performed at elevated ambient temperature

to accelerate the degradation for reasonable measurement times. Thus, an extrapolation

of the results from elevated temperature to room temperature must be made for an

accurate 10-year TTF analysis for transistors and circuits operated at room temperature.

An array of measurements of AIB/IB0 vs. stress time similar to that shown in

Fig.5.6 were performed at five values of JE_stress ranging from 5.0mA/|im2 to

12.0mA/(im2 and at four ambient temperatures ranging from 125°C to 200°C. A least-

square fit of the measured data using Eq.(5.11) was then performed to extract

AIBloo/AIB0, %v AIB2oo/IB0, and x2 in each case. The resulting values are given in Table
5.1. The device temperature during stress is significantly higher than the ambient

temperature due to device self-heating. The effects of self heating are measured as

described in Ch.l using the measurement technique developed by Reisch [45]. The

thermal resistance was calculated to be Rth=0.95K/mW.

The time constants Xj and x2 at several values of JE.stress are shown in Figs.5.25

and 5.26 to be fit well by Arrhenius functions, where T is the device temperature

including self-heating. The activation energies are found to be nearly independent of JE

and are calculated to be EA1=0.31eV and EA2=0.35eV for Xj and x2 respectively. The
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Table 5.1 Extracted values of AIBloo/IB0, %v AIB2oo/IB0, and x2 for transistor technology
A from least-square fits to the measured AIB/IB0 data.

T (ambient) JE ^B2~^B0 X2 T(device)
(°C) (mA/finr) (%) (hr) (%) (hr) (°C)

125 5.0 2.0 12 7.8 175 145
125 6.5 4.9 10.1 11.8 110 154
125 8.0 9.4 6.4 14.4 77 165
125 10.0 11.0 4.1 15.6 44 175

125 12.0 13.8 2.0 15.8 22 188

150 5.0 3.4 8.9 9.0 83 171
150 6.5 5.6 7.0 11.5 65 178
150 8.0 6.3 4.8 14.6 49 186
150 10.0 10.8 2.6 14.6 28 199
150 12.0 11.8 1.2 14.0 12 212

175 5.0 4.2 5.6 10.0 60 194
175 6.5 5.7 4.5 10.0 52 204

175 8.0 9.8 2.9 12.6 35 215
175 10.0 12.2 1.6 11.2 16 224
175 12.0 12.4 0.9 10.0 8.0 237

200 5.0 0.9 4.0 7.4 45 219
200 6.5 5.8 2.5 10.8 30 228
200 8.0 7.4 2.3 11.8 21 235

200 10.0 11.4 1.2 9.8 11 248
200 12.0 12.8 0.6 10.6 5.5 259
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1000/T /(1 K_1)

Fig.5.25 The temperature dependence of Xj for transistor technology A at various stress
current densities. The least-square fits use the equation = x10exp(O.3O7/kT),
where x10=2.58xlO"3 ± OóxlO^hr for 5.0mA/|im2, 2.44x1 (T3 ± 7.09xl0“5hr
for 6.5mA/(im2 (not shown), 1.95xl0-3 ± 3.42xl0~5hr for 8.0mA/fim2,
1.40xl0-3 ± 4.35xl0-5hr for lO.OmA/^tm2, and 8.38xl0-4 ± 2.84xl0_5hr for
12mA/|im2. The crosses represent the extrapolated values of %x at 25°C
ambient temperature.
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1000/T /(1 K_1)

Fig.5.26 The temperature dependence of x2 for transistor technology A at various stress
current densities. The least-square fits use the equation x2 = x2Oexp(0.348/kT),3 ± 3.83xl0_4hrwhere x20=l.08x10 2 ± 4.66xl0-4hr for 5.0mA/(imz, 8.79x10
for 6.5mA/^tm2 (not shown), 7.70xl0-3 ± 2.46xl0_4hr for 8.0mA/|im2,
5.29xl0~3 ± l.SlxlO^hr for lO.OmA/tim2, and 3.22xl0“3 ± 1.53xl0_4hr for
12mA/(im2. The crosses represent the extrapolated values of x2 at 25°C
ambient temperature.
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extrapolated time constants at each value of JE_stress at an ambient temperature of 25°C

are shown by the crosses in Figs.5.25 and 5.26. The device temperatures at the 25°C

ambient temperature also include the effect of self-heating at each current density. The

resulting extrapolated values for Xj and x2 vs. JE.stress at 25°C ambient temperature are

shown in Fig.5.27, where both time constants are shown to have nearly the same JE_stress

dependence for the range of stress currents in this work. These values for xT and x2 will

be used to calculate TTF. The JE_stress dependence of Xj-1 and x2-1 at a constant device

temperature is plotted in Fig.5.28. Equation (5.6) shows that Xj-1 and x2-1 are expected

to be proportional to the hydrogen concentration at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon

interface during stress. Thus, Fig.5.28 gives the approximate dependence of H on

J£ strgss, which may reveal information on the physics of the hydrogen release process at

the metal/polysilicon interface. For both Xj-1 and x2-1, the JE_stress dependence is nearly

linear for JE_stress less than =8mA/p.m2. The JE_stress dependence of and x2-1 then

becomes nonlinear for JE.stress greater than =8mA/|im2, with x^1 and x2-1 nearly

proportional to JE.stress- This is consistent with an Auger recombination mechanism to

generate hot electrons which release the hydrogen, where eHX «= J|.stress-
The measured values for AIBloo/IB0 and AIB2oo/IB0 at each ambient temperature

during stress are plotted in Fig.5.29 vs. JE.stress- The data do not show a consistent

temperature dependence and have been found to have large inter-device variations at a

given stress condition. This is expected since AIBloo/IB0 and AIB2oo/IB0 depend on the

polysilicon structure and the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface characteristics,

which are expected to have random variations over the silicon wafer. Although the data
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Fig.5.27 The extrapolated values of tj and i2 vs. stress current density at 25°C ambient
temperature for transistor technology A.
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Fig.5.28 The inverse of the extrapolated values of %x and %2 vs. stress current density at
25°C device temperature for transistor technology A.

/(1cr2hr1)
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in Fig.5.29 are somewhat scattered, it is apparent that AIBloo/IB0 decreases to nearly zero

for JE stress<3mA/p.m2, with a rate of about 2% per mA/pm2. This explains the report of

a nearly single exponential decrease in IB at lower current densities [32,33]. At higher

Je-stress’ both interface trap species are important in the IB decrease. For

JE ^eg^lOmA/pm2, both AIBloo/IB0 and AIB2eo/IB0 appear to have saturated and have

little dependence on JE_stress-

The TTF is calculated using the extrapolated values for x1 and x2 at 25°C given in

Fig.5.27 and the approximate values for AlBloo/IB0 and AIB2oo/IB0 given by the solid lines

Fig.5.29. The TTF is calculated for a failure criterion of 10% increase in pF in the top

curve in Fig.5.30. The TTF is expected to become infinite for JE_stress less than about

3mA/pm2, because the sum of AIBloo/AIB0 and AIB2oo/IB0 are less than 10%. Therefore,

for JE less than about 3mA/pm2, the effects of high-current stress will not cause enough

change in PF for the device to reach failure, and the 10 year operating lifetime is

predicted to be achieved. The bottom curve in Fig.5.30 represents the TTF for a

transistor with a more stringent failure criterion of 2% increase in pp. In this case, the

transistor is expected to attain a 10 year operating lifetime only for JE.stress less than

about l.OmA/pm2. Thus, the design limit of ImA/pm2 may already reduce the TTF for

transistors operating in circuits with very small tolerances of pE change.

5.5. Summary

The effects of high-current density operation on BJT characteristics have been

demonstrated. A model was presented to explain the IB decrease and PF increase at
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Je-stress /(1mA/|im2)

Fig.5.29 The values at each ambient temperature for the percent change in IB for both
interface trap species in transistor technology A at infinite stress time as a
function of stress current density. The open symbols represent AIBloo/IB0 and
the solid symbols represent AIB2oo/IB0.
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^E-stress ^0 ITlA/fllTl )

Fig.5.30 The time-to-failure (1T b) for transistor technology A due to the pF increase at
moderate VBE. Two different failure criteria of 10% and 2% increase in PF are
shown.
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moderate VBE, where atomic hydrogen is proposed to be released by the high current

density in the emitter polysilicon contact and to diffuse toward the

polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface to decrease the recombination velocity. This

model is applicable for both n/p/n and p/n/p transistors. An example of TTF

extrapolation for the pF increase was presented. The increase in Ifi and decrease in pF at

low VBE was also conclusively shown to be the result of interface trap generation at the

Si02/Si interface along the emitter perimeter. The effects of oxide charging in this

region were shown to be minimal.



CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1. Summary

The work on bipolar junction transistor reliability presented in this dissertation

represents an important step toward a complete description of the important silicon BJT

degradation mechanisms. The physical processes involved in device degradation under

both reverse emitter-base bias stress and high-current forward-active stress were

delineated. Also, improved accelerated measurement techniques for rapid determination

the device time-to-failure were developed. A better understanding of the physical

processes of transistor degradation along with faster turn around time from the

accelerated measurement techniques will lead to improved transistor designs, which

maximize the tradeoff between performance and reliability.

6.2. Oxide/Silicon Interface Reliability

One aspect of silicon transistor reliability which was encountered in nearly all of

the experiments in this work is the stability of the Si02/Si interface near the emitter-base

junction. The oxide layer is used to electrically isolate and protect the silicon surface of

transistors in all silicon integrated circuits, making this a very fundamental reliability

241
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issue. An increase in carrier recombination at the Si02/Si interface increases the base

current and decreases the current gain, pp of a BJT.

During reverse emitter-base bias stress, which is encountered in BiCMOS circuits,

energetic carriers in the emitter-base junction space-charge region have been determined

to be responsible for an increase in NIT by breaking weak interface bonds [3-25].

However, the physical processes by which the hot carriers create new interface traps are

still not clearly understood. It has been suggested that the breaking of Si-H bonds may

be a primary cause of NIT generation [43]. A simple one-dimensional model based on

the breaking of weak impurity bonds such as the Si-H bond was derived in Ch. 1 and

used to gain insight into the kinetics of the NJT increase in Ch.2. Further measurements

may allow improvements to be made on this model and yield more detailed information

on the basic physical processes of NJT generation. The use of the DCIV technique [57]

on a specially designed BiMOS test structure with an emitter-base junction more closely

resembling a submicron BJT with a polysilicon emitter contact may provide much of

this information. This test structure would provide a definite indication of the presence

of a surface electron channel after reverse-bias stress, and would allow for accurate

separation between NJT generation and oxide charging.

Until recently, the type of hot carriers involved in NIT generation during reverse-

bias stress was not clear for shallow emitter-base junctions. It was proposed that both

hot holes and secondary hot electrons may both be important [20]. In Ch.2 and Ch.3, it

was demonstrated that hot holes are the primary carriers involved in NIT generation at

low reverse-bias stress voltages. This may simplify the prediction of BJT reliability, if
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the hot hole kinetic energy and density can be accurately simulated. The accelerated

reverse-bias stress measurements in Ch.3 also provide a basis for determining the

accuracy of the simulations, since the ratio of perimeter and bulk hot carrier densities in

the emitter-base junction during stress may be extracted from the measurements. Also,

the accelerated TTF measurements in Ch.3 indicated that NJT generation from hot holes

is still an important consideration for power supply voltages as low as 2.5V. Thus, the

BJT reliability in BiCMOS circuits is expected to remain a critical issue for some time.

The operation of BJTs at high current density in the forward-active mode has also

been shown to increase NIT [26-33]. This was demonstrated conclusively in Ch.5 by

separating the effects of NIT generation and oxide charging using the DCIV technique.

Thus, was shown to be increased significantly at the Si02/Si interface by passing a

high current density through the emitter-base junction. The only source of hot carriers

near the emitter-base junction during forward-active operation are those created during

Auger recombination. These hot carriers are assumed to be the cause of the Si02/Si

interface degradation during high-current stress [27]. Further measurements on the

kinetics of the NIT increase during high-current stress may provide additional insight

into this phenomenon.

6.3. Oxide Charging/Discharging

The charging of Si02 films has been studied in detail since the first oxide

passivated transistors were fabricated. Oxide charging has been found to be a very

important issue in the gate oxide reliability of MOS transistors. The charging of the
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oxide layer near the emitter-base junction of a BJT has also been found to cause

reliability problems during reverse emitter-base bias stress [12-14]. In Ch.2, the

increase in the base current was demonstrated to be partially due to positive oxide

charging, which was shown to create a surface channel for electrons over the quasi¬

neutral base. It was also shown that oxide charging was necessary to explain the

measured kinetics of the increase in the base current during reverse-bias stress, along

with the disappearance of forward trap-assisted tunneling current at low temperatures.

The partial discharging the oxide layer after the conclusion of reverse-bias stress

was used to explain the post stress base current relaxation transient in Ch.4. The

tunneling of positive trapped charge out of the oxide layer was shown to occur near the

Si02/Si interface.

6.4. Polysilicon/Silicon Interface Reliability

The polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface reliability has been studied in recent

years as the emitter current density during BJT operation has increased [25-33]. It has

been found that the base current decreases during high-current operation due to a

decrease in the trap density at the polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface in the emitter,

NiT p/c- The decrease in NITp/c has been proposed to be due to the passivation of the
interface traps by atomic hydrogen which is released from the metal/polysilicon

interface at the top of the polysilicon layer [30-33]. In Ch.5, the decrease in the base

current due to the decrease in NIT /c was found to be modeled accurately by the sum of

two decreasing exponential functions of time in both n/p/n and p/n/p transistors. A
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detailed model was presented which explains this phenomenon. The two-exponential

time dependence suggests that two separate polysilicon/crystalline-silicon interface trap

species are involved in the decrease of NIT /c. The decrease in the emitter resistance,

which is normally measured along with the decrease in the base current was also shown

to follow the same time dependence as the decrease in NIT /c. Since the increase in

conductivity of polysilicon layers by atomic hydrogen is well known [66,67], this is

further support for the hydrogen model.
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